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Virtual Worlds for Well-Being

The research conducted for this thesis was performed as part of the Virtual

Worlds for Well-Being (VIEWW) project funded by COMMIT. As part of the

project an interactive wall was built for people suffering from dementia. The

wall makes use of computer vision algorithms presented in this thesis, to

recognize people in front of it and to recognize their interactions. Based on

the detected behavior the wall gives a personalized experience using videos

and music. Interaction with the wall may diminish the behavioral problems

of dementia such as agitation, aggression, fear, depression and apathy.

In this thesis the questions relating to computer vision that were raised as

a result of creating the wall for the VIEWW project, are given an answer:

How can we automatically recognize people and their interactions, and how

can we analyze their behavior based on these detections?



CHAPTER 1

General introduction
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Abstract

In this first chapter, the concepts that lie at the center of this
thesis are introduced. We give context on the research that we
have done and we will give an overview of the contributions
that were made. Finally, we sketch the outline for the rest of
this thesis.
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1.1 Dyadic human interactions

The study of social interactions has a long history. In sociology the concept

of a face-to-face interaction is first introduced to identify measurable aspects

of human behavior in terms of which consistent predictions can be made

(Chapple and Arensberg, 1940). Specifically, the concept refers to situations

in which individuals engage in synchronous social interactions, primarily by

coming together and exchanging symbolic forms, or engaging in other kinds

of actions, while being co-present in the same physical location (Chandler

and Munday, 2011; Crowley and Mitchell, 1994). Symbolic form is defined

as the bond between a common meaning and the particular concrete sensory

sign in which the meaning inheres (Verene, 2011). In semiotics, a sensory
sign refers to manual ways of conveying meaning, such as using gestures.

This thesis is about automatically localizing and classifying such face-to-face

interactions in video, by a computer. In the field of computer vision tasks like

these are commonly referred to as human interaction recognition. We limit

our focus to dyadic interactions, which means that we model interactional

events that involve two people at a time. We pay special attention to inter-

actions with physical contact, such as a handshake or a hug, but they may

also take place at a small distance, such as waving at each other or passing

an object.

Automatically recognizing dyadic interactions is an important topic be-

cause of the many types of applications which lie in its prospects. Human

interaction recognition plays an important role in surveillance, video search

and automated video captioning (Jiang et al., 2013; Ramezani and Yagh-

maee, 2016). We would like automatic aggression detection systems, for

instance, to be capable of discerning between the perpetrator and victim of

the aggression (Rota et al., 2015). In the case of video search, it would be de-

sirable to find every instance of a tackle by a specific player during a football

match. This information could then be used to measure the player’s defensive

capabilities. Video captioning systems could make use of automatic interac-

tion recognition to produce detailed real-time descriptions of social events.

This may be of help to the visually impaired, as textual descriptions can al-

ready be accurately synthesized as speech. In addition to the practical merits,
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the automated detection of interactions can also benefit research into human

behavior understanding and the study of social development. Kendon et al.

(1975) write: How people arrange themselves in space is part of the way people
select, as it were, how they are going to relate to one another for the duration
of the interactional event in which they will be involved.

Recognizing human interactions involves several challenges. Humans search,

locate and recognize the interactions of the people around them with seem-

ingly effortless ease, from an early age (Kendon et al., 1975). Research into

infant behavior shows that newborn babies will pursue simple dyadic in-

teractions, such as eye-to-eye contact, to maintain their partner’s attention

(Farroni et al., 2002). Automatic detection of human interactions using com-

puter vision and machine learning, on the other hand, is a challenging task

that has, for many years, been beyond the capabilities of computer systems

and artificial intelligence. Its difficulty lies in the need to solve several sub-

tasks before the interaction can be identified. These subtasks are related

to three basic questions: When in the video is the interaction taking place?

Where in the video’s images is that precisely? And finally, what is the inter-

action about? A large body of work has emerged focusing on these subtasks.

Progress has been made in human tracking (Benfold and Reid, 2011; Izadinia

et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2010) and action classification (Liu et al., 2009;

Mena et al., 2008; Rota et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2009). However, solving

each subtask independently is unlikely to give the best results. Errors made

early on in, for instance, the person detection impacts the final classification.

A more promising approach would be to jointly solve all the subtasks that

are involved in an implicit manner. In this case, failure of one subtask can

be compensated by the performance of the others. These types of frame-

works have been thoroughly investigated for object recognition tasks in im-

ages (Deng et al., 2009; Everingham et al., 2015; Russakovsky et al., 2015).

Less is known about their applicability in videos that feature interactions.

The challenges of solving the problem of human interaction recognition lie

in the highly articulated nature in which people conduct themselves during

interactions with others.
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1.2 Context

The VIEWW project of COMMIT deals with the well-being of elderly people.

Elderly people with early onset dementia often feel confused and depressed,

which is reflected in their behavior. Not all these behaviors involve other

people, such as wandering or falling over. In this thesis we do not focus

on these kinds of events. What motivated the research is that elderly people

show individual behaviors towards care givers and fellow inhabitants of their

care homes, such as a hug or a handshake. Our work is inspired by the

request to be able to automatically gain insight into these social interactional

events. Automatic detection of the interactions of the people in these homes

can support their well-being.

We focus on face-to-face human interactions with fine-grained differences.

These events vary subtly in their performance and may have a moment of

contact between the two individuals that are involved. For these types of

interactions, we need to more effectively model their mutual coordination.

In fine-grained interactions mutual poses and motions must be precisely co-

ordinated between its participants. Small but unexpected differences in the

execution usually lead to funny, if not awkward situations, like engaging in a

handshake when a fist bump is expected. Or the hovering hand of an unre-

ciprocated handshake.

Our work can be applied in (semi-)public spaces to see the kinds of spe-

cific face-to-face interactions that take place. We can output metadata that

contains regions of interest throughout the type of closed-circuit television

(CCTV) footage recorded there.
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1.3 Contributions

We train models for the localization and recognition of spatio-temporal re-

gions in videos that feature face-to-face interactions. We experiment with

both generative and discriminative approaches to training our models. We

test how well our work generalizes to other settings, scenarios and contexts.

We make the following contributions:

˛ Two new data sets are introduced: ShakeFive1 and ShakeFive2. Our

data sets feature dyadic interactions of several different classes with

fine-grained differences between them. We are the first to provide

examples with precise limb locations of both individuals for the en-

tire duration of every interaction, synchronized with the video footage.

(Chapter 3)

˛ We describe a method that finds the moment that is most representative

of a dyadic interaction: its epitome. We introduce a novel way to model

interactions by using the epitome frames to train our models that uti-

lize features based on the pose and features based on the optical flow.

(Chapter 4)

˛ We describe a framework to localize human interactions in both space

and time. We use a Deformable Parts Model (DPM) with multiple pose

and flow features per part. Contrary to previous work, our method

enables us to detect fine-grained interactions because the model parts

that we use are directly linked to the poses and motions of the limbs

involved. Instead of modeling body parts for everyone separately, we

model suitable regions of both individuals simultaneously, to represent

specific interactions. (Chapter 5)

˛ We describe a framework to train deformable part models for interac-

tions based on video data and auxiliary images. We demonstrate that

our novel approach to using auxiliary images increases generalization

performance in cross-dataset experiments on spatio-temporal interac-

tion detection. Using our method, models can be trained with limited

amounts of training data. (Chapter 6)
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˛ We introduce the first framework for the detection, in both space and

time, of fine-grained interactions by means of a novel way to create

spatio-temporal tubes. We apply our method in a variety of settings.

We show the efficacy of our work in spatio-temporal localization exper-

iments both on a single data set, and in a cross-data set scenario, while

being trained on few examples. (Chapter 7)

1.4 Outline

The main body of this thesis is dedicated to describing our own fine-grained

dyadic interaction modeling framework (Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7). In the next

chapter, an extensive overview is given of the state of the art in the litera-

ture on interaction recognition. We describe different approaches to create

models that can classify actions and interactions. We look at the origins of

various approaches and their advantages and limitations. In Chapter 3 we

introduce our own data sets and we give detailed descriptions of other pub-

licly available data sets that focus on human interactions. After the detailed

introduction, discussion and evaluation of our dyadic interaction modeling

framework in Chapters 4-7, we discuss the findings of our research in Chap-

ter 8, together with possible directions of future research.





CHAPTER 2

Literature on features, poses
and interactions
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Abstract

In this chapter an overview is given of the state of the art in ac-
tion and interaction recognition. We review literature on feature
modeling and work that distinguishes between single human ac-
tion recognition, human-object interaction recognition, group
interaction recognition and human-human interaction recogni-
tion. Furthermore, we look at various modeling techniques for
solving the problem of classifying interactions in images and
video, such as direct feature extraction, pose estimation and
graph models. Finally, we look at the problem of automated
understanding of social interactions, work in this area models
the social dynamics between groups of interacting people.
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2.1 Actions and interactions

An interaction can be characterized by the coordinated movements of the

individuals involved. One way to capture this coordination is by modeling

visual features extracted directly from the bodies of the individuals depicted

in the image. In Section 2.2 we will look in depth at work based on extract-

ing these features and how they are used to train models that classify inter-

actions. Extracting local features from the body requires knowledge about

the location, in the image or video, of the people involved in the interaction.

Several methods take pose estimation as the first step in the interaction de-

tection pipeline. Pose estimation starts with detecting the individual people

in the scene. When everyone has been detected, their poses can be estimated.

The limb configurations taken from the pose can in turn be used to classify

an action or interaction. We discuss the work that has been done on pose

estimation in Section 2.3.

In Section 2.4, we look at the work on action and interaction recognition

using graph models. An example of a graph model is the Deformable Parts

Model (DPM) by Felzenszwalb et al. (2010b). We discuss different aspects of

graph models, such as their flexible nature and their ability to simultaneously

detect and classify interactions.

In Section 2.5, we look at methods that focus on social interactions. A

social interaction usually involves more than two individuals. This makes

explicit modeling of the poses of all individuals involved difficult, due to the

occlusions and clutter that is caused by groups of people standing together.

We discuss several solutions proposed by works that focus on these types of

interactions. We finish with a review of work that focuses on dyadic social

encounters that involve physical interactions. Here too occlusions and clutter

make the detection and classification task more difficult.

After reviewing the literature, we conclude in the last section that there

is a need for end-to-end framworks that focus on localizing face-to-face in-

teractions with fine-grained differences, which will be the focus of the next

chapters.
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2.2 Feature modeling

Early work on feature modeling utilized Support Vector Machines (SVM) di-

rectly on low-level features to classify actions. A typical approach would

consist of a pipeline that automatically generates a set of keypoints. From

these keypoints local features are extracted. The local features are clustered,

for instance by k-means, after which a distance measure can be applied. In

this way an unknown interaction can be classified by assigning its features to

the cluster they lie closest to, according to the distance measure. The most

common low-level feature descriptors used in action and interaction classi-

fication are: Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004), Space-

Time Interest Points (STIP) (Laptev, 2005), Histograms of Oriented Gradi-

ents (HOG) (Dalal and Triggs, 2005), Histograms of Optical Flow (HOF) and

Motion Boundary Histograms (MBH) (Wang et al., 2013). In Section 4.2.1

we will give detailed descriptions of the HOG, HOF and MBH feature de-

scriptors. Later work has used combinations of these descriptors in mid-level

feature representations, such as a Bag-Of-Features (BOF). A BOF is a visual

variant of the Bag-Of-Words, commonly used in natural language processing.

A BOF produces a codebook of visual features, which is subsequently trained

as a classifier using SVMs. Mid-level feature representations were further

exploited in methods that use graph representations to capture the relation

between the location and movements of the body and its actions, which will

be discussed in Section 2.4. Aided by using depth estimation cameras such as

Kinect, some methods use high-level feature representations such as 3D limb

positions and their movements to model interactions (Wang et al., 2018).

Research on interaction detection is inspired by advances in individual ac-

tion recognition (Poppe, 2010). Initially popular approaches to recognize

actions from video focused on local descriptors in a BOF representation. Us-

ing a BOF led to initial success, e.g. Schuldt et al. (2004), because it captures

patterns of parts of the interactions that stand out, such as the pose or the

motion of the limbs of the body. Distinct features based on edges, motion or

both are found and collected within spatio-temporal regions of a video. By

bagging the edge and motion features, the spatio-temporal configurations are

lost, but the interaction patterns they represent can be efficiently trained by
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Figure 2.1 The interaction recognition training pipeline utilizing STIP features and a
BOF to map learned feature distributions to semantic action labels (Marín-Jiménez
et al., 2013). On the input video STIP features are computed. The STIP features are
used to compute descriptors from which a codebook of visual words is created. Each
video is then described using the codebook. Finally, the video descriptions are used
to train a classifier.

a classifier. The first efforts that were made consider gross body movements

and employed STIP or a Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD)

(Jégou et al., 2010). These features can be encoded using a BOF (Schuldt

et al., 2004) or a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) in combination with Fisher

Vectors (FV) (Sanchez et al., 2013). In Figure 2.1 we illustrate the pipeline

used by Marín-Jiménez et al. (2013). Alternatively, local features are pooled

in a region and a mapping is learned from feature distributions to semantic

action labels. In these methods the spatio-temporal correlations that were

lost in a BOF, can be considered because they apply to particular regions of

the data.

Marszałek et al. (2009) compute HOG, HOF and SIFT features on 2D-

and 3D-Harris keypoints. They use these features to create a BOF code-

book which represents a video sample as an orderless distribution of visual

words. A χ2-SVM is used to learn actions and scene context represented

by the codebook. More recently Wang et al. (2013) create a BOF codebook

based on local descriptors over time that form dense trajectories of keypoints

that can track changes in motion more robustly. These trajectories consist of

many tracks of different types of features: HOG, HOF, MBH and Trajectory

Shapes. The main advantage of BOF and dense trajectory approaches is that

accurate localization of a person is not required. These approaches are suc-

cessful in creating discriminative dictionaries of the movements in the scene

which implicitly represent the interactions. The discriminative power comes

from the assumption that the produced trajectory patterns are unique to par-
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Figure 2.2 The method by Ni et al. (2015) clusters Dense Trajectories (DT) in a dis-
criminative manner to emphasize the differences between different actions. The clus-
ters are represented as different trajectory colors.

ticular interactions. There is no explicit link between the low-level move-

ment and human body parts. Without such pose information, discriminative

patterns of image movements are modeled implicitly, for instance using co-

occurring spatio-temporal codewords (Zhang et al., 2012). To localize an

interaction, additional steps need to be taken such as clustering dense tra-

jectories (Van Gemert et al., 2015; Ni et al., 2015). In Figure 2.2 we show

the solution proposed by Ni et al. (2015). When enough trajectories can

be clustered, the volume created by the set roughly encompasses the inter-

action. This approach is less reliable in the presence of other motions, for

example when multiple people interact face-to-face. El houda Slimani et al.

(2014) use a co-occurrence metric of visual words, a BOF type representa-

tion, for describing interactions between several persons. The visual words

are treated as high-level interaction representations for everyone in the set,

the frequency distribution of which defines the interaction. Despite state-of-

the-art action and interaction recognition results, spatial information is not

used in the aggregation of the tracked points. Consequently, motion cannot

be explicitly linked to specific body parts. This results in difficulties when

distinguishing between actions that differ slightly. We can imagine, for in-

stance, that scratching the head is indistinguishable from stroking the head

even though both are performed in different contexts.
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The most recent trend is to steer away from handcrafted feature descrip-

tors like the ones mentioned above. By using Convolutional Neural Net-

works (ConvNets) low- and mid-level features can be learned directly from

the training data (Asadi-Aghbolaghi et al., 2017). These kinds of approaches

usually perform interaction recognition in one of five ways: First, by classify-

ing at frame-level. Class scores are averaged over many separate 2D frames,

which are processed the same way as one would in an image classification

task. Second, by directly feeding motion-based features, such as optical flow,

into the network. Third, by performing 3D convolutions on stacks of mul-

tiple adjacent video frames. Fourth, by using temporal sequence modeling

techniques, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). Or lastly, by using

fusion strategies, which combine ConvNets with different machine learning

techniques such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM). The use of ConvNets for

action and interaction recognition poses specific problems. One problem is

the difficulty of recognizing patterns over time. There are different solutions

to this problem, one is a two-stream convolutional network (Simonyan and

Zisserman, 2014). In this network a separate stream of convolutions con-

siders motion, but they are not well suited for temporal variations in the

performance of the action. Another solution is to use a Recurrent Neural

Network (RNN) in combination with LSTM cells (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-

ber, 1997). This partly overcomes the vanishing gradients problem of RNNs.

Vanishing gradients occur because deeper layers of the network have smaller

derivatives that are difficult to optimize. They also occur because the tempo-

ral extent of an interaction spans too many frames. LSTM cells can help in

this case because they allow for learning long-term dependencies by retain-

ing weight values learned early on, over many iterations (Wang et al., 2017;

Yan et al., 2017).

2.3 Interactions from human detection

An alternative to classifying directly from local features is to first find the

individuals involved in the interaction. The first step is to seek out candidate

regions of people throughout the video, using human detection algorithms.

The interactions in these regions can then be classified based on extracted
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features. Ryoo (2011) make use of 3D space-time local features (Aggarwal

and Ryoo, 2011; Dollár et al., 2005; Schuldt et al., 2004) from the regions

around the body. Patron-Perez et al. (2012) use a two-stage approach to

classify human interactions in unsegmented videos. In the first stage they

detect the upper bodies of all people in every frame and link the detections

together to form person tracks. They then extract several high-level features

from these tracks, such as head orientations and the spatial distance between

subjects. The second stage consists of classifying human interactions based

on the extracted high-level features. The drawback of this approach is that

classification is suboptimal when the person localization fails, for example

due to partial occlusions when people are close to each other. The relative

distance between individuals has been further explored by Sener and İkizler-

Cinbis (2015), who formulate interaction detection as a multiple-instance

learning problem because not all frames in an interaction are considered

informative. Sefidgar et al. (2015) use the same reasoning to create a model

based on discriminative key frames and consider their relative distance and

timing within the interaction.

Impressive results in 2D and 3D human pose estimation have been achieved

using ConvNets (Cao et al., 2017; Güler et al., 2018; Toshev and Szegedy,

2014). Knowledge of body pose has been shown to improve action recogni-

tion, and vice versa (Nie et al., 2015). In particular, the movement at specific

joint locations gives strong cues for action recognition (Jhuang et al., 2013),

also in deep architectures. Poses and movements of specific body parts char-

acterize interactions. In Figure 2.3 we illustrate this in the work of Wang

et al. (2012). For instance, in a fist bump, the arms extend towards each

other and the knuckles of the right hands meet as they touch. This requires

the lower arm to be in a particular pose. Such poses must be described by

stronger image cues to be effective, which gave rise to the introduction of

poselets (Bourdev and Malik, 2009). Poselets are templates that encode a

specific configuration of body parts such as a bent arm. Such representations

are less susceptible to occlusions, but the highly articulated nature of the hu-

man body requires a prohibitively large number of poselets for full-body pose

estimation (Gkioxari et al., 2013). The positions of the limbs were first used

by Bourdev et al. (2010) to detect people engaged in specific actions in still

images. Kong et al. (2014) combine poselets with motion, forming attributes
of interaction. They use attributes such as “outstretched hands” and “leaning
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Figure 2.3 The Actionlet Ensemble Model by Wang et al. (2012). This method models
specific body parts that characterize a particular interaction. Using depth data, Local
Occupancy Patterns (LOP features) are calculated for specific body parts. These fea-
tures are placed in a Fourier Temporal Pyramid that captures the temporal patterns
of the interaction. The features are used to train an action classifier using a multiple
kernel learning method.
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forward torso” and consider their co-occurrences to characterize interactions.

Some of the attributes might not be informative, such as the positioning

of the feet when performing certain greetings. Kong and Fu (2015) consider

only those body parts that characterize the interaction. Their method pools

BOF responses in a coarse grid. This allows them to identify specific motion

patterns relative to a person’s location, but the level of detail of the analysis

is limited by the granularity of the patches and the accuracy of the person

detector. Cho et al. (2017) create a model that is focused on high intra- and

inter-class variations between interactions. They use a compositional inter-

action descriptor to represent motion on different levels to obtain a highly

discriminative description of each interaction where some may emphasize

differences on the individual level, while others emphasize differences on a

more global level of representation.

While the proposed methods work well for individuals, the limitation of

pose information for interactions is that the body parts involved in the phys-

ical interaction are typically occluded. Because joints are estimated inde-

pendently in a feed-foward manner, joints of different people can easily be

confused when assembling full-body poses, unless a more holistic approach

is considered (Sudowe et al., 2015). This poses challenges for the detec-

tion of face-to-face interactions where the coordination between people is

essential. We cannot just look at a single person. Several solutions have

been explored to address this issue. First, joint locations can be estimated

conditionally, to encode pair-wise relations between joints. Gkioxari et al.

(2016) estimate joint locations using additional information from previously

estimated joint locations. Insafutdinov et al. (2016) estimate pair-wise joint

relations directly from the image.

Instead of looking specifically for human bodies or poses, another ap-

proach is to describe the configuration of the limbs related to an action or in-

teraction as a graph model. In a graph model each node represents a specific

part of the body and each edge represents a relation between these nodes.

The advantage is that the edges, that describe the spatial relation between

nodes, can be flexible in nature by encoding a deformation function between

the connected nodes. This deformation function can be learned from the

data and usually takes the form of a penalty that is added for unlikely spatial

configurations. Part-based graph models such as the Deformable Parts Model

(DPM) (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010b) can be used to detect people in an im-
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Figure 2.4 The method by Yang and Ramanan (2013) models human poses using a
DPM with fourteen parts. We see four specific body poses. For each of the poses the
HOG features (top) of different parts are nodes in a graph that represent the body
at specific keypoints (bottom, red). The nodes are connected to each other through
edges (bottom, blue) that represent the limbs of the body.

age and localize their body parts. These models employ part detectors and

impose spatial constraints between these parts through tree-like graphs with

body part templates as nodes and pair-wise spatial joint relations as edges.

DPMs are sufficiently flexible to describe articulations of the body (Yang and

Ramanan, 2013) because of the deformation term that is encoded on the

edges. This enables the detection of key poses representative of an action

(Raptis and Sigal, 2013). In Figure 2.4 different examples of human pose

models trained by Yang and Ramanan (2013) are shown. Because the space

of likely poses is limited for a given action, Iqbal et al. (2017) condition both

part templates and pair-wise relations on the action. This fits the model and

the shape of its parts to the subset of poses that are directly related to the

learned actions. Others have taken advantage of the more descriptive nature

of poselets and have formulated DPMs with poselet parts (Gkioxari et al.,

2014; Pishchulin et al., 2013). Due to the nature of a poselet, which de-

scribes an action specific pose for a relevant part of the body, the subset of

poses related to the action can be learned more easily.
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2.4 Graph models

Yao et al. (2014) use DPMs and focus on human-object interactions. The

nature of a DPM allows for handling variations in the spatial performance

of the actions due to the environment. To capture the movement related

to a key pose, they connect the output of a DPM to a set of motion tem-

plates using optical flow. Effectively, this approach allows to detect actions

that vary in their execution in time, such as interactions with a vending ma-

chine. The formulation works well for representing coarse movements, but

the motion templates are not connected to specific parts of the DPM model,

which makes distinguishing fine movements difficult. Another issue is that in

human-object interactions, the action is directed towards something. Reach-

ing actions depend on the location of the object. Some have addressed this

using object detections as cues for action recognition (Gupta et al., 2009;

Yao and Fei-Fei, 2012). Tian et al. (2013) have extended DPMs for action

detection to model changes in pose over time, using spatio-temporal HOG3D

descriptors (Kläser et al., 2008). Parts are deformable in both space and time

but, again, are not connected to specific body parts. As such, they cannot

model detailed motion or pose of a specific limb.

Different body parts can occur at different camera distances within an im-

age due to out-of-plane rotation. The resulting differences in scale make the

affected parts more difficult to detect. This can be problematic when detect-

ing an interaction that involves an arm moving away or towards the camera,

for instance during a handshake. Allowing parts to scale independently from

each other can counter this and has been explored by Dubout and Fleuret

(2013), who also modeled scale deformations.

While DPMs have much potential in simultaneously detecting and classify-

ing interactions, they require enough positive training examples to determine

the features of the body part templates and their pair-wise relations. Es-

pecially when interactions are classified with more granularity, the amount

of training data is typically low. This poses challenges in ensuring that the

trained models generalize to videos with different visual properties. Next

to the image modeling properties, the geometric aspects of graph models
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are largely separate, which leaves room for improvement. To this end Gir-

shick et al. (2015) have found that DPMs can be considered a specific type of

ConvNet. This implies that handcrafted features, such as HOG, in body part

templates can be replaced by a learned representation as hidden node of the

neural network.

Despite the powerful DPM formulation, occlusions during interactions re-

main an issue because an individual’s pose information essential to correctly

identifying an interaction may not be visible. To this end, Yang et al. (2012)

consider multiple people in a single DPM to model physical interactions by

describing different “touch codes”, such as a hand on someone’s shoulder.

More recently, Ryou and Perona (2018) have used convolutional LSTM units

to generate heatmaps of the potential limb locations involved in the inter-

action. This type of physical interactions has further been investigated by

Gkioxari et al. (2018), who have used subject, verb, object triplets to rec-

ognize human-object interactions in a graph-like regions with convolutional

neural network features (R-CNN) (Girshick et al., 2014). They produce ob-

ject region proposals associated with person region proposals. The object

and person detections are weighed by the probability of an interaction that

involves both. The final classification result is weighed by the likelihood of

the object being the target of the interaction performed by the person.

2.5 Social interactions

Actions can also have a social component if they are performed together with

others. These interactions are typically coordinated in the sense that move-

ments of one person are affected by, and affect, the movements of others. For

example, a handshake requires both people to face each other, extend their

arms forward, grab the other’s hand and simultaneously move the hands up

and down. If the shake of the hands would not be coordinated, we would

probably not perceive the movements as a handshake. Equally, an interaction

that involves more people also requires some coordination. When queuing, a

person in the queue will respond to the movements of the person in front of

her or him. We distinguish two forms of social interactions: one that involves

the relative positions of the individuals without any physical contact and one

that does involve contact during the interaction. We will discuss both.
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Figure 2.5 Group interaction modeling by Choi and Savarese (2014). A group in-
teraction is modeled as a Collective Activity (C) which consists of a distribution of
collection of Interactions (I). The interactions themselves are activities between pairs
of individuals, each performing an Atomic Activity (A). To model the interactions the
location, discrete orientations and individual’s relative positions are considered using
Tracklets (τ).

Typically, the relative positions of people in a scene give rise to the under-

standing of interactions or group actions (Rios-Martinez et al., 2015). Lan

et al. (2012) introduce the action context descriptor that encodes both the

estimated action performed by the person under focus, and those in her or his

vicinity. Choi and Savarese (2014) address learning automatically the param-

eters of this vicinity in terms of size, distance and the division into discrete

orientations. We illustrate their method in Figure 2.5. Besides people’s rel-

ative positions, cues from people’s orientation (Cristani et al., 2011a,b) and

movements (Chang et al., 2011; Lan et al., 2014) can further help in under-

standing group activities. Ryoo and Aggarwal (2011) incorporate temporal,

spatial and logical cues in a probabilistic model of individual activities. The

temporal and spatial cues allow describing an interaction’s time and place

with predicates such as: before, during, near and touch. The logical cues are

connectives taken directly from predicate logic: and, or and not. They are

defined in a conventional manner to concatenate spatial and temporal predi-

cates. The combination of group members that have the maximum posterior

probability for a particular activity is assigned the label. The group activi-

ties are described as a context-free grammar (CFG) syntax of the available

predicates. Ji et al. (2017) also represent an interaction as a probability dis-
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(a) hand-hand (b) shoulder-shoulder (c) hand-shoulder

Figure 2.6 Three examples of different “touch codes” introduced in the work by Yang
et al. (2012). Touch codes are classified by the spatial configuration of different body
parts that are recognized as parts of the DPM: head (green), shoulder (yellow), upper
arm (red), lower arm (blue) and hand (orange).

tribution of activity labels, temporally separated into different phases. They

focus on dyadic interactions, such as pushing or hugging, and model them as

probability distributions of the three phases typical for such interactions: a

start phase, an execution phase and an end phase. The visual features of the

video frames in a phase are represented as an HMM. One for each phase. In

their work the final recognition for a given interaction is obtained by fusing

the probabilities of each phase into a single score.

While much progress has been made in understanding these activities, the

focus is on broad action categories such as queuing or fighting. A notable

exception is the work of Patron-Perez et al. (2012), who focus on dyadic

interactions such as handshakes and hugs. However, they use upper body

detectors and head pose classifiers without fine-grained limb movement in-

formation. In daily life, there are many coordinated physical interactions,

such as walking hand-in-hand, dancing, shaking hands and fighting. We

have seen how DPMs can be used to recognize proxemics (Yang et al., 2012).

In Figure 2.6 we show examples that use different “touch codes” to repre-

sent physical interactions. Methods that model proxemics involving physical

interactions are generally more suitable to describe fine-grained interaction

details than models that use the subject’s relative positions in broad action

categories. This is because physical interactions are described in terms of

limb configurations, poses and movements.
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2.6 Conclusion

The literature shows that there is a lack of work on end-to-end frameworks

that focus on localizing face-to-face interactions with fine-grained differences.

An end-to-end interaction detection framework is a single integrated frame-

work that takes as input a video and outputs all interaction localizations

within the video and their classifications, as metadata. In an end-to-end

framework good recognition results do not depend on good results from all

the subtasks that are involved to solve the problem. Bad results of one sub-

task can be compensated by another. We will look at different methods for

training and testing such recognition frameworks in the following chapters.



CHAPTER 3

Data sets and training sources
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Abstract

An overview is presented of data sets featuring human inter-
actions. Extra attention is given to dyadic interactions. After
discussing existing data sets that feature face-to-face dyadic hu-
man interactions, we introduce two new data sets: ShakeFive1
and ShakeFive2. Both data sets feature interactions that have
fine-grained differences and that feature subjects at close range.
The fist data set features two interactions: handshake and high

five. It is recorded using Kinect 1.0. The second data set fea-
tures eight interactions: fist bump, handshake, high five, hug,
pass object, thumbs up, rock, paper, scissors and explaining a

route. This data set is recorded using Kinect 2.0. We give the
characteristics of both data sets that matter most when detect-
ing them in videos. Finally, we give details on additional sources
for training dyadic interactions.
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3.1 Introduction

Over the past years a variety of data sets have emerged that relate to human

actions and interactions. We have evaluated several commonly used publicly

available data sets for use in a human interaction task. We show an overview

of these data sets in Section 3.2. After reviewing each one of these data sets

on how well its action or interaction scenarios relate to our research topic,

we find that the type of interactions we are interested in is underrepresented

in the available material. First, the actions depicted in most of these data

sets focus on either individual actions or human-object interactions. Second,

the available interaction data sets mainly contain behaviors that are visually

quite dissimilar. Therefore, we recorded our own interaction data sets, which

we describe in Section 3.3. Our data sets focus specifically on dyadic inter-

actions with fine-grained differences. Aside from our focus on interactions,

we discuss in Section 3.4 two different commonly used data sets related to

action recognition, that we have used in parts of our work. We end this sec-

tion with a review of two data sets that we have employed in our work as a

source of data for both data mining and auxiliary pose information.

3.2 Publicly available data sets

In Table 3.1 we show an overview of publicly available data sets that de-

pict humans involved in a wide variety of activities, such as: acting, daily

activities or sports. We report the number of training examples, and we

pay attention to the number of different interaction classes and the visual

dissimilarities. We also look for scenarios that involve two people in close

interaction.
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Table 3.1 An overview of publicly available data sets. In the fourth column we mention only the human interactions. The data set may contain
other actions that focus on human-object interactions, individual actions, or group actions.

Data set Training

examples

N/o

actions

Interactions

AVA (Gu et al., 2017) 210K 80 fight, give, grab, hand clap, handshake, hand
wave, hug, kick, kiss, lift, listen, play, push,

sing, take, talk, watch

Hollywood2 (Marszałek et al., 2009) 3,669 12 fight, handshake, hug and kiss

JESTKOD (Bozkurt et al., 2017) 98 2 agree, disagree

K3HI (Hu et al., 2013) 320 8 kick, punch, push, pass object and handshake

LIRIS human activities (Wolf et al., 2014) 828 21 discuss, handshake and pass object

M2I data set (Xu et al., 2015) 1,760 22 approach, depart, chat, hug, handshake, high
five, bow, box

SBU Kinect (Yun et al., 2012) 300 8 approach, depart, kick, punch, push, hug, hand-
shake, exchange (pass object)

Thumos’14 (Jiang et al., 2014) 13K 101 fencing, head massage, punch, sumo wrestling

Thumos’15 (Gorban et al., 2015) 13K 101 fencing, head massage, punch, sumo wrestling

TV human interactions (Patron-Perez et al.,

2012)
300 4 handshake, high five, hug, kiss

UT-Interaction (Ryoo and Aggarwal, 2010) 20 6 handshake, hug, kick, point, punch, push
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AVA

AVA is a video data set of spatio-temporally localized Atomic Visual Actions

(AVA). The AVA dataset densely annotates 80 atomic visual actions in 437 15-

minute video clips, where actions are localized in space and time, resulting

in 1.59M action labels with multiple labels per person occurring frequently.

Hollywood2

The Hollywood2 data set provides video data from 32 movies. The samples

contain eight different human actions, which are all temporally annotated,

but may contain shot transitions. In many examples the actors involved are

only partly visible or are heavily occluded. Bounding box information for the

location of the interaction is provided for each frame, but no refined pose

information is given.

JESTKOD

The JESTKOD database consists of speech and full-bodymotion capture data

recordings in dyadic interaction setting under agreement and disagreement

scenarios. In each session, there are 19–23 clip recordings of 2–4 min. Par-

ticipants discuss a topic that they agree or disagree on. The total duration of

the recordings is 259 min.

K3HI

K3HI is a dyadic interaction data set. It contains various two-person inter-

actions for which detailed skeleton information was recorded. The data set

does not provide RGBD video data.

LIRIS human activities

The LIRIS human activities data set contains videos showing people perform-

ing various activities taken from daily life. The data set is fully annotated

with temporal action labels. RGBD as well as grayscale video data is pro-

vided. No detailed skeleton information is available.
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SBU Kinect

Like K3HI, SBU Kinect is a dyadic interaction data set recorded indoor from

a single camera position with various actors. This data set provides both

detailed skeleton information as well as the RGBD data. The samples are

very short clips of video, only featuring the direct interaction.

Thumos

The Thumos data set is a large data set which was collected in 2014 as Thu-

mos’14 and expanded in 2015 as Thumos’15. It consists of many YouTube

videos, with people performing a large variety of actions. A large proportion

of the data features various single person actions. Far fewer samples contain

dyadic or group interactions.

M2I data set

M2I is a data set featuring dyadic interactions, as well as person-object in-

teractions. It provides RGBD data as well as skeleton information. All data

was recorded with two Kinect depth sensors, which simultaneously recorded

each action from two distinct angles.

TV human interaction

Like Hollywood2, this data set is made up of video clips recorded with pro-

fessional actors. It features four interactions taken from various TV shows.

In the clips shot transitions can occur. For each frame the upper body is an-

notated with a bounding box. Additional annotations are provided for the

head orientation (five discrete directions), as well as an interaction label for

each frame. No detailed limb information is available.

UT interaction

The UT-Interaction data set is made up of 20 outdoor videos, shot from var-

ious angles. The first ten videos contain several instances of dyadic inter-

actions, none of which occur simultaneously. The other ten videos feature

multiple dyads of people performing interactions that can occur simultane-

ously. The interactions are demarcated by a static bounding box in which the

annotated interaction occurs. No limb information is available.
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3.3 ShakeFive

We conclude that many of the reviewed data sets contain few dyadic inter-

actions. If there are dyadic interactions present among the scenarios, many

of them depict non-social behaviors, such as fighting, wrestling or punching.

Some social behaviors are present: kissing, hugging, chatting, handshaking

and giving a high five. Most of these are visually quite dissimilar from each

other. To fill this gap in research data we have recorded our own data in

which we pay particular attention to the mentioned requirements.

We introduce two new interaction data sets which focus on dyadic inter-

actions between two individuals.1 Both data sets consist of a video stream

depicting interactions which are slightly dissimilar, as well as a set of meta-

data files that contain temporal interaction labels and detailed skeleton data

which conveys information on the poses of the persons during the interac-

tions. The skeleton data is provided in 3D coordinates [x,y,z], accompanied

by their 2D projections [x,y] onto the camera plane.

3.3.1 ShakeFive1

The ShakeFive1 data set (Van Gemeren et al., 2014) was recorded in the

Motion Capture laboratory of Utrecht University. The data set was recorded

using a Microsoft Kinect 1.0, which has a video resolution of 640x480 RGB

pixels. The frame rate of the Kinect 1.0 is limited to fifteen frames per second,

due to processing of the depth information. Depth information is encoded

using structured light (Salvi et al., 2004), after which a maximum of four

skeletons is fit on the depth map of each frame (Shotton et al., 2011).

Data set properties

We recorded 100 videos with 35 male and two female participants. The indi-

viduals were instructed to perform either a handshake, of which we captured

57 occurrences, or a high five, of which 43 were performed. The shortest

participant was about 1.55 meter in height, while the tallest was about 1.95

1Both data sets are publicly available from http://www.projects.science.uu.nl/shakefive

http://www.projects.science.uu.nl/shakefive
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(a) SF1 height distribution (b) SF2 height distribution

Figure 3.1 The height distributions of the participants in the two ShakeFive data sets.

meter in height. In Figure 3.1a we show a histogram of the height distri-

bution among the participants. The interactions were executed one after

another, so in each video a single interaction is visible. Each frame of each

video was hand labeled with one of five possible labels: stand, approach,

handshake, high five, leave.

The exchange takes place in either one of two scenarios. In the first sce-

nario the individuals start approximately three to four meters apart. They ap-

proach each other and perform the interaction when they are within range,

after which they move back to their original position. In the second scenario,

the individuals cross after the interaction has taken place, moving away until

they are approximately at the location where the other person started. With

the handshake interaction the first scenario is predominantly used, while af-

ter the high five the second scenario is used exclusively. This interaction

unfolds more naturally in this scenario. On average the exchanges last 135

frames, which is approximately ten seconds at fifteen frames per second. On

average about 15% of the time one of the two main actions is present in the

videos. In Table 3.2 we give detailed statistics on the actions present in the

videos. Figure 3.2a shows a detailed overview of the division of actions over

each main interaction type. The unlabeled parts of each video are automati-

cally marked n/a, while the colored bars indicate the main interactions that

we are interested in detecting.

In Figure 3.3 we show frames from the two interactions. On the left side

we show a handshake interaction in the four major steps: stand, approach,

handshake, leave. Similarly, on the right side we show a high five, also con-

sisting of four major steps: stand, approach, high five, leave.
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(a) The average division of actions over the two main interactions of SF1

(b) The average division of actions over the main interactions of SF2

Figure 3.2 Action distribution for ShakeFive over different stages of the interaction.
The colored bars represent the main interaction sequences. The n/a-label represents
unlabeled frames.
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(a) stand (b) stand

(c) approach (d) approach

(e) handshake (f) high five

(g) leave (h) leave

Figure 3.3 Examples from the ShakeFive1 data set: handshake (left) and high five
(right). Top to bottom shows the four stages of each interaction. On top of each
participant the Kinect 1.0 skeleton is projected.
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Figure 3.4 Kinect 1.0 skeleton and its joint labels

Metadata

Using the Kinect software, we saved the skeletal projections of the two indi-

viduals on the depth estimation image for each recorded frame. A skeletal

projection consists of 20 interconnected joint positions. In Figure 3.4 we

show a sample skeleton with its joint names annotated.

Table 3.2 Action division over the two sets of videos of ShakeFive1. %-Frames repre-
sents the average temporal extent the interaction takes up. %-Screen represents the
average amount of space the interaction takes in each frame where the interaction
takes place.

Action %-Frames %-Screen

approach 10.83 46.37

handshake 12.87 36.68

high five 18.89 37.32

leave 27.81 31.53

stand 31.59 55.32
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3.3.2 ShakeFive2

ShakeFive2 (Van Gemeren et al., 2016b) was recorded one year after the

first data set at the same location. To create it we used a Microsoft Kinect

2.0, which offers a higher resolution of data capture than Kinect 1.0, both

spatially and temporally. The data we captured has a resolution of 1,280x720

pixels (or 720p) with a frame rate of 30 fps. Kinect 2.0 uses time-of-flight

measurements to estimate depth, which gives more accurate results than the

structured light approach. After estimating the depth map, a maximum of

six skeletons is fit (Shotton et al., 2011). As with ShakeFive1, we captured

the RGB video stream and the overlaying skeletons of the two participants in

each frame. In picking the interaction classes we paid close attention to the

visual similarities between them. For scenarios in which the poses are more

similar, such as a handshake or passing an object, we assume that we cannot

rely on the type of features that are commonly used in still images alone.

Instead, other types of features will have to be used in conjunction with the

gradient image features.

Data set properties

The setup for recording the videos was like that of ShakeFive1: participants

were asked to perform an interaction, one at a time, in dyads. We recorded

112 videos with 29 male and three female participants. As with ShakeFive1,

the shortest participant was about 1.55 meter in height, while the tallest

was about 1.95 meter in height (Figure 3.1b). One main difference between

ShakeFive1 and ShakeFive2 is that the interactions were more varied than

in the first experiments, while at the same time several interaction scenarios

share visual similarities in the poses of the participants. We recorded eight

different interactions: fist bump (14), handshake (14), high five (14), hug
(19), pass object (13), thumbs up (13), explain route (15) and rock, paper,
scissors (15). Behind each label is the number of occurrences of each inter-

action in the data set. Figure 3.2b shows a detailed overview of the division

of actions over each main interaction type. Here the rock, paper, scissors in-

teraction is abbreviated to R.P.S.

In Figure 3.5 we show example frames from the different interactions.

The data set contains two small variations in camera angles, which can be

seen by comparing Figure 3.5c to Figure 3.5d. We note that the skeleton
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(a) fist bump (b) handshake

(c) high five (d) hug

(e) pass object (f) thumbs up

(g) rock, paper, scissors (h) explain route

Figure 3.5 Example frames from every ShakeFive2 interaction class. The Kinect skele-
ton measurements are projected on top of each frame.
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measurements are not very accurate when there are occlusions, for instance

with the hug interaction. Every interaction is preceded by an approach and

followed by a leave action, in the same fashion as in ShakeFive1. On average

all exchanges last 200 frames, which is approximately 7 seconds at 30 fps.

On average about 24% of the time one of the main actions is present is a

video. Further details can be found in Table 3.3.

Metadata

A Kinect 2.0 skeleton consists of 25 interconnected joints. In Figure 3.6 we

show a sample skeleton with its joint names annotated. The software that

handles reading and writing the metadata contains a mapping of the com-

mon joints between the Kinect 1.0 and 2.0 skeletons, so it can handle both.

Kinect 2.0 skeletons contain several joints that are not present in the skele-

ton annotations given by Kinect 1.0. The thumb and hand tip joints for both

hands are not present in Kinect 1.0. Because these joints have little relevance

to the general body pose, we omit these. Finally, the neck joint is not present

in Kinect 1.0, we also omit this joint and directly connect the head joint to

the spine shoulder joint, similar to the way the head joint is connected to the

shoulder center joint in the Kinect 1.0 skeleton.

Table 3.3 Action division over the two sets of videos of ShakeFive2. %-Frames repre-
sents the average temporal extent the interaction takes up. %-Screen represents the
average amount of space the interaction takes in each frame where the interaction
takes place.

Action %-Frames %-Screen

approach 16.56 28.41

explain route 53.99 14.15

fist bump 8.77 15.34

handshake 13.76 13.38

high five 9.81 14.15

hug 15.82 9.60

pass object 10.66 15.25

rock, paper, scissors 35.26 15.45

stand 29.95 36.59

thumbs up 10.41 16.09
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Figure 3.6 Kinect 2.0 skeleton and its joint labels (image from Kinect 2.0 manual,
Microsoft)

3.4 Data sets used in our experiments

We will now discuss the publicly available data sets which we have used in

addition to our own data sets and to which we will refer throughout the the-

sis. We have used UT-Interaction (Ryoo and Aggarwal, 2010) and SBU Kinect
(Yun et al., 2012) to test the cross-data set performance of the models we ob-

tained from training on ShakeFive2. Next to additional data sets for testing,

we have also used additional data sets to provide extra data during train-

ing. Hannah (Ozerov et al., 2013) was used as a generic data mining source

throughout the experiments of our thesis. Finally, MPII Human Pose (An-

driluka et al., 2014) is used as an auxiliary data source for the experiments

in Chapter 6.
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3.4.1 UT-Interaction

UT-Interaction (Ryoo and Aggarwal, 2010) consists of 20 videos, divided

over two sets of 10 videos each. Both sets are recorded with a resolution

of 720x480 pixels at 30fps. The first set features at most two persons in an

interaction at the same time, while the second set contains multiple pairs of

people performing different interactions simultaneously. The participants in

the videos are all male. The environment and camera angle of the second set

of videos differs from the first, but both were shot outside during daytime.

The following interactions are performed: handshake (12), hug (12), kick
(13), point (15), punch (12) and push (13). Behind each label is the number

of occurrences of each interaction in the data set. Examples of the interac-

tions can be seen in Figure 3.7. The classes UT-Interaction consists of contain

some interactions that are quite dissimilar from the others, for instance the

kick class, which is performed with the right leg. Another difference with

both ShakeFive data sets is that only two classes in UT-Interaction involve a

social interaction, the other classes can be described as an attacking inter-

action: kick and punch, or a directed interaction in which the other person

takes no active part: point.

No pose data is available but bounding boxes are provided. These span the

entire spatial extent of the interaction and do not move over the course of

the interaction. To have a tighter estimate of the interaction in a frame, we

use the bounding box data from Sener and İkizler-Cinbis (2015). In Figure

3.8 we show the improvement of the bounding box locations compared to

the original data. We note that not all bounding box data is improved, as can

be seen in Figures 3.8b and 3.8d. The average length of the videos is 2,236

frames, which is about 74 seconds, of which on average 28% features one of

the six interactions. In Table 3.4 we give detailed statistics on the temporal

and spatial resolutions of the specific interactions.

Contrary to the ShakeFive data sets, set #2 of UT-Interaction features in-

teractions which are performed simultaneously, and which may partially oc-

clude each other. This makes the task of spatio-temporal action localization

more difficult. The data set also features some interactions which are not

present in the ShakeFive data sets. The ground truth data is limited to a

static bounding box which surrounds the entire spatio-temporal volume of

the interaction.
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(a) handshake (b) hug

(c) kick (d) point

(e) punch (f) push

Figure 3.7 Example frames from every UT-Interaction interaction class.
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(a) handshake, improved bounding box

(b) handshake, no bounding box improve-
ment

(c) hug, improved bounding box

(d) hug, no bounding box improvement

Figure 3.8 Examples of the improved bounding box locations (green) from Sener et al.
In red we show the original bounding boxes which are provided with UT-Interaction.
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Table 3.4 Action division over the two sets of videos of UT-Interaction. %-frames
represents the average temporal extent the interaction takes up. %-screen represents
the average amount of space the interaction takes in each frame where the interaction
takes place.

Action Set %-Frames %-Screen

handshake
#1 3.00 19.20

#2 4.49 17.66

hug
#1 3.28 14.31

#2 3.44 12.14

kick
#1 4.01 21.59

#2 3.58 20.15

point
#1 6.54 14.41

#2 7.99 9.68

punch
#1 4.11 20.83

#2 2.91 17.09

push
#1 6.09 21.49

#2 5.87 19.88

3.4.2 SBU Kinect

SBU Kinect (Yun et al., 2012) involves two actors performing one interaction

per video in an indoors setting. The interactions are: handshake, hug, pass
object, kick, punch and push, approach. Examples of each interaction class are

shown in Figure 3.9. Pose data, obtained with a Kinect 1.0, is provided but

not always accurate. From 260 videos, we exclude 42 with incorrect pose

data. The resolution and frame rate of the data in SBU Kinect is the same as

in ShakeFive1: 640x480 pixels at 15fps. Contrary to the ShakeFive data sets,

the interactions are not preceded or followed by any other actions than the

main interaction which is depicted. The average length of the videos is 39

frames, which is about 2.5 seconds. Statistical details can be found in Table

3.5. No variations in the background are present in the data set.

The SBU Kinect data set is larger than the ShakeFive data sets and fea-

tures some interactions that are not present in either of them. Due to the

cropping of the SBU Kinect data temporal localization is not possible, spatial

localization is limited because each video contains at most two participants
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who are prominently featured. Inaccuracies in the pose data also make spa-

tial localization unreliable. These factors make this data set more suitable for

classification purposes than for a spatio-temporal localization task.

Table 3.5 Action division over the two sets of videos of SBU Kinect. %-frames repre-
sents the average temporal extent the interaction takes up. %-screen represents the
average amount of space the interaction takes in each frame where the interaction
takes place.

Action %-Frames %-Screen

approach 100 41.34

handshake 100 48.87

hand wave 100 38.51

hug 100 32.83

kick 100 52.07

leave 100 43.96

pass object 100 54.03

punch 100 45.00

push 100 40.91

3.4.3 Additional data sources for interaction train-

ing

We have used two data sets to support learning interactions in our experi-

ments. To avoid overfitting to our relatively small data sets we have used

the Hannah (Ozerov et al., 2013) data set in our experiments on generative

and discriminative learning. We use this data as a source of generic gradient

and movement information, while data mining for hard negative training ex-

amples. To add auxiliary data to help train interaction poses in one of our

experiments, we use data from MPII Human Pose (Andriluka et al., 2014).

We will now give an overview of these data sets.

Hannah: On evaluating face tracks in movies

Hannah is based on the movie “Hannah and her sisters” (1986) by Woody

Allen. It consists of 153,825 frames with a screen size of 996x560 pixels, that
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(a) handshake (b) hug

(c) pass object (d) kick

(e) punch (f) push

(g) point (h) approach

Figure 3.9 Example frames from every SBU Kinect interaction class.
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have been manually annotated for, among other things, the location of the

face. The metadata contains a frame by frame description of all “sufficiently”

visible faces in the form of a horizontal, rectangular bounding box and an

identifier. All face orientations were accepted, profile to frontal. To qualify

as a valid face the bounding box area should be wider than 24 pixels, and

if occluded at least half of the face should be visible. In our experiments

we use the face tracks to avoid the presence of human bodies, therefore we

expand the face bounding box to a bounding box for the entire body by

doubling the face bounding box width and extrapolating the lower end of

the bounding box all the way to the frame’s bottom. In Figure 3.10 we show

example frames of the original bounding boxes (left) and the extended body

bounding boxes (right).

MPII: 2D Human Pose Estimation

The MPII Human Pose (MPII) data set consists of 24,987 images containing

about 40,000 people, with annotated body joints. The data set covers 410

different human activities which are classed into 21 high level activities, such

as: “Home Activities”, “Lawn and Garden” or “Sports”. The MPII Human

Pose metadata contains detailed joint information for 16 joint types. For

both the left and the right side of the body, joints are described for: ankle,

knee, hip, shoulder, elbow and wrist, as well as joints for: pelvis, thorax, neck
and head. In Figure 3.11 we show several examples from the data set with

the joint annotations superimposed on the persons. Aside from labels for

joint positions, the data also describes whether the joint is visible. From

this visibility label we have inferred that there are 18,956 completely visible

right arms and 18,498 completely visible left arms. We assume that an arm

consists of the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints, which should all be labeled

as visible.

Next to the image data, MPII Human Pose also comes with video data. In

the annotations a link is provided to the original YouTube-clip each image

was taken from. The authors also provide short clips of video for 24,920

instances. Each clip is at least 41 frames long.
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(a) Face bounding boxes

(b) Body bounding boxes

(c) Face bounding boxes

(d) Body bounding boxes

Figure 3.10 Example frames from the Hannah data set.
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Figure 3.11 Example frames from the MPII data set with superimposed body joints
and skeleton annotations.



CHAPTER 4

Modeling pose and flow
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Abstract

A method is proposed for detecting dyadic interactions: fine-
grained, coordinated interactions between two people. Our
model is capable of recognizing interactions such as a hand
shake or a high five and locating them in time and space. At the
core of our method is a star-structured part model that addition-
ally considers the fine-grained movements around the joints of
interest during the interaction. Compared to a Bag-Of-Features
(BOF) approach, our method not only allows us to detect the
specific type of actions more accurately, but it also provides the
specific location of the interaction. The model is trained with
both video data and body joint estimates obtained from Kinect.
During testing, only video data is required. We demonstrate the
efficacy of our approach on the ShakeFive1 data set. For the
handshake and high five interaction of this data set we obtain
a mean Average Precision (mAP) of 0.76, outperforming a BOF
approach by 0.48 mAP. We further demonstrate that the model
can be learned from just a few interactions.

Published as:
van Gemeren, C., Tan, R. T., Poppe, R., and Veltkamp, R. C. (2014). Dyadic

interaction detection from pose and flow. In Proceedings Human Behavior
Understanding Workshop (ECCV-HBU), pages 101–115.
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4.1 Introduction

To recognize dyadic interactions in unconstrained videos we evaluate the

combination of pose and motion descriptors in close range interactions that

are typical for two individuals. We consider the handshake and high five
interactions from the ShakeFive1 (SF1) data set. By combining pose features

with motion features we want to improve both detection and classification

results, compared to either pose or motion features alone.

We create a model with which we can detect multiple simultaneous occur-

rences of specific interactions in unconstrained videos. Our model makes an

integrated estimation of the locations and movements of the limbs by look-

ing at the joints that lie on them, and the classification of features extracted

from these areas. Detection candidates are generated at specific moments in

time, as spatial regions on a single video frame. By looking at the coordi-

nation of the body poses and limb movements over a small amount of time

surrounding a region on a frame, we can detect and classify the interaction

candidates, instead of having to first find the interacting individuals and then

make a classification based on the limb positions and movements.

An effective way to represent interaction poses is by encoding specific body

part configurations as poselets (Bourdev et al., 2010; Bourdev and Malik,

2009). Poselets are parts that are tightly clustered in both configuration and

appearance space. Bourdev and Malik (2009) find the clustering in configu-

ration space by using Taylor’s algorithm (Taylor, 2000) on annotations with

3D keypoints. The poselet is then created by extracting the image features

from appearance space. Poselets are typically described using histograms

of oriented gradients (HOG) (Dalal et al., 2006). We do something similar,

we find a tight clustering of joints in configuration space and extract image

features from the related appearance space. The clustering of our joint loca-

tions in configuration space is found by performing generalized orthogonal

Procrustes analysis (Rohlf and Slice, 1990), which is suitable for configu-

rations in 2D. Maji et al. (2011) have used poselets for the recognition of

actions from a single frame. In contrast, we consider videos and take ad-

vantage of motion information by including features from this space into the
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poselet representation, as in Raptis and Sigal (2013).

Because our method learns the pose and motion characteristics of a pair

of individuals from relatively short subsequences within the interactions, we

search for the most representative two poses at the epitome of the interac-

tion. To find the epitome in configuration space, we search all positive exam-

ples for the most representative two poses for the given interaction. This pose

pair is the seed example from which we determine the best frame regions to

extract appearance and motion features from in the rest of the positive exam-

ples. In appearance space we extract HOG features the same way as Bourdev

and Malik (2009). From motion space we extract histograms of oriented flow

(HOF) and motion boundary histograms (MBH). This means that we encode

information on both the pose and the motion of the limbs that are involved

the most, at the epitome of the interaction. We train a classifier based on

these pose and motion features, which allows us to analyze the interaction

at a more fine-grained level.

Yao et al. (2014) also use a combination of HOG and HOF to recognize

actions. They use a grammar-like representation in which the HOF deter-

mines transitions between different poses, which themselves are encoded

using HOG. In this formulation, temporal variations in the performance of an

action can be overcome. Contrary to Yao et al. (2014) we can choose in our

method which poselet should contain appearance or motion features. Our

method also allows for a combination of poselets of different resolutions as

in Felzenszwalb et al. (2010b).

Adding motion information allows the detector to reject sequences where

the poses match the model, but the motion information indicates otherwise.

For instance, we can imagine two people standing hand-in-hand, being nearly

indistinguishable from a handshake by pose alone. We can find precise move-

ment information within the poselet by taking advantage of the joint infor-

mation provided by the Kinect. However, we want to create a model that

does not depend on the Kinect data during testing. This will increase the

application potential of the method as video sequences are more commonly

available. With the Kinect data while training, not only can we speed up the

selection of relevant frames, we can also learn a model that measures the

movement of the actor only where it matters most: at the joint locations.

It was shown in Jhuang et al. (2013) that using the precise joint locations

for movement measurements will give the best cues for action recognition.
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By defining a bounding box around the measured Kinect joint locations, we

can enhance the HOG shape model with HOF or MBH movement descriptors,

from which we classify the interaction more precisely.

Our model assumes that the scene is recorded by a static camera and in-

teractions are viewed from the side. We also assume that no occlusions occur

during the interaction. We restrict ourselves in this manner because we are

first and foremost interested in the ability to learn the key poses and move-

ments using Kinect, while recognizing the interactions without the use of

hardware other than a standard camera. To facilitate this, we represent the

poselets involved in the dyadic interaction as a star-structured part model, of

which we can learn each part’s spatial configuration.

In this chapter we make the following contributions: First, we present an

algorithm to find the epitome of an interaction based on the joint locations

of the two individuals involved. From this epitome we construct a model

based on the integrated pose and motion, represented by the poselets of key

limbs, while using the model to recognize dyadic interactions from the video

data only. Finally, we demonstrate that fine-grained analysis of the interac-

tion around key joints is beneficial to the classification of these interactions.

In this chapter we have done additional analysis on the SF data set and re-

port more extensive results on different combinations of feature descriptors

and part configurations used in the model. Parts of this chapter have been

published in Van Gemeren et al. (2014).

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2, we present our ap-

proach. We outline and discuss our experiments in Section 4.3 and conclude

in Section 4.4 with a discussion of the presented work.

4.2 Method

We present in this section our method to learn the poselet model to detect,

in time and space, dyadic interactions from video. During training, we also

use Kinect information, to speed-up the learning of the poselets. A detection

model is learned for each interaction individually. We discuss the training

and evaluation of the models in the subsequent sections.
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Model
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Figure 4.1 Pipeline for learning the detection models for the two people involved in
the interaction, and the spatial offset between the models. See text for details.

4.2.1 Training from Kinect data and video

In Figure 4.1 we show an overview of our pipeline for training the interac-

tion models. We can identify four main parts in the pipeline which we will

discuss one by one: first we determine the epitome frame to acquire the most

invariant pose associated with the interaction, then we select the bounding

box based on the joint configuration of the poselet to determine the best lo-

cation to sample information from. After that we calculate the descriptors

which are used to train a detection model.

Determining the epitome frame

The first stage of the pipeline consists of locating the key joints of interest in

the Kinect data. For a handshake or a high five, these are the right shoulder,

elbow, wrist and hand joints. We chose these joints as key joints because they

represent the parts of both bodies that touch during the interaction. This in-

dicates that they are essential to the visual appearance of the interaction.

For other interactions, other joints may be used. Using these key joints, we

determine suitable frames in the learning data to extract a poselet from that

is representative for the interaction. Such an epitome frame can be regarded

as the interaction epitome, which contains a spatial configuration of joints

essential to the interaction. We assume that every interaction instance has

a frame that has a high visual similarity with the poses on the seed epit-

ome frame, shown from the same viewpoint. For example, shown from the

side, a handshake requires both people to face each other, extend their arms

forward, grab the other’s hand and simultaneously move the hands up and

down.
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We compare the pose for the relevant body joints of each video, to the

same joints in every other video. We measure the distance between the op-

posing limbs of the interacting persons. As we are interested in face-to-face

interactions, we want to find the moment where the interacting limbs are

close together and are in a pose that is similar in all positive examples. For a

handshake the distance between the interacting joints will be close to zero,

because though the hands touch, the hand joint is at the center of the palm

instead of its tip. In order to find the best pose, we compare the difference

between the joint configurations of multiple instances using the generalized

orthogonal Procrustes distance over all positive examples. We introduce the

positive examples as the set videos V , with each individual video v, which

consists of a sequence of frames Fv . pi and pj denote the persons from the

pair P on frame f . We look for the video in which the limb configuration l

from all limb configurations L for persons Q, which are the person pair from

the currently selected seed, is most like all other limb configurations over all

other videos. This gives an error measurement consisting of two parts that

both contribute equally:

EQsv = ∑
v∈V

argmin
f ∈Fv

((∑
p∈P
∑
l∈L

Kbsf ,q∈Q≡p(J
p
l , J

q
l ))+Df (pi ,pj)) (4.1)

The first part: Kbsf ,q∈Q≡p(J
p
l , J

q
l ), measures the normalized pose difference

of limb l between person p in frame f of video v, and its equivalent person

q ∈Q from a frame in current seed video sv. The equivalence between p and

q is determined by the side at which the person stands in the video, which is

either left or right. We iterate over all videos V and assign a different video

as seed sv at every iteration. The dissimilarity between a pose and a pose

from seed sv is measured as the generalized orthogonal Procrustes distance

between the relevant limb joints. We normalize the distances between these

joints based on the spine length to compensate for differences in scale. Fur-

thermore, we translate the set of compared joints, so they overlap as much

as possible with the seed pose. For translation we have a set consisting of k

two-dimensional points that represent body joints: K = ((x1,y1), . . . ,(xk ,yk)),

with mean (x̄, ȳ) where

x̄ =
x1 +x1 + . . .+xk

k
, ȳ =

y1 + y1 + . . .+ yk
k

(4.2)
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We translate these points such that their mean is at the origin, giving points

(xi ,yi) → (xi − x̄,yi − ȳ) (1 ≤ i ≤ k). After translation we perform uniform

scaling by s:

s =

¿
Á
ÁÀ∑

k
i=1(xi − x̄)

2 + (yi − ȳ)2

k
(4.3)

We do not perform rotation normalization because the orientation of the

limb is informative of the interaction. We then compare the shape of two

relevant body joints by superimposing them. The Procrustus distance (d) is

the square root between corresponding points, which is used as the statistical

measure of the difference in shape between the currently selected seed and

the evaluated part:

d =
√

(u1 −x1)2 + (v1 − y1)2 + . . . (4.4)

The second part: Df (pi ,pj), measures the distance between the two per-

sons pi and pj from P in frame f .

The error EQsv is measured as the sum of the Procrustus distances between

the limbs of the two persons in the frame compared to the seed, plus the

distance they are apart. The error for a video of which every frame has been

compared to the seed video frame, is given the error value of the frame f ,

with the lowest error compared to all other frames. The result is a set of

frames, one from each video, which has the lowest sum error, compared to

all other frame combinations. We interpret this set as the clustering of frames

for which the pose is most similar during the interaction, following Bourdev

and Malik (2009).

We rank all these frames based on their distance scores. The frames with a

distance score above a certain threshold are ignored. Typically, we use a value

of 0.5 as the threshold, which keeps the variance in the limb configuration

low, while still retaining enough sequences to learn the poselet from. The

results of the selection procedure can be seen in Figure 4.2.

Selecting bounding boxes

Not every example is equally suitable for our method to extract poselets from.

Our method handles dyadic interactions that are ideally viewed from the
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Figure 4.2 Processed frames with respect to a seed frame (left): one with low (middle,
both error = 0.15) and one with high (right, error = 0.81 and error = 0.52) error. The
bounding boxes are omitted in the rightmost images because they are not used for
poselet creation, as the error exceeds the threshold.

side. This may not always be the case. Other than that, though Kinect gives

reasonably accurate joint location measurements, not all joint locations are

correct due to limb occlusion by other body parts or other sources of noise.

This causes some interaction examples to be less suitable than others.

Based on the previously described epitome selection procedure we have a

normalized the similarity values of each video. Videos with a similarity value

higher than 0.7 are marked prime, the other videos are marked inferior. For

the appearance and motion feature extraction, we only use prime sequences

to sample from. We ignore the inferior interaction sequences, because the

poses they contain are of poor quality. This means we train our model on

fewer than the full set of positive videos. In practice we discard around 25%

of the videos. We create poselets from the prime sequences by looking at the

locations of predefined parts. A part consists of the minimal fit of a bounding

box around a set of joints including a margin. For instance, the right should
and right elbow joints, make up the right upper arm, while the right elbow and

right wrist make up the right lower arm. A part can also consist of a single

joint; the right hand. Contrary to joints, a part has a spatial size. Around

the joints that make up a part we place a bounding box with a margin to the

upper left joint and the bottom right joint. The margin size to the edges is

chosen relative to the mean size of the part over all examples. We warp the

extracted image data from the bounding box into the mean shape of the part,

including its margin. That way we end up with sets of equally sized examples

for each part involved in the interaction.
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Extracting descriptors

After retrieving all the part image data and warping it, we sample the fea-

tures for the parts of each of the two persons in the interaction. The size of

the templates is determined by the size of the mean bounding box for the

part and a pre-defined size factor ζ, to manage the final size of the template.

The sizes of the part templates are independent of each other. To calcu-

late the features, we use the HOG implementation described in Felzenszwalb

et al. (2010b) with both contrast insensitive (9 bins) and contrast sensitive

(18 bins) features, as well as four texture-energy features and an occlusion

feature which compensates the response score if only part of the template is

visible. The resulting vector length is 32 data points per HOG cell.

Using the poselets, we can identify key poses of each of the two persons

in the dyad. Since we are concerned with detecting fine-grained interactions

rather than just key poses, we enhance the model with detailed movement

information by adding HOF or MBH descriptors. To build the HOF descrip-

tors, we use an optical flow measurement inside the bounding boxes of the

previously mentioned parts. We create a HOF descriptor from the Deepflow

vectors introduced by Weinzaepfel et al. (2013). We create the flow field

from 2τ frames around the epitome frame. This sequence covers the move-

ment at the joint location in such a way that a HOF descriptor with stable

uniform movement directions can be created, as can be seen in Figure 4.3.

Like the HOG descriptor’s contrast sensitivity, we create direction insensi-

tive (4 bins) and direction sensitive (8 bins) features. Direction insensitive

features only represent the flow orientation: horizontal, vertical and two di-

agonal angles. We also add four flow-energy features, which are comparable

to the texture-energy features of HOG. Where texture-energy represents the

granularity of the pixels, the flow-energy is a measure of the uniformity of

the movement, because it is calculated based on the granularity of the op-

tical flow field. Finally, we use a 0-bin which represents lack of movement

in the area represented by the bin. The final length of the vector is 17 data

points per HOF cell. The size of the bounding box and its margin around the

joints depends on the size of the part, the same way as it does for the HOG

parts. In each part we create a directional grid much like the HOF descriptor

described in Wang et al. (2013). However, a significant difference is that we

use a regular grid instead of a flowing grid of keypoints, because we want

our descriptor to be equally long for every measurement, as we do not use a
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Figure 4.3 Input image (left) with optical flow (middle) and visualization of the re-
sulting HOF descriptor (right). The HOF visualization depicts directional arrows. The
contrast and direction of the arrows are indicative of the averaged magnitude and
directional bin of the flow field histogram.

BOF approach for our classifier. The rightmost image of Figure 4.3 shows a

visualization of our HOF output.

The MBH descriptor is calculated in a similar fashion to the HOG and HOF

descriptors. MBH is a second order derivative of the movement direction

described by HOF. It can be viewed as describing the changes in direction

within the flow field Dalal et al. (2006). The flow field consists of two com-

ponents, one for the horizontal direction, and one for the vertical. We bin

the gradients of both flow components and place the result in two regular

grids with the same dimensions as a HOF descriptor. The MBH features are

calculated for eight orientation features only, we do not calculate direction

features because a change in orientation is a derivative of a direction and is

therefore equivalent for opposing directions. Finally, we add a 0-bin for lack

of orientation change. This results in two descriptors with nine bins each:

MBH-X and MBH-Y, which we concatenate into one MBH descriptor.

For every type of feature descriptor of each part at an epitome frame, we

can choose to represent its temporal sequence of 2τ + 1 frames as a single

descriptor unit, or as two or more subsets of sequential descriptor units. For

HOG descriptors this means that the appearance information of each unit is

taken from the middle frame of the unit. If a sequence of 2τ + 1 frames has

more than one descriptor units, we describe the appearance information at

multiple discrete points in time. Contrary to appearance units, a motion unit

is averaged over all frames in the unit. Averaging the appearance units would

make little sense, as this means we are blurring the contrast information of

a moving limb. For the flow-field in motion space it does make sense to
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average the movement direction because it smoothens the motion. We have

to be careful though that we don’t smoothen the motion too much, because

we are interested in fine-grained movements. Therefore, it may be beneficial

to separate the motion space into several smaller sequences of motion, which

are then smoothened apart from each other.

Optimizing poselets

We construct the full dyadic interaction descriptor for an example as a star-

structure of parts and their descriptors. From this structure of parts, we

create a one-dimensional learning vector for each example by concatenating

all descriptors of all parts. After learning we need to be able to disassem-

ble the learning vector, and recreate each part’s three-dimensional template,

which has a width, height and histogram depth. To this end we keep track of

each part’s start and end position within the concatenated vector, as well as

each part’s relative anchor location. These locations allow us to calculate the

mean offset of each part with respect to the root part’s location, in units of

the cell width of the part. We process all positive examples in our data in this

manner. The approach described here results in a set of poselets and their

accompanying HOG, HOF or MBH feature representations. In Figure 4.4,

we show right arm poselets and their HOG feature representations for the

handshake and high five interactions.

The full positive examples matrix is fed to the soft margin linear Support

Vector Machine (SVM). We use randomly selected feature vectors from the

other interaction class, as negative learning data because our training data

consists of handshakes and high fives only. The models could also be trained

using random images that do not contain any humans, but we found that

using data from the other class as negative learning data improves perfor-

mance of the model. From the optimized pose+motion part representations

and their anchor locations we create a star-structured part model with which

we can do spatio-temporal interaction detection.

4.2.2 Detecting from video frames

Given a sequence of frames, our method detects the occurrence of a dyadic

action in both time and space. For this, we use a sliding window approach

and a feature pyramid on a given frame in the sequence. During detection,
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Figure 4.4 Columns 1 and 3 show the normalized summed pixel values within the
bounding boxes aligned by the epitome frame detection procedure, respectively for
the right hand of the left and right person. Columns 2 and 4 show the corresponding
HOG descriptors. Top row depicts the handshake, the bottom a high five interaction.
Note that the variance in the high five interaction is larger than in the handshake
interaction. This is because the high five interaction is performed quicker and has
more variation in hand movement.
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Figure 4.5 Detection pipeline of the proposed approach. Refer to text for details.

we use the model with its relative part displacements, see Figure 4.5. We

start detection at a given frame and create the classification vector from a

set of 2τ + 1 frames around it. In the case of detecting handshake and high

five interactions, we use the models to detect the poselets of the two people

involved in the interaction. We evaluate every possible location and scale of

the poses and movements in the given subsequence at a given spatial stride.

The spatial stride is determined by the cell size of the part template at a given

scale. We evaluate different scales by creating a feature pyramid in which the

image resolution of the frame halves every ten layers. We apply the displace-

ment offsets and concatenate the results into a vector which we classify with

the SVM. The resulting probability density function (PDF) over all locations

for a given pyramid layer is shown in Figure 4.6. Then we use non-maximum

suppression (NMS) to find the most likely position of the interaction of in-

terest, with a maximum overlap threshold ω = 0.5, like Felzenszwalb et al.

(2010b). We use the outer hull of the combined part positions to form the

final detection bounding box, which is shown in red in the right image of

Figure 4.6.

4.3 Experiments and results

In this section, we give an overview of our experiments and results. We

present a discussion of the baseline method, against which we compare our

dyadic interaction detection method. All our experiments were trained and

tested with the SF data set presented in Section 3.3.1.
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Figure 4.6 Probability density function for the model response (left) and the final
detection result (right). The detection result contains a bounding box for the ground
truth (green) and the spatio-temporal detection (red) which have an 85% overlap.

The performance of the model is measured using four-fold cross-validation.

For the handshake model we use folds that have 14 or 15 videos. Addition-

ally, we add 10 or 11 high five videos as distractors during testing. The high

five interaction is trained using folds with 10 or 11 videos, plus an additional

14 or 15 distractor handshake videos during testing. Both the dyadic interac-

tion detection and the baseline approach apply a sliding window approach.

The stride for the dyadic interaction detection method depends on the pyra-

mid layer and the cell size of the root template. We test spatio-temporal

correctness of our model by measuring the overlap of a detection window

with the ground-truth windows in a frame. If we measure over 50% over-

lap between the two and the model and ground-truth are of the same class,

the detection is counted as correct. We measure the bounding box over-

lap like Everingham et al. (2015). The threshold of 50% is set deliberately

low to account for inaccuracies in bounding boxes in the ground truth data,

for example defining the bounding box for a person with arms extended, is

somewhat subjective.

Because the model has a temporal resolution of 2τ + 1 frames, we do not

need to test every frame of a video to get a detection. In order to maximize

the chance of detecting an interaction, we would like some temporal overlap

between tested frame sequences. During testing we evaluate every fourth

interaction frame of the test video. We empirically determined τ = 4, which

creates short test sequences of 9 frames (4 frames in the past, 4 in the future,

plus the current frame). This corresponds to a time period of one second for

the ShakeFive1 data set, at 9 frames per second.
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4.3.1 Bag-Of-Features baseline

Our work produces integrated detection and classification results. Existing

work on interaction recognition usually takes the approach of frame-based

action classification on segmented videos. We cannot compare our results

directly to these methods because our task is more difficult, as we do spatio-

temporal detection in unsegmented videos.

We compare our approach to the dense trajectory BOF method of Wang

et al. (2013). The method starts by finding trajectories of keypoints in an

image sequence using a combination of HOG, HOF, MBH and trajectory fea-

tures. Using these dense trajectories, a BOF codebook with 4,000 clusters

is created using k-means. As the dense trajectories are already normalized,

we do not normalize any further during this step. Following Wang et al.

(2013), we then create the codebook from the best of eight k-means clus-

terings, found by sampling 100,000 randomly chosen data points from the

complete descriptor set. After creating the Bag-Of-Features codebook, we use

it to create a codeword for every five annotated frames in the training videos.

Using these codewords, a binary classifier is learned using a Support Vector

Machine. We use a Histogram Intersection Kernel, which has been shown

to give superior results Maji et al. (2008). We normalize the codeword his-

tograms using the L1-norm. During testing we generate an L1-normalized

histogram codeword for the given frame, which is then fed to the classifi-

cation model, leading to a binary classification which indicates whether the

frame contains the interaction of interest.

In its original formulation, the baseline approach considers the entire im-

age frame. Motion due to the camera or due to objects and other people in

the foreground and background can affect the extracted trajectories in both

the training and test sets. To make a closer comparison to our own imple-

mentation, we also run the baseline method using a sliding window approach

with a stride of 16 pixels in both directions, in combination with NMS. This

makes the task more difficult because there are more candidate results, but

the task is more like our approach. We use the same codebook but take the

average interaction window size to extract the keypoints to create the code-

word at the sub-frame within the current frame. We train a new model on

this input. During testing, we slide the window over the frame and classify

every sub-frame, followed by NMS to obtain the final candidates, like the
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proposed method.

In the baseline approach we have fixed the size of the sliding window in

each frame. This means that we evaluate far fewer windows per frame in

this approach, than we do in our own approach. There we use both a sliding

window and a feature pyramid. As a result, the baseline approach has an

advantage over our method, because all the interactions in our test data set

take place at roughly the same spatial scale.

4.3.2 Spatio-temporal detection

We measure the performance of our models with the mean Average Precision

(mAP) of the Precision-Recall (PR) over the four folds. Precision is defined

as the percentage of relevant results over all detection results. The detection

results are defined as the sum of true positives (tp) plus false positives (f p),

for a given detection threshold (θ):

pθ =
tp

tp+ f p
(4.5)

Recall is the percentage of relevant detections that were retrieved from all

possible correct detections, which is defined as the sum of true positives (tp)

and false negatives (f n), for a given detection threshold (θ):

rθ =
tp

tp+ f n
(4.6)

The mAP is defined as the mean Area Under the Curve (AuC) of the PR-

curve at varying detection thresholds, over N folds:

mAP =
1
N

(
N

∑
i=1

(∫

1

0
p(r)dr)

i
) (4.7)

Our model allows for different parts to apply different combinations of

parts and descriptors. We show the results of our main experiments on the

ShakeFive1 data set in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.

In the first experiment we look at different combinations of feature descrip-

tors. We have fixed all part configurations to head, shoulders, right arm and

right hand. We applied six different descriptors: HOG, HOF, MBH, and the
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Table 4.1 mAP scores of the differ-
ent descriptor configurations on the
SF1 data set for handshake (HS) and
high five (HF). When the MBH de-
scriptor is added to the combination
HOG/HOF, this improves the HS re-
sults, but not the HF results. See text
for details.

Method HS HF
HOG 0.76 0.42
HOF 0.80 0.61
MBH 0.23 0.04
HOF/MBH 0.87 0.44
HOG/HOF 0.88 0.52
HOG/HOF/MBH 0.90 0.61

Table 4.2 mAP scores of the different part
configurations on the SF1 data set for hand-
shake (HS) and high five (HF). We complete
the experiment by including the baseline re-
sults, for which we have either used a full
frame evaluation, or a sliding window. See
text for details.

Method HS HF
R.arm/R.hand 0.34 0.06
Hd/Shldrs/R.arm/R.hand 0.90 0.61
Full body 0.83 0.68
Baseline (full frame) 0.26 0.30
Baseline (sliding window) 0.20 0.23

combinations: HOF/MBH, HOG/HOF and HOG/HOF/MBH. To compensate

for the increase in data points in the descriptor vector, we add a torso part to

the single descriptor experiments (HOG, HOF, MBH), which we have left out

in the combined descriptors.

In Figure 4.7 we show the precision-recall diagram of the first experiment,

that corresponds to the results in Table 4.1. Our method scores a maximum

average mAP for handshake and high five of 0.90 and 0.61 respectively, for

the parts: head, shoulders, right arm and right hand, using the combined

descriptors: HOG, HOF and MBH. We see that only modeling motion (HOF)

performs better than modeling only the pose (HOG). For the handshake we

see a very slight increase of 0.04 mAP, for the high five the increase is 0.19

mAP. We believe HOF performs better because of the structure of the model.

Though there aren’t any appearance features, motion is extracted from spe-

cific locations with respect to each other. This is because the parts’ rela-

tive locations are based on the limb configurations found in training. Using

only MBH features to model the changes in motion gives very poor results.

We believe this is caused by the larger spatio-temporal uncertainty of the

MBH feature responses. At most spatio-temporal locations there is no mo-

tion change, where there are gradients and motion. On the locations where

there is motion change the model cannot be fit well enough to the interacting

individuals, to spatio-temporally match with the ground truth. This causes

most interactions to be detected poorly.
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Figure 4.7 The precision-recall diagrams for handshake (left; red lines, single de-
scriptors; blue lines, combined descriptors) and high five (right; red lines, single
descriptors; blue lines, combined descriptors).

Figure 4.8 The precision-recall diagrams for handshake (left) and high five (right)
with different part configurations.
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Combining both the HOF and MBH motion features only slightly increases

the performance by 0.07 mAP, compared with modeling only HOF features

for the handshake interaction. With the high five there is a decrease in per-

formance of 0.17 mAP. From these results it seems that the MBH features are

only contributing marginally or not at all to the performance. However, when

combining all HOG/HOF/MBH features, we see a further small increase of

0.03 in performance for the hand shake, compared to the HOG/HOF model.

With the high five the performance is the same as the performance with only

HOF features. We believe this means that if we can match the poses of the

interacting individuals well enough, the MBH features at those locations can

have a small positive contribution to discriminating better between different

interactions. The increase in performance is only shown for a handshake.

We believe this is because the speed of the high five gives suboptimal re-

sponses at the true locations of the interacting parts, thereby diminishing the

contribution of the MBH features again.

The second experiment (Table 4.2, Figure 4.8) shows the results for differ-

ent variations of body parts, as well as the results of the baseline. The base-

line method was evaluated on either the full frame, or a sliding window. In

this experiment we fixed all feature descriptors to using all available descrip-

tors: HOG/HOF/MBH. We see an increase of 0.07 mAP points if we model

the high five using the full body. We believe this is due to the nature of the

interaction. A high five is a quick interaction compared to a handshake. The

sum images in Figure 4.4 show that the variation in the learning data is larger

for the high five than it is for the handshake. We can explain this by consid-

ering the speed of the interaction in combination with the frame rate. When

we add more static parts, such as the torso, to the model in the high five in-

teraction, it becomes more robust. Now the model relies more on finding the

two slower moving torsos to localize the interaction. For the handshake in-

teraction (HS), adding the torso part decreases performance with about 0.07

mAP points. We explain this result by the rigidity of the model. Handshakes

may occur at slightly different distances between the two persons. When we

add two torsos to the model, we place them at the mean distance between

them, that was seen during training. Our model does not allow this distance

to vary, which diminishes the performance of this configuration.

The baseline dense trajectory model gives an overall mAP performance for

the implicit method for the handshake action of 0.26 using the full frame for
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classification and 0.20 for the sliding window approach. Here, the high five

model performs slightly better (about 0.03) than the handshake model. We

believe this is because the dense trajectories on which the model is based are

better capable of handling the fast motion of the high five. The performance

of the baseline method stays below our method in both cases though. We be-

lieve this is because our model captures the pose and motion of the relevant

body parts for the given interaction more directly.

The sliding window approach on the baseline method slightly degrades

performance on the baseline method. We believe this is due to the differ-

ence in the number of classification windows. While the full frame Bag-

Of-Features classifies a single interaction per frame, using a sliding window

approach in this case causes the system to classify more windows per frame,

which increases the number of false positives. The result is an increase in the

chance of a false detection.

Compared to our method the baseline method has no explicit knowledge

of the spatial configuration of the limbs. We believe this is the main reason

we outperform this method by a large margin. Second, our method was op-

timized on the epitome of the interactions, while the baseline method makes

its classifications based on the full temporal extent of the trajectories in the

spatio-temporal interaction region. Not every pose or movement contributes

equally much to the essence of an interaction, which is not considered in the

baseline method.

We have also tested the robustness of our method by reducing the amount

of training data to five videos, while testing on the unseen in- and out-class

videos. The results are given in Table 4.3. Reducing the amount of training

data only slightly reduced the performance of the method on the handshake

data, showing its robustness. We conclude that the handshake is a uniform

interaction that always looks more or less the same from a given angle, giv-

ing only a slight decrease in performance of 013 mAP. On the other hand,

the performance of the high five data is reduced roughly by half. When we

reduce the amount of training data to only five videos, the pose distance in

configuration space during the epitome selection procedure becomes an is-

sue for the high five interaction. Due to noise and inaccuracies the relative

distance between the poses at the chosen epitome is large which causes half

of the training videos to be discarded as inferior videos. In some folds we are

even left with only the seed as training example. Based on a single example
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Table 4.3 We show the results of reducing the amount of training data from 42 to 5
videos.

Method Handshake High five
HOG/HOF/MBH 42 videos 0.90 0.61
HOG/HOF/MBH 5 videos 0.77 0.29

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.9 We compare different aspects of the model and the detection pipeline for
handshakes (HS) and high fives (HF). In Figure 4.9a we compare different optical
flow methods. In Figure 4.9b we compare different temporal clustering methods, and
in Figure 4.9c we compare the use of a single feature representation layer, to a feature
pyramid with 10 layers. See text for details.

we extremely overfit the model, causing the large drop in performance, 0.32

mAP. With a handshake this is much less of an issue.

Optical flow

In Figure 4.9a we compare choices we have made for several aspects of the

model. First, we compare two competing optical flow methods that are used

in our HOF and MBH descriptors for both the handshake (HS) and high five

(HF) interactions. We build two models for each interaction consisting of

HOF and MBH parts only, but for which we either use the optical flow method

by Farnebäck (2003), or the method by Weinzaepfel et al. (2013) to calcu-

late the flow field. Our results show that the polynomial expansion method

of Farnebäck (2003) is superior for the high five, but not for the handshake.

We believe the result can be explained by the accuracies of the Kinect joint

measurements. The high five is a relative quick interaction, which causes the

Kinect measurements to be less accurate than for slower interactions, such

as a handshake. When we sample the movement information for all parts
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in a fast interaction, we sample from a relatively large number of inaccu-

rate locations. The HOF descriptors calculated from the more uniform flow

field of the Deepflow method suffer more from sampling in wrong locations,

than the less uniform polynomial expansion method by Färneback does. This

explains that when the movement measurements are on an accurate posi-

tion, as with a handshake, Deepflow outperforms the polynomial expansion

method. When there are measurement inaccuracies for the joint locations

from which the movement is supposed to be sampled, this advantage is lost.

Temporal clustering

In Figure 4.9b we show the results of either clustering the whole descriptor

sequence as one temporal unit (NT = 1) or creating three separate consec-

utive units (NT = 3). We find that modeling consecutive moments in the

interaction is beneficial to the performance of the model for both handshake

and high five interactions. We can see two possible causes for this improve-

ment. First, the number of data points in the training vector is tripled for

every part with NT = 3. Second, averaging the motion over 15 frames may

hurt performance, compared to modeling it as three shorter sequences of five

frames.

Feature pyramid

Although the interactions are all performed before the same camera at roughly

the same viewpoint and distance, we still find that creating a feature pyramid

improves the performance of the model. In Figure 4.9c we show the results

of not using a feature pyramid (P 1L) or using a feature pyramid of ten lay-

ers (P nL) formed around the scale of the interaction found in training. The

resize factor is calculated in such a way that on the bottom pyramid layer

the image scale is about half the training scale, and at the top layer about

twice the training scale. We believe the increase in performance is explained

by two reasons. First, the individuals do not perform the interactions at the

exact same distance from the camera. Second, there is some height variation

between the different individuals. Shorter persons will be detected better at

smaller pyramid layers, as will taller persons at larger pyramid scales.
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4.4 Discussion

In this chapter we have presented an approach to detect, in space and time,

fine-grained dyadic interactions from videos. We rely on a combination of

pose and flow information to detect typical body poses of each person and

the coordination of their joint movement, respectively. During training, we

use joint pose information obtained using Kinect to speed up the selection of

relevant frames to train the detectors. We have introduced the novel Shake-

Five1 data set that contains two-person handshake and high five interactions

to evaluate our method. In our experiments, our dyadic interaction detection

method outperforms the baseline approach of Wang et al. (2013). Reducing

the amount of training data to five sequences only slightly reduces the per-

formance in terms of mean Average Precision (mAP).

From the experiments we conclude that a model that utilizes in full HOG,

HOF and MBH features on all modeled parts performs best. Using three tem-

poral units for each part is favored over modeling the mean motion for the

full temporal sequence. Finally, using a multi-layer feature pyramid benefits

modeling a single scale, even as the interactions are performed at roughly

the same distance from the camera.

4.4.1 Advantages and limitations

The motion information in the data provides us with good cues for enhanc-

ing the pose related to the coordinated interaction. We show how to add

this motion information to a structured model that relies on poselets for in-

teraction detection. The ShakeFive1 data set contains the pose information

that can be used as a stepping stone for learning detection models for dyadic

interactions. This is helpful in providing a simple way to get ground-truth

information for the people involved in the interaction.

We identify several potential avenues for improvement of our approach. At

this moment we ignore examples where the limbs of the people are too dif-

ferent from the poses occurring in the seed frame. We would like to include

these inferior examples to achieve an improvement on the training exam-
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ples. We cannot just add the examples to the positive training set, because

of the variations in the poses. For this to work we would have to allow some

amount of deformation of the part’s locations with respect to each other, as

in Felzenszwalb et al. (2010b). We would first have to train a basic model

based on the prime examples and enhance it by searching the inferior videos

for positive examples, while allowing some amount of deformation on the

part locations.

Based on the work in Felzenszwalb et al. (2010b) we can improve perfor-

mance further by optimizing the deformation tolerance of the part locations

with respect to its parent part location. We can do this by retraining the

model and looking for the frame that contains the interaction example that

responds best to the model and measure its part deformations with respect

to the anchor points. That means that the anchor location of a poselet from

which contrast or motion is sampled, is not exactly fixed.

4.4.2 Ground truth accuracy

Currently our method tries to find the frames that have limb configurations

most like the limbs in the seed frame. This is not ideal. One of the issues

here is with the pose and motion slightly before and after the epitome of

the interaction. In the ground truth we chose to annotate the frames with

some margin, so a handshake for instance is already labeled as such when

both individual’s hands do not yet meet. The epitome of the interaction on

which the model is based, is optimized for the moment the hands meet and

shake. This causes interaction frames at the start and end to go undetected.

A temporal structure as proposed in Yao et al. (2014) could be employed to

solve this problem. Introducing the aforementioned deformation parameters

on the parts will also help this problem. A different, but related issue is that

there may be more than one view points of the interaction in the data. Those

will be missed by a model that is trained from one angle, which is bad for

recall.

We have noticed an issue with the placement of the joint locations over

time. The update speed of the Kinect joints seems to be insufficient to follow

the precise hand location during the interaction, causing the ground truth

locations to be inaccurate at certain frames. While the Kinect does a good

job at giving the vicinity of the limbs, we find that the final position of the
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end of the limbs, such as the feet or hands, is often inaccurate. In training,

this in turn causes the location of where the motion is sampled from, for a

given example with respect to the limb template in the frame, to be less than

optimal.



CHAPTER 5

Interaction modeling with
deformable pose+motion
parts
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Abstract

We build on the work from the previous chapter and introduce
a method based on a deformable parts model (DPM), which can
detect human interactions between two people at close range.
The models can detect the epitome of an interaction between two
individuals in space and time, from unsegmented videos. We use
multiple pose and motion features per part, that are discrimi-
natively trained to counter the negative effects of similarities in
the feature descriptors that occur as a result of the subtleness in
differences between the interactions. We test our models on two
data sets: ShakeFive1 and ShakeFive2, which contain interac-
tions that differ slightly in their coordination. We obtain 0.81
mAP for an interaction classification task on ShakeFive1 and
0.76 mAP for a more difficult localization task on ShakeFive1.
On ShakeFive2 we obtain mAP scores for the classification and
localization tasks of 0.56 and 0.55 respectively.

Published as:
van Gemeren, C., Poppe, R., and Veltkamp, R. C. (2016). Locating human

interactions with discriminatively trained deformable pose+motion parts.

In Proceedings IEEE International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR),

pages 991–996.
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5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we have seen that a model that utilizes parts with

combinations of pose and motion features is suitable for fine-grained inter-

action detection. Our method rigidly models the shape and movement of

specific body parts that contribute to the interaction. This proved problem-

atic when the spatio-temporal variety in which interactions are performed is

high. This requires the models to have a certain amount of plasticity with

respect to the location of the limb positions and movements. The classifica-

tion of human interactions benefits significantly from precise information of

limb positions and movements (Jhuang et al., 2013), whereas inaccuracies of

expected relative limb positions during the interaction harm performance. In

this chapter we will address the limitation of rigidly modeling specific body

parts. Specifically, we will introduce a model that considers the variations of

postures and movements between the test subjects.

Deformable Parts Models (DPM) (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010b) are a class

of object detectors that provide a good way to allow for spatial plasticity

of the anchor locations of the various parts. The method contains spatial

deformation parameters for each modeled part.

The starting point for our two-person interaction model is the DPM intro-

duced by Yang and Ramanan (2013). We extend it to allow for limb-specific

pose and motion features, as well as spatial deformation parameters that

are optimized at the epitome of the interactions. This allows for modeling

Figure 5.2 Three interactions that only have subtle differences in pose (HOG) and
movement (HOF). The red bounding boxes show the areas of the right hands of which
the part descriptions (HOG and HOF) are shown on the right.
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variations in the pose and motion of the interaction examples.

We use videos featuring fine-grained interactions from the ShakeFive1

(SF1) and ShakeFive2 (SF2) data sets (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). From

the ShakeFive1 data set we train and test handshake and high five interac-

tions, from the ShakeFive2 data set we train and test fist bump, handshake,

high five, hug and pass object interactions. When localization models are

trained for each interaction class independently, similarities in feature de-

scriptors will arise between similar classes (see Figure 5.2, right side). Be-

cause of this we experiment with non-discriminative and discriminative train-

ing for our models, as well as a combination of both. When we train an in-

teraction in a discriminative manner, the other interactions will serve as the

source of examples from which we mine hard negative examples. Finally, we

explore simultaneous hard negative data mining on both non-discriminative

and discriminative training examples, as mixed training.

We make the following contributions: Instead of modeling body parts for

everyone, we model the most suitable regions of both individuals simultane-

ously, to represent the interactions. Next to this, we use multiple pose and

motion features per part, which enables us to detect fine-grained interactions.

Parts of this chapter have been published in Van Gemeren et al. (2016a).

We continue with an explanation of our method, after which we explain

our experiments. Finally, we discuss the results of the experiments in detail.

5.2 Method

In this section we introduce our model for fine-grained interaction localiza-

tion. We build on the work in Chapter 4 and use the same method for choos-

ing the epitome frame for a given video, which we have explained in Section

4.2.1. We will now detail the procedures for training a model on a set of

video examples, and for detecting interactions in unsegmented videos.

Our formulation is based on Yang and Ramanan (2013), who detect artic-

ulated poses in images using a flexible mixture-of-parts model. They model

the pose as a tree of patches connected with springs. Each patch consists
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of a set of types for specific parts tuned to different angles, rotations and

relative spatial locations. This is a variation of the original DPM (Felzen-

szwalb et al., 2010b) in which parts appear on multiple layers but are not

modeled as mixtures. Yang and Ramanan demonstrate accurate detections

of limb configurations for a wide variety of human poses. We base our for-

mulation on this model but adapt three key properties to make it suitable for

the localization of coordinated human interactions in videos.

First, Yang and Ramanan model body parts in different orientations us-

ing multiple mixtures per part. In our work, we consider articulations po-

tentially characteristic for an interaction and therefore model body parts in

specific poses. For example, during a handshake we model the upper arms,

the lower arms and the hands in the pose that is most characteristic for the

given interaction. This representation is reminiscent of the poselets intro-

duced by Bourdev et al. (2010), though they only consider the interaction

pose, whereas we consider both the pose and its corresponding motion.

Second, not all parts of the body contribute equally to the characterization

of an interaction. For some parts, the pose is an important cue, while for

others the movement is more important. Therefore, for every part, we model

either pose or motion features alone, or a combination of both. This allows

us to focus on those aspects that characterize an interaction.

Third, we model the spatial relation between the body parts and move-

ments of both subjects involved in the interaction simultaneously. We also

model the orientation and the distance between the two subjects during the

interaction. Because we focus on fine-grained interactions that are coor-

dinated in the pose and movements of particular limbs, we represent the

corresponding parts of both subjects in a single tree structure.

We now formally introduce the model.

5.2.1 Model

Class-specific part detectors

We learn class-specific detectors that encode the characteristic articulations

or movements of the body parts directly. Examples are a right-facing torso

or an upwards moving lower arm. Therefore, we use a single detector per

class, instead of a mixture of part detectors as in Yang and Ramanan (2013).
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Figure 5.3 Interaction with superimposed pose data. Green: right side, red: left side.

We base this choice on Bourdev et al. (2010), who train articulated poses

and obtain good results on the people detection task of PASCAL VOC 2009

(Everingham et al., 2015). The main difference with Bourdev et al. (2010)

is that we train a model that uses both pose and motion. So, in addition to

a pose representing the epitome of the interaction, we simultaneously model

the fine-grained movements of relevant body parts.

To model the constellation of body parts we define a graph G = (V ,E),

with V a set of K parts and E the set of connections between pairs of parts

(Yang and Ramanan, 2013). The body parts we consider may be compound

parts consisting of multiple skeleton joints, such as a torso, right lower arm
or left upper leg. Whereas in Chapter 4 we modeled the interaction of both

subjects as one part, here we train separate body parts that are involved in

the interaction. A body part is formed by the smallest area surrounding a

given set of skeleton joints, including a margin. For example, the right upper
arm part is contained in the bounding box surrounding the right shoulder
and right elbow joints, shown as yellow dots in Figure 5.3. Each body part

i is centered on location li = (xi ,yi). The scoring for a part configuration in

image I is given by:

S(I ,l) =∑
i∈V

wi ⋅φi(I ,li)+ ∑
ij∈E

wij ⋅ψ(li − lj) (5.1)

We note that in Equation 5.1, for clarity, we omit that the scores are defined
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by the dot product between a part and a sub-window of a feature pyramid

computed from the input image. The image pyramid allows us to detect

interactions at various scales. The first term models the part appearance

with a convolution of image feature vector φi(I ,li) with trained detector wi .

The second term contains the pair-wise deformations between parts:

ψ(li − lj) = [dx dx2 dy dy2] , (5.2)

with dx = rixi − rjxj and dy = riyi − rjyj the relative location of part i with

respect to part j (Yang and Ramanan, 2013). The distances dx and dy are

defined with respect to a root factor r. This allows each part to have its own

spatial resolution. In practice we use two resolutions, the second of which

is twice the resolution of the first. This allows us to quickly find candidate

detections at the coarse level, on which a localization of fine-grained pose

and motion cues can be detected.

wij encodes the deformation error of the connection between parts i and

j. The deformation function ψ(li−lj) can now be applied on each dimension

independently and in linear time with the number of part locations, the same

way as it was applied in the original DPM implementation (Felzenszwalb

et al., 2010b). The chosen structure keeps the model suitable for cascade

object detection (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010a) in which the detection process

at a certain image location can be stopped early if a cumulative response

score threshold is not met after processing a part.

Multiple features

Our model supports different types of features per part. For part i with fea-

ture representations Di , we replace the first term in Equation 5.1 by:

∑
i∈V
∑
k∈Di

bki w
k
i ⋅φ

k
i (I ,l

k
i ) (5.3)

φki (I ,l
k
i ) denotes a feature vector of type k for part i. wki is the trained

detector for part i and feature type k. Parts can have different combinations

of features Di . In this work Di is HOG or HOF, but it is not limited to these

features. In fact, the DPM inference algorithm is well suited to incorporate

a learned feature extractor such as a ConvNet (Girshick et al., 2015). As

such, our formulation is different from Yao et al. (2014), who require one
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Figure 5.4 Graph of the part configurations of our model. Both subjects share the
same virtual root part which encompasses the entire dyad.

HOG template and a set of HOF templates per body part. In contrast, our

model allows us to focus on those features that are characteristic for a specific

body part and interaction class. We explicitly also consider features that are

calculated over time such as HOF descriptors. Bias bki denotes the weight for

each feature type Di , to emphasize the gradient properties of the pose (HOG)

or the movement direction (HOF) of wki for part i.

Two-person interaction

As there are two subjects involved in a dyadic interaction, we combine their

body parts in the same graph (see Figure 5.4). Each actor’s body parts form

a sub-tree in this (2K + 1)-node graph. The torso parts of both actors are

connected through a virtual root part of the graph. This part does not have

an associated part detector, but the deformation parameters of the root parts

of both interactants allows us to model relative distances between people,

like Patron-Perez et al. (2012) and Sener and İkizler-Cinbis (2015). Finally, a

combined graph allows us to stop the detection process early when only one

suitable person is found in the dyad. Felzenszwalb et al. (2010a) show that

early stopping can give significant speedup factors during detection, with

only a minimal decrease in average precision.
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5.2.2 Training

For each interaction class, we learn a DPM from a set of training sequences.

We describe a sequence of length n as X = {(I i ,yi ,pi)}
n
i=1 with I i an image

frame, yi the interaction label of frame i and pi a vector containing the 2D

joint positions of the two people performing the interaction.

We train the interaction model in three steps. First, we determine the

epitome for each training sequence. Second, we learn the initial body part

detectors and assemble the body parts into the initial pose and motion model.

Third, we simultaneously update the epitome and the body part detectors.

Epitome detection

At the epitome, the people engage in an interaction pose that is represen-

tative for the interaction. We first find the epitome frame for each positive

training sequence. We define the epitome as the pose with the smallest pair-

wise differences to other training sequences. After processing all sequences,

we can order and split them on a threshold using the method described in

Section 4.2.1. We thus find a subset of prime examples that we can train a

model on. The remaining inferior set of examples is set apart for use at a

later stage.

Learning the initial model

After finding the epitomes for each positive example of a certain interaction

class, we use the prime sequences to train body part detectors wki . We specify

beforehand, for each part, the type Di , spatial resolution r and temporal

extent τ. Parameter r indicates the cell size. For movement descriptors, τ

dictates how many frames around the epitome are used.

For the body parts of both individuals in the interaction, we optimize

φki (I ,l
k
i ) and bki using Dual Coordinate Descent SVM (DCD SVM) solvers

(Supančič III and Ramanan, 2013). This method allows us to learn a model

quickly by minimizing the objective value based on a cached collection of

support vectors consisting of positive examples and the collected negative

hard examples. We produce a set of detectors for each part using all prime

positive examples, even if they are not a support vector. We perform a neg-

ative hard data mining step (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010b) for each detector,

which follows right after the positive optimization step. Negative hard data
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(a) Fist bump (b) Handshake (c) High five (d) Pass object

Figure 5.5 Trained interaction models. The parts outlined in red represent the gradi-
ent features of the right hands. Below the part model we show the motion features of
these parts.

mining is a common technique to provide many new negative training ex-

amples when the amount of training data is relatively low. We can har-

vest negative examples from random frames of the Hannah data set (Ozerov

et al., 2013) (non-discriminative training), random frames in videos not of

the training class (discriminative training), or a combination of both (mixed

training). This allows us to optimize each detector to maximize its response

score for target interactions, while minimizing the scores of patches that do

not depict any interaction of interest. The non-discriminative scenario tries

to avoid overfitting to a specific environment. The discriminative scenario

is specifically tailored to the data set, emphasizing the differences between

the interactions. The mixed scenario is a compromise between both these

approaches. After the first full round of positive and negative training, we

use the resulting set of detectors on the set of positive examples again.

Epitome and model refinement

During the second round of training, a prime positive example that previ-

ously didn’t qualify as a support vector, may now have become one. We use

the model produced by the initial round of training to find improved epitome

examples in the entire set of positive training data. This means that we use

the model as a detector on both the prime set of examples, as well as the pre-

viously ignored set of inferior examples. The reason we previously ignored

the inferior examples was that, based on the annotations provided by the

Kinect skeleton measurements, there wasn’t a good fit to the found epitomes

in the interactions of interest. However, upon inspection of these examples
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we noticed that this was mainly caused by inaccurate measurements due to

occlusions and other interferences. The interactions depicted in the videos

could still provide valuable training information. By combining the prime

and inferior training data we increase the amount of variation within the in-

teraction examples, which improves the quality of the models. After using

the model as a detector on all positive examples, we have a new set of la-

tent epitomes. This set of examples is based on the optimal model response

within the entire sampling volume of every positive example video. Aside

from largely avoiding poor annotations, our approach also helps to refine the

limb’s movements and locations with respect to the fine-grained nature of the

interactions that we train. Given that the initial epitomes are selected solely

based on the pose, this step also allows us to better represent the motion of

the body. The result is an updated set of positive examples that accounts for

more variation and will ultimately improve performance. We optimize defor-

mation parameters ψ(li − lj) in Equation 5.1, as well as its features φki (I ,l
k
i )

in Equation 5.3 again on the new set of data and perform one final round of

negative hard optimization using the DCD SVM solvers. Examples of trained

models are shown in Figure 5.5.

Platt scaling of the classification output

A common problem with optimizing the classification scores of SVM solvers

is that the output is susceptible to large numbers of false positives. This is be-

cause max margin methods, such as SVMs, tend to produce scores distributed

around the (−1,1) range (Platt, 1999). We would like to compress the scores

of the false positives at the lower end of the SVM classification scores, and

those of the true positives at the higher end. The result will be that the num-

ber of false positives drops because the distribution of all detection scores

is not as spread out between true and false positive scores. To achieve this,

we estimate the posterior probabilities as a sigmoid loss function using Platt

calibration which is a logistic transformation of the SVM output scores from

(−∞,∞) to (0,1), using a sigmoid curve:

P (y = 1∣x) =
1

1+ e(αf (x)+β)
(5.4)

We calibrate the scalar values α and β of Equation 5.4 by fitting the model

on a set of cross-validation examples taken out of the training set before
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optimizing the model. The minimal amount we take out is four training

examples. The resulting scores are split into positive and negative candidates

by determining, for each candidate location in the training example, whether

it was a true or false positive. True positives correspond to those locations

within the annotated spatio-temporal ground truth. We use the resulting

score sets to fit the sigmoid function.

5.2.3 Spatio-temporal localization

A trained model is used to generate many candidate bounding boxes through-

out the frames of a video that contains one or more occurrences of the in-

teraction of interest. To speed up the process of candidate generation, we

consider only every fourth frame. We do not consider every frame because

the variation between subsequent frames is very small. Next to making move-

ment and pose differences less expressive, this also makes the search space

for the optimal interaction training frames significantly larger. We first gen-

erate a feature pyramid of the types in D to detect interactions at various

scales. The number of layers in the pyramid depends on the frame size of

the video. In detection we halve this size every ten layers, until it is smaller

than the size on which the model can perform detections. This lower bound-

ary is determined by the pixel height of the video and the scaling factor that

was used by the feature descriptors. We use dynamic programming to make

the feature descriptions of a given type available to all relevant model parts.

For each scale, we thus only calculate the feature description and model re-

sponses once. The pyramids deal with feature types that consider multiple

frames, such as HOF, by creating descriptions for 2τ + 1 consecutive frames

at each layer. We empirically determined τ = 7, which creates short test se-

quences of fifteen frames (seven frames in the past, seven in the future, plus

the current frame).

We slide the model from beginning to end through the video, which gener-

ates a set of spatio-temporal detection candidates. We scale each candidate

score by applying the sigmoid function obtained from the Platt calibration.

Finally, we remove spatially overlapping detections at the same temporal lo-

cation, using non-maximum suppression. Each of the remaining candidates

represents a potential epitome for the interaction of interest with a scaled

response score S(I ,l) (Equation 5.1).
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(a) Fist bump (b) Fist bump (c) Fist bump

(d) High five (e) High five (f) High five

(g) Handshake (h) Handshake (i) Handshake

(j) Hug (k) Hug (l) Hug

(m) Pass object (n) Pass object (o) Pass object

Figure 5.6 Score responses for three selected true positive examples from every SF2
interaction. Horizontal axis shows the frame number, vertical axis shows Platt score.
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During training we look at the scores of all these candidate detections

throughout every positive example video. Because the spatio-temporal ground

truth is annotated with a bounding box at every positive example frame, we

know the temporal location of the detection with respect to the start, epit-

ome and end of the interaction. As our models are optimized to represent

the pose and motion of the interaction at the short time period around its

epitome, candidate scores are expected to be higher there than they are else-

where. After Platt scaling these scores should approach 1.0. The scores of

candidates that are spatio-temporally distant to the interaction ground truth

should approach zero. The scores of candidates that are spatially close to the

interaction ground truth, should decrease gradually as they temporally move

away from the epitome in the directions of the start and end of the interac-

tion. While still scoring higher than zero, the candidates at these locations

will score significantly lower than the candidates that are close to the epit-

ome. Over time we see a gradual increase, peak and decrease of candidate

scores that are spatially close to the ground truth bounding boxes through-

out a positive example video. Candidate scores at the start and end of each

interaction are lower because at these moments the subjects do not act the

way they do at the epitome of the interaction. They are in the process of co-

ordinating their pose and movements with each other to engage or end the

interaction. We show the gradual increase, peak and decrease for different

examples from ShakeFive2 in Figure 5.6. We notice that the Platt scores show

the described trend. In some cases, we see different results, for instance Fig-

ures 5.6l and 5.6o show more than one peak, suggesting the interactions in

these examples show two distinct moments where the interactions represent

the epitome. We also notice differences in the percentage of frames marked

as ground truth that get high scores. Where Figure 5.6g shows many low

scoring frames after the peak, that are back at level of the scores before the

peak, Figure 5.6h shows that the detection scores have not yet come back

down to the level they had before the peak.
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5.3 Experiments and results

In the experiments presented here each body part template contains both

pose (HOG) and motion (HOF) features, except for the torso which only

contains pose information (HOG), and the Virtual Root part which has no

descriptors associated with it (see Figure 5.4).

Because we represent the parts of the upper body only in our models,

we compensate the height of the detected dyadic bounding boxes to fit the

maximum height of both interacting persons. We multiply the height of all

detections by the average ratio between the height of the entire body and the

upper body alone, over all the annotations used during training. This ratio is

approximately 1.6. We count a detection as a true positive when the overlap

between its dyadic bounding box and the annotated ground truth bounding

box at that moment in time, is over 50%.

We evaluate the interaction detection performance using four-fold cross-

validation for all experiments. We provide precision and recall (PR) diagrams

and report the mean Average Precision (mAP) scores which represents the

area under the PR curve, which were defined in Section 4.3.2. We report

the mAP over all interactions in each data set. All our experiments were

performed with models trained and tested on the ShakeFive1 and ShakeFive2

data sets introduced in Chapter 3. The experiments conducted on ShakeFive1

feature two interactions: handshake (HS) and high five (HF). For ShakeFive2

we evaluate five interactions: fist bump (FB), handshake (HS), high five (HF),

hug (HU) and pass object (PO).

5.3.1 Testing

We can measure the performance of our models in two ways, which repre-

sent different tasks. In the first task we only keep the output scores of detec-

tions that overlap with a ground truth bounding box for more than 50%, for

videos of all the interactions that we are evaluating with a particular model.

In essence, we evaluate the classification performance of each model with

this task, because we filter out any other detections on parts of the videos
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Figure 5.7 Mean model performance on SF1 and SF2

that are not annotated. This is contrasted with the task in which we keep all

detections. This task is more difficult, because next to all true and false posi-

tive ground truth locations of the evaluated interactions, the noise detections

throughout each video are also considered. With this task we measure how

well the models performs localization, given test videos featuring different

interactions.

Figure 5.7 shows the average performance of our models on all interac-

tions of the ShakeFive1 and ShakeFive2 data sets. For the experiments we

used discriminative training, with gap size ω = 16. The gap is used to get

an accurate measure of the performance on recognizing the epitome of the

interactions. In these experiments we ignore frames close to the start and

end frame of the interaction resulting in a gap, the size of which is ω
2 frames.

Our models get the best performance, with a score of 0.81 mAP, in the

classification task on ShakeFive1. With the localization task on ShakeFive1,

scores are slightly lower with 0.76 mAP. On ShakeFive2 our models score

significantly lower than on ShakeFive1, but the difference between the clas-

sification and localization tasks is smaller than with ShakeFive1. The classifi-

cation score on ShakeFive2 gets an mAP of 0.56, while the localization scores

0.55 mAP.
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5.3.2 Non-discriminative and discriminative train-

ing

Next to discriminative training, we have introduced two other ways in which

we can train our models. Here we test these three different settings: (i)

non-discriminative training, where we harvest negative examples in random

frames of the Hannah data set (Ozerov et al., 2013); (ii) discriminative train-
ing, where we use the examples of the other classes than the one we are

training as the negative data source; (iii) mixed training, where we alternate

between negative examples from Hannah and from training examples of the

other classes.

When harvesting negative examples from Hannah, we avoid locations con-

taining people, based on the provided face locations from the annotation of

the data set, which can be seen in Figure 3.10. The data from Hannah is suit-

able for the extraction of realistic motion patches because it contains visual

information from a different environment than the training data and contains

realistic movement information.

As with the previous experiment, we report the results for the classification

and localization tasks in a similar fashion. The latter is a more common situ-

ation than the first, but it will lead to more false positives as we do not filter

these detections. However, it gives a good indication of the mAP performance

difference with and without discriminative training.

In Tables 5.1 and 5.2 we show the results. We note that on average

mixed and discriminative training give similar results, with a negligible dif-

ference on ShakeFive1 and a 0.06 difference in mAP on ShakeFive2. Non-

discriminative training performs significantly worse than the other two sce-

narios on ShakeFive1, with an average drop of 0.11 points. The average drop

for non-discriminative training in ShakeFive2 is smaller, about 0.04 points.
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Table 5.1 Mixed (M), discriminative (D) and Non-discriminative (ND) mAP scores on SF1 averaged over four-folds cross-validation
with standard deviations (σ), for a classification (Cl) and localization (Lo) task.

ND/D/M Cl/Lo HF σ HS σ Avg.

M Cl 0.82 0.22 0.83 0.10 0.82

D Cl 0.79 0.18 0.84 0.13 0.81

ND Cl 0.66 0.18 0.86 0.14 0.76

M Lo 0.75 0.28 0.79 0.12 0.77

D Lo 0.72 0.24 0.80 0.16 0.76

ND Lo 0.56 0.16 0.74 0.06 0.65

Table 5.2 Mixed (M), discriminative (D) and Non-discriminative (ND) mAP scores on SF2 averaged over four-folds cross-validation
with standard deviations (σ) for a classification (Cl) and localization (Lo) task.

ND/D/M Cl/Lo FB σ HF σ HS σ HU σ PO σ Avg.

M Cl 0.34 0.38 0.81 0.09 0.89 0.14 0.09 0.06 0.69 0.38 0.56

D Cl 0.49 0.45 0.71 0.15 0.82 0.10 0.11 0.08 0.68 0.19 0.55

ND Cl 0.38 0.22 0.62 0.15 0.53 0.10 0.12 0.17 0.61 0.26 0.44

M Lo 0.33 0.39 0.79 0.10 0.89 0.14 0.08 0.06 0.68 0.38 0.55

D Lo 0.48 0.44 0.67 0.19 0.81 0.11 0.10 0.07 0.68 0.19 0.55

ND Lo 0.38 0.22 0.61 0.15 0.52 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.60 0.26 0.44
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For ShakeFive1, we can see in Figure 5.8 that the mAP score decreases

slowest with the mixed model, for increasing recall. This is the case in both

the classification and localization tasks. For ShakeFive2 the mean results in

Figure 5.9 show that the mixed training results are the best, though the gain

over discriminative training is very small. We show the separate results for

the different interactions for ShakeFive1 in Figure 5.10, and for ShakeFive2

in Figure 5.12.

5.3.3 Gap size

In Figure 5.6 can see that the height of the interaction score depends on the

candidate’s vicinity to the epitome of the interaction. To evaluate the simi-

larity of a candidate detection to the interaction, we always evaluate a short

sequence of τ frames around the frame being classified. This is because of our

model’s HOF motion descriptors, which require multiple frames to evaluate

the optical flow of the image patches. The chance for a short sequence of τ

frames being classified as a true positive will drop as it moves away from the

epitome of the interaction towards its annotated start and end points, which

can be seen in Figure 5.6. The score drops near the start and end because the

poses and movements in the video do not fully represent the model at that

moment. In this experiment we look at the performance of our models when

we discard interaction frames that are further away from the epitome of the

interaction. This will give an indication about the plasticity of our models.

If the performance significantly goes up when we only consider frames that

are close to the epitome, that means that the interaction looks very different

from the epitome at the start and end of the interaction. It also means that

the deformation parameters are not able to compensate for these differences

in pose and movements at the temporal extremes of the interaction. To mea-

sure the changes in the detection scores when evaluating different numbers

of frames around the epitome, we use parameter ω, which enforces a gap

at the start and end of each interaction. The gaps are created with the start

and end frames as their centers. Effectively, for a given ω, ω
2 frames of the

interaction are ignored. The other frames fall outside of the ground truth,

either before or after the interaction.

In Figure 5.11 we show the influence on the mAP score for a given model

with different values of ω. In line with previous experiments, we present
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(a) Classification performance (b) Localization performance

Figure 5.8 Mean four-fold cross-validation Precision and Recall diagrams over both
interaction classes for the non-discriminative, discriminative and mixed scenarios,
tested on SF1.

(a) Classification performance (b) Localization performance

Figure 5.9 Mean four-fold cross-validation Precision and Recall diagrams over all five
interaction classes for non-discriminative, discriminative and mixed training, tested on
SF2.
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(a) High five (b) Handshake

Figure 5.10 Test results of the two interactions in the SF1 data set.

(a) SF1 (HF and HS) (b) SF2 (FB, HF, HS, HU and PO)

Figure 5.11 Influence of the gap size (ω) around respectively the starting and ending
frames of the interaction.
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(a) Fist bump (b) High five

(c) Handshake (d) Hug

(e) Pass object
Legend

Figure 5.12 Test results for non-discriminative, discriminative and mixed training.
We show results for the classification task and for the localization task on SF2.
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the results for both the classification and the localization tasks. The graphs

show that performance peaks at around ω = 16. This effectively ignores 2×

8 frames at the start and end of each interaction, half of which fall inside

the interaction while the other half falls outside of it. The peaks on the

ShakeFive1 data set lie at 0.81 mAP for the classification task and 0.76 mAP

for the localization task. The ShakeFive2 data set peaks at 0.56 and 0.55

mAP respectively.

5.4 Discussion

We discuss the results of the experiments detailed in the previous section.

We start with the main experiment on the performance of our models when

tested on the ShakeFive1 and ShakeFive2 data sets for the classification and

localization tasks. Then we discuss the three different training scenarios:

non-discriminative, discriminative and mixed training. Finally, we discuss

the performance of our models when we vary gap size parameter ω and we

finish with the conclusions.

5.4.1 Classification and localization performance

When we look at the performance of our models on the ShakeFive1 and

ShakeFive2 data sets, it is clear from Figure 5.7 that ShakeFive2 appears to

be more difficult than ShakeFive2, in both the classification and localization

task. For a large part this is due to the interactions that are present in Shake-

Five2, which are not in ShakeFive1. As a result, a larger number of videos

are tested in ShakeFive2, by a model trained on fewer examples per interac-

tion. The interactions not in ShakeFive1: FB, HU and PO, do not perform as

well as HF and HS, even when we compare them in the same data set. The

drop in performance of high-five and handshake from ShakeFive1 compared

to these interactions in ShakeFive2, is small. Their mean scores drop about

0.1 mAP between the two data sets. This means that most of the difference

must come from the other interactions.

When we look at the performance of fist bump, hug and pass object on the
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discriminative localization task in Table 5.2, we notice that the performance

of fist bump and hug is relatively poor compared to the other interactions,

with mean mAP scores of 0.49 and 0.11. When we consider the hug interac-

tion, we can understand why the model, which tries to learn the movements

and poses of the limbs, has problems. During the epitome of the hug, the

arms of both subjects are in an embrace, which makes it difficult for the

model to learn the fine-grained details of the interaction because of the re-

sulting visual clutter.

Reasons for the low performance of the fist bump interaction are less ob-

vious at first sight. We believe the movements of the limbs during this in-

teraction are very similar to the pass object interaction and somewhat like

the handshake. There may be confusions between these interactions, which

lowers localization and classification performance. On the other hand, the

impact of these confusions is considerably less when measured with a model

that was trained on one of these interactions and tested on a video featur-

ing fist bump interactions. As we noted in the first paragraph, the drop in

performance for the handshake is not very large compared to its score in

ShakeFive1. An explanation may be that the number of videos these confu-

sions can occur in is not equal between the two tasks. There are far fewer

confusions that can occur when a handshake or a pass object model is applied

to a set of videos consisting for one fifth of fist bump videos, than when a fist
bump model is applied to a set of videos containing both handshake and pass
object videos.

When the number of interactions increases, both the classification and lo-

calization tasks become more difficult. Especially when fine-grained differ-

ences between the interactions are very small, as with fist bump, handshake
or pass object, more confusions will occur. However, when the fine-grained

details of an interaction are learned properly, such as with high five or hand-
shake, the impact of the increase in the number of interaction classes is

smaller, which is illustrated by the small drop in performance on these in-

teractions between ShakeFive1 and ShakeFive2. It seems that if the model

can pick up on these details for every interaction, performance can remain

stable with more different interactions.
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5.4.2 Training scenarios

In the second experiment we achieve a maximum mAP score of 0.76 for the

mixed training scenario in the classification task of the experiments on Shake-

Five1. On ShakeFive2 we achieve an mAP of 0.50 for this scenario and task.

On the localization task the discriminatively trained model outscores mixed

training on ShakeFive1 by 0.02 mAP, with a score of 0.66. On ShakeFive2

the mixed model scores 0.06 mAP better on the localization task than the

discriminatively trained model, with an mAP score of 0.46.

On both data sets the handshake is the interaction that is best classified

with mAP scores of 0.85 and 0.76 for ShakeFive1 and ShakeFive2 respec-

tively. The maximum localization score for handshake on ShakeFive1 is pro-

duced by the discriminative model, with an mAP of 0.74. On ShakeFive2

the handshake also scores best on the discriminative model with an mAP of

0.71. The hug interaction of ShakeFive2 is classified and localized worst of

all interactions, with mAP scores of 0.24 and 0.22 respectively. We attribute

the poor performance of the hug compared to the handshake, to the same

reasons as detailed in the previous section.

5.4.3 Gap size

The experiments with gap size parameter ω illustrate two main differences

between ShakeFive1 and ShakeFive2. In the first place the graphs in Figure

5.11 clearly show that the drop in performance between the classification

and localization task is smaller for all values of ω in ShakeFive2, than it is

in ShakeFive1. This indicates that the models trained on ShakeFive2 are less

susceptible to noise. We believe this is due to the higher video frame reso-

lution and the higher frame rate of the ShakeFive2 data set. In the second

place, there is a much clearer peak for ω in the graph based on ShakeFive2,

than there is in the graph for ShakeFive1. We believe this is caused by the dif-

ference in frame rate between ShakeFive1 and ShakeFive2. As the frame rate

of ShakeFive2 is twice as high as the frame rate of ShakeFive1, the degree

to which a limb extends in τ frames, as captured in ShakeFive1 will always

be larger than the degree it extends in ShakeFive2, for the same value of τ.

Therefore, if we measure the likeliness of fewer interaction subsections to its

true epitome, the chance is larger that it is missed. This happens for large val-
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ues of ω on ShakeFive2, while it doesn’t happen on ShakeFive1 because the

movement in a single subsection is more spread out. We conclude that there

is a balance between getting a good performance on the fine-grained details

we would like to learn for an interaction and the number of frames that rep-

resent its movement. A higher frame rate will result in a shorter interaction

time span for a given value of τ, which will better represent fine-grained

details. On the other hand, representing a short time-span of interaction

movement with a large ω, will make it more difficult for the algorithm to hit

the optimal epitome location.

5.4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a method for the spatio-temporal localization of

short sequences of pose and movement that represent the epitome of a given

interaction. These sequences are shorter than the total interaction lengths

and they are not connected to each other. We showed that we can pick up

on the fine-grained details of the interactions that we have considered. This

works particularly well when we can pick up on the details of the locations of

the considered limbs, such as for handshakes or high-fives. When the differ-

ences in pose and movements are smaller, it is more difficult to differentiate

between interactions, such as with fist bumps or passing objects. Our models

perform well enough to avoid unrelated movements and poses that may be

present in a video, which is shown by the fact that the drop in performance is

small between classification and localization. When the number of occlusions

caused by limbs that embrace each other is high, our models have difficulty

recognizing the positions and movements of the limbs, which is shown by the

poor performance of the hug interaction.

We can improve the performance of our models if we are able to increase

the temporal consistency of the short sequences that we detect, in order to

cover the entire spatio-temporal span of an interaction. We imagine the de-

tection scores rise and drop closer and further away from the actual inter-

action epitome. In the next chapter we will look at ways to create a single

result from an entire true positive interaction sequence, consisting of several

connected detection sequences.



CHAPTER 6

Lend me a hand: auxiliary
image data helps interaction
detection
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Abstract

We address training deformable parts models (DPMs) for the
detection of interactions from video, in both space and time.
When we consider many interaction classes, we face several chal-
lenges. First, we need to distinguish between interactions that
are visually more similar. Second, it becomes more difficult to
obtain enough specific training examples for each interaction
class. Third, we want our method to cover the location in space
and time where the interaction occurs as precisely as possible.
Here, we address these challenges and focus especially on the
second and third challenge. Specifically, we introduce a method
to train body part detectors from non-specific images with pose
information. Such resources are widely available. We introduce
a training scheme and an adapted DPM formulation to allow for
the inclusion of this auxiliary data. On testing our method re-
turns spatio-temporal tubes that cover an interaction precisely.
We perform cross-data set experiments to evaluate the general-
ization performance of our method. We demonstrate that our
method can still achieve decent performance, from as few as five
training examples.

Published as:
van Gemeren, C., Poppe, R., and Veltkamp, R. C. (2017). Lend me a hand:

Auxiliary image data helps interaction detection. In Proceedings IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Automatic Face & Gesture Recognition (FG), pages

538–543.
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6.1 Introduction

The work in this chapter builds on the method presented in Chapter 5. We

have presented a method that can detect a set of interactions, based on small

numbers of training examples. In this chapter we investigate ways to train

models with even fewer examples. We focus on developing algorithms that

make use of auxiliary data to improve the performance of the fine-grained

interaction localization models that we have presented in the previous chap-

ters. While the movement of an interaction is relatively stable across vari-

ations in an environment with controlled settings, the pose can vary signif-

icantly as a result of differences in lighting, background and video quality.

We depart from the trend of using increasing amounts of specific data to

deal with these variations. For increasing numbers of interaction classes, ob-

taining labeled data proves difficult. When the number of training videos is

limited, we run the risk of over-fitting to their visual appearance. This will

make it more difficult for the model to discriminate between interactions that

have only fine-grained differences. In this chapter, we mitigate this risk by

using images of unrelated actions and interactions. If we would use generic

training data as negative training examples, the learning algorithm will not

emphasize the interaction specific model features as much. Instead, we use

visually similar, but unrelated, interactions as negative training examples. As

a result, the specific visual features of the interaction we are interested in are

emphasized. To further enhance the model, we first learn movement cues

from these videos and train a full model. We then re-train specific parts us-

ing auxiliary data. By fine-tuning parts that represent the pose cues of the

specific limbs involved in the interaction, we generalize across environment

settings.

Specifically, we train interaction detectors based on DPMs (Felzenszwalb

et al., 2010b; Yang and Ramanan, 2013), in the way we have presented in the

previous chapters. Our starting point is the discriminatively trained HOGHOF

model we have introduced in Section 5.2. Here, we learn this model on the

ShakeFive2 data set (see Section 3.3.2) and test its generalization abilities

on the UT-Interaction data set (see Section 3.4.1). We focus on three interac-

tions: handshake, pass object and fist bump. Given their visual similarity, dis-
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tinguishing between these interaction classes is challenging as we have seen

in the previous chapter. To achieve generalization to environment settings,

we use auxiliary images from the MPII Human Pose (MPII) data set (details in

Section 3.4.3). This set contains images depicting humans involved in vari-

ous actions, but typically not of the interactions that we consider. Enhancing

our training data this way has advantages over data augmentation methods

that reshape existing examples to produce new synthetic data that is added to

the training data set to increase its size. Augmenting the data by mirroring,

rotating or changing the colors is a simple way to produce new examples.

However, in our case augmentation by mirroring is not useful because the

interactions that we consider prominently feature the right arm. Rotation is

only useful in a limited range, as the individuals involved are always standing

straight up and HOG feature representations are invariant to small geometric

transformations. As HOG features are also invariant to photometric transfor-

mations, the use of color augmentation is also limited. By making use of

auxiliary data we can enhance the training data. We demonstrate increased

generalization performance in cross-data set experiments on spatio-temporal

interaction localization tasks.

Next to making use of auxiliary data we would like to retrieve a temporally

continuous interaction as a single detection instead of a set of interaction de-

tections as we did in the previous chapter. We introduce a post-processing

step that fits Gaussians to the response space from which the consecutive in-

teraction detections are retrieved as tubes. The 3D Gaussians extend in the

two planar spatial dimensions, as well as into the temporal dimension. By

extending into time, we create overlap between consecutive detections in the

response space. This allows us to find continuous interactions that extend in

space and time. We address the issue of linking subsequent detections by cre-

ating tubes (Van Gemert et al., 2015) that model an interaction in their full

spatio-temporal extent. To model the temporal extent of the interactions, the

detection responses of an interaction are accumulated over time to generate

spatio-temporal interaction tubes. A tube covers an interaction from start to

finish as a single detection. We refer to these detections as interaction tubes.

We make the following contributions: First, we demonstrate increased gen-

eralization performance in cross-dataset experiments on spatio-temporal in-

teraction detection. Second, we show that the model can be trained with

limited amounts of training data, using auxiliary images. Parts of this chap-
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ter have been published in Van Gemeren et al. (2017).

In the next section we introduce our interaction localization models, and

detail how these can be trained from a limited number of videos and auxiliary

images. We perform cross-data set experiments and investigate the influence

of the amount and type of training data in Section 6.3. We present our

findings in Section 6.4 and conclude in Section 6.5 with a discussion on the

results.

6.2 Method

We introduce the formulation of the interaction localization models in Sec-

tion 6.2.1. Based on the model presented in Chapter 5, we adapt the body

part templates using auxiliary data, which is detailed in Section 6.2.2. Fi-

nally, in Section 6.2.3, we discuss how the trained DPMs can be used to

detect interactions in video in both space and time.

6.2.1 Model formulation

Within an interaction, we have defined the epitome as the moment where the

pose and motion of two people are coordinated in a way that is characteristic

for the interaction. We model both cues using a two-person DPM, as intro-

duced in Section 5.2. This interaction-specific DPM, models both the pose

and movement of two people in a single model. Each body part template de-

scribes the pose (HOG), motion (HOF) or both. By including motion in the

templates, we can also accurately describe the motion coordination between

two people. Finally, we create tubes that cover the full spatio-temporal ex-

tent of the interaction from the entire set of candidate detections found in a

video.

In the following sections we will explain how we expand the training pro-

cedure introduced in the previous chapter to facilitate the use of auxiliary

data. We will also give detailed explanations of the changes to our dyadic

part models and we will introduce a tube creation process to aid with tempo-

ral consistency of a set of detection segments that cover a single interaction.
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6.2.2 Training

We make use of the handshake, pass object and fist bump HOGHOF models

from the previous chapter. Based on these initial models, we train the pose

(HOG) parts of the detectors on auxiliary data and replace them in the re-

spective detection models.

Using auxiliary data

The method we introduce here allows us to replace any given pose part in

our models with parts created from auxiliary data. Because the interactions

we consider in this chapter focus on the right arm, we intend to find right

arms in the auxiliary images with a similar pose as the epitome frames of the

interaction examples, both for the left and the right person. We select the

images from the MPII data set that have a procrustes distance for the right

arm below a specified threshold κ. This results in two sets of images for the

right arm: one for the left and one for the right person in the interaction. In

Figure 6.1 we show eight examples of people with similar arm poses. The

pose of the body parts is like the pose in the initial model while there is

much more variation in the visual appearance of the auxiliary data. When

we replace the original parts with the auxiliary parts, this should help in

increasing the generalization capabilities of the model with respect to other

domains or data sets. Here we train the specific part templates for the upper-

arm and lower-arm, for both the right and left person. We use the same

feature representation and optimization method as for the original parts (see

Section 5.2.1).

We replace part templates wki with the templates trained on auxiliary data.

After replacing the original parts in the model, the original part templates are

discarded. Because the response of the auxiliary body part templates might

be different, the scoring of a part configuration (Equation 6.3) is also af-

fected. Retraining the model on the initial training data to determine proper

biases would undo the features of the replaced body part templates. There-

fore, we transform the part scores in such a way that they fit the 0−1 range. A

common strategy is to perform calibration by fitting a probability distribution

to a held-out set of positive and negative examples (Platt, 1999), like we did

in the previous chapter. However, we do not know whether the quality of the

held-out samples from the auxiliary data set all contribute equally positive
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Figure 6.1 MPII images with similar arm pose. Matches are from different action
categories. Note the variation in full body poses and visual appearance.

to the interaction model that is being trained. Many examples do not repre-

sent the precise interaction that we are training them for. The only criteria

for selecting them was pose similarity. Therefore, we adopt the score fitting

strategy introduced by Malisiewicz et al. (2011). They also fit a probability

distribution, but contrary to Platt (1999), the fitting procedure is not based

on the distribution of the SVM scores.

Malisiewicz et al. (2011) predict the overlap of a model part with the

known location of that part in the ground truth, given the response score

of the model. Based on Equation 5.3, given a detection in image I , with

HOG features for part Di at location li , the unary part response score US

becomes:

USHOG(I ,l, i) =
1

1+ e−αi(wi ⋅φi(I ,li)−βi)
(6.1)

In Equation 6.1 wi ⋅φi(I ,li) represent the HOG responses for part i at lo-

cation li . αi and βi scale the sigmoid function that is fit to the response. We

estimate parameters αi and βi as in Malisiewicz et al. (2011), by looking at

the Intersection over Union (IoU) of the ground truth with four randomly se-

lected validation examples. This yields enough detections to fit the sigmoid

based on the example’s part response score S and the ground truth IoU over-

lap. In Figure 6.2 we show visualizations of the different model parts after

optimization.
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Figure 6.2 Full model trained on SF2 (left) and arm parts trained from MPII (right).
In red the respective positions in the SF2 model.

For HOF, the calculation remains the same:

USHOF(I ,l, i) =wi ⋅φi(I ,li) (6.2)

We can now replace the first term of Equation 5.1. The scoring function S

using the replaced body part templates becomes:

Ŝ(I ,l) =∑
i∈V
∑
k∈Di

bki (US{HOG∣HOF}k(I ,l, i))+ ∑
ij∈E

wij ⋅ψ(li − lj) (6.3)

6.2.3 Spatio-temporal localization

Trained models are used to perform spatio-temporal interaction detection.

On a test video, we use a Gaussian pyramid to evaluate the models at dif-

ferent scales, for which the input resolution is halved every 10 layers. By

applying the model, we obtain a series of detection scores (Equation 6.3).

We are looking at bounding boxes of high-scoring detections, but we only

evaluate every eighth frame. To obtain a continuous estimation of likely

space-time locations, we map each detection to a 3D Gaussian. In this 3D

spatio-temporal response space, we then find continuous tubes that cover an

interaction from start to end in space and time. We start by localizing the

highest candidate score in the response space and find the size of the closest

detection.

Each candidate detection is represented as a three-dimensional Gaussian
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Figure 6.3 A 3D representation of the response space for a handshake interaction,
after fitting the normalized Gaussians to each frame segment. The long side of the
box represents time with frames 0 to 189. The short sides represent space. The
dashed bounding box represents the ground truth location of the handshake in space
and time.

on the center of the candidate detection. We scale the Gaussian in the tempo-

ral and spatial dimensions independently as the temporal extent of the action

does not depend on the scale on which it occurs. Each Gaussian is spatially

scaled according to the size of the candidate’s bounding box. We set the stan-

dard deviation of the Gaussian in the x and y directions to 0.25 of the width

and height of the bounding box, respectively. In the temporal direction, we

use the temporal extent τ of the video descriptor as a unit (see Section 4.2.1),

and scale it such that the standard deviation is 0.25τ. The Gaussian of each

of the three directions is put together into a single 3D Gaussian:

GND(x⃗,σ) =
1

(
√
2πσ)N

⋅ e
−
∣x⃗∣2
2σ2 , (6.4)

with N = 3.

The amplitude of this Gaussian is normalized to the detection score. To

avoid negative values, we use amplitudes ∣Ŝ(I ,l)∣ = Ŝ(I ,l)− η. We sum the

Gaussians for all detections in the sequence. Stronger detections will there-

fore have more influence on the response space, and subsequent detections in

time partially overlap and amplify each other. In Figure 6.3 we show a visual

representation of the spatio-temporal response space after the 3D Gaussian

fitting process.
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6.2.4 Tube fitting

We aim to extract tubes that contain the interaction of interest from the Gaus-

sian response space. To this end, during training, we estimate score decay
parameters of the temporal segments that make up the ground truth of an

interaction. Non-prototypical interaction poses and movements are likely to

give a lower response to the interaction localization model. We have shown

this in Figure 5.6, where generally detection scores rise when people engage

in the interaction, peaking at the epitome and then fall as the interaction

ends. Consequently, we can find candidate subspaces that are part of the

interaction before and after the epitome, at nearby locations in the spatio-

temporal response function. We evaluate the scores of detection candidates

that together make up tube segments that best cover the ground truth. We

start at the tube’s epitome, which is the highest scoring candidate in the set

of all detections that overlap for more than 50% with a ground truth tube

segment. We greedily add candidate segments to the tube that have the best

spatio-temporal fit. The score decay in each tube is estimated by calculating

the difference between the normalized score at the tube’s epitome (the high-

est scoring tube segment) and the normalized detection scores at the start

and end of the tube: ∆ST (n) = ŜTf e − ŜTf n ,n = [0,1]. We model two mean

score decay values, based on the score differences over all training exam-

ples: ∆ST (n). One for the mean score difference between the epitome (ŜTf e )

and the start of the tube (ŜTf 0 ) and one for the mean score difference be-

tween the epitome and the end of the tube (ŜTf 1 ). During the second round

of training new latent training examples are chosen based on the sigmoid

scaled detection scores, and we update the tube’s score decay estimations.

Tube extraction

During detection we aim to extract all tubes from the Gaussian response

space that contain the interaction of interest. The next step is to construct

these tubes from the set of candidate detections and the estimated score decay
parameters. The highest scoring detection candidates are likely to correspond

to the epitome of the interaction we are looking for. We therefore look for

subsets of consecutive high-scoring detections that have significant spatial

overlap to create localization tubes. We start an iterative tube creation pro-

cess by selecting the highest scoring candidate detection as the first tube’s
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interaction epitome. We greedily add candidates to the head or tail of the

tube as new tube segments, if its score is higher than the tube’s epitome

score minus the respective score decay value for the head or tail of the tube:

T (n±1) = T (n)+T [Ŝ(I ,l) ≥ ŜTf (e) −∆ST (n)], (6.5)

on the condition that the segment to be added has a spatial overlap with

the tube segment at the head or tail of more than 50%. Temporally, the re-

sponse space contains gaps because we only test every fourth frame. When

we add a new segment to the tube, we interpolate the location and size of

the segments between the head or tail and the new segment. After removing

all candidates that were transformed into tube segments from the set of can-

didate detections C, we select the next highest scoring detection candidate

as a new epitome and start again. The tube creation process stops when all

candidates have been converted to tubes. As a final step we remove all tubes

that have a spatio-temporal overlap of more than 50% with a higher scoring

tube. We use the IoU overlap between tubes (Van Gemert et al., 2015), for

which the overlap is calculated as:

IoU(T 0,T 1
) =

1
∥θ∥
∑
f ∈θ

T 0
f ∩T

1
f

T 0
f ∪T

1
f

, (6.6)

which gives the spatio-temporal average intersection over union of two tubes,

T 0 and T 1. θ is the set of tube segments for which either T 0 or T 1 is not

empty. We show an example of a detection tube in Figure 6.4.

6.3 Experiments

We evaluate the performance of our interaction models trained both with

and without auxiliary data. We consider the task of interaction detection:

localizing interactions of a specific class in a video in both time and space.

This task is arguably harder than interaction recognition as we cannot rely on

pre-segmented image sequences for classification. We focus on the detection

of handshakes. To analyze how well we can distinguish between visually
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Figure 6.4 Detected spatio-temporal interaction tube (red) for a hand shake. The
green rectangle shows the best detection.

similar interactions, we also measure confusions with fist bumping and object

passing.

We perform all experiments on the ShakeFive2 and UT-Interaction data

sets described in Chapter 3. From ShakeFive2 we use handshake, fist bump
and pass object. The differences between these interactions are fine-grained.

We perform a cross-data set evaluation based on the ShakeFive2 data set,

testing the resulting models on UT-Interaction (handshake).

Because we are interested in generalization, we perform cross-data set ex-

periments. We describe detection metrics in Section 6.3.1. In Section 6.3.2,

we discuss the setup of our evaluation. Results of these experiments are

presented in Section 6.4 and discussed in Section 6.5.

Additional training data was obtained from the MPII data set, which is also

described in detail in Chapter 3.

6.3.1 Performance measurements

Our detection metrics reflect both the temporal and spatial accuracy as well

as the label assigned to a detected interaction. We use the IoU overlap of

the ground truth T 0 and detected tube T 1 from Equation 6.6. To arrive

at a single measure that considers recall and precision, we apply overlap

threshold σ such that IoU(T 0,T 1) ≥ σ and report the Area Under the Curve

(AuC) averaged over all interactions in a test fold. In Section 4.3.2 we have
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defined the PR curve on which the AuC score is based.

To assess which pairs of classes are more often confused, we introduce

a novel measure that considers the spatio-temporal nature of our problem.

We test a trained detector with classification and localization tasks and cal-

culate the difference in mAP (d-mAP) scores between them. Classification

is described as a single-class detection task where we look for a specific in-

teraction among noise detections. Localization is described as distinguishing

between multiple interactions that are detected in a single video and finding

the right one. We place each score in a matrix that indicates how much of the

AuC score for a given class is lost to another class. When no false positives

have been identified, the d-mAP score is zero. Higher d-mAP scores are due

to the performance loss caused by the false positives for the distractor class.

6.3.2 Experimental setup

We train and test the models with the ShakeFive2 data set, using a four-fold

cross-validation. We train on fifteen examples and use five videos for testing

per fold. Of the fifteen training examples we take out four validation exam-

ples to fit the response sigmoid. Effectively we train the model on eleven

videos.

To test the performance of a model on an unsegmented test video, we

first find all candidate detections. The models have a temporal extent of

fifteen frames, and we process only every eighth frame. Consequently, there

is a temporal overlap of seven frames between subsequent candidates. From

the set of candidate detections, we extract the interaction tubes which are

compared to the ground truth tubes using the AuC score.

In testing we consider two tasks: classification and localization. In the

classification task, we test the spatio-temporal localization accuracy by apply-

ing the handshake model on videos with handshakes only. In the localiza-
tion task, we additionally evaluate it on sequences with distractor classes fist

bump and pass object. In this task, we test how specific the detection model

is. Confusions with the distractor classes will lead to lower AuC scores. As

we process every frame of every class in this task, it represents a localization

task for specific interactions.
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6.4 Results

We first evaluate the interaction detection performance trained with and

without auxiliary data. To highlight the generalization capabilities of our

approach, we train on ShakeFive2 and test on UT-Interaction. To investi-

gate how much training data is needed, we evaluate the impact of different

amounts of auxiliary data and interaction videos on the detection perfor-

mance.

We first train and test on the same data set. By comparing the different

models, we gain insight in the maximum performance on the same input

data. The model is trained on ShakeFive2 and evaluated with Equation 5.1.

We use the HOGHOF model configuration described in Section 5.3. This

model is shown in Figure 5.4. It consists of HOG and HOF features for all

parts, except for the torso which consists of HOG features only. HOGHOF-

SIG contains the same body part templates as HOGHOF (ŵki = w
k
i ) but is

evaluated using sigmoid scores defined in Equation 6.3. HOGHOF-AUX is the

model trained with auxiliary data, also evaluated using Equation 6.3. We

search for similar poses with a procrustes distance of κ ≤ 0.1. In Section

6.4.1 we experiment with different values for κ. For the left and right person

respectively, we obtain 124 and 452 training images. In all tests, we use IoU

overlap threshold σ = 0.1.

Table 6.1 AuC scores on SF2. We show the average results for classification (Cl) and
localization (Lo) over the tested classes with their standard deviations (σ).

Cl σ Lo σ

HOGHOF 0.92 0.06 0.67 0.19

HOGHOF-SIG 0.82 0.20 0.55 0.19

HOGHOF-AUX 0.78 0.14 0.63 0.13

Table 6.1 summarizes the results on the detection of handshakes on Shake-

Five2. In the Lo task, we additionally test on videos with fist bump and object

passing interactions. Confusions with these classes results in a lower AuC

score. In both tasks, there is a performance drop when using sigmoids. We
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attribute this to a lack of a bias on specific body parts, that can give more

weight to its detection score. With auxiliary data, the drop is partly compen-

sated. We expect that this is due to the large number of positive examples,

even though these originate from other data sources.

We note that the Cl task has performed worse for HOGHOF-AUX than for

HOGHOF-SIG. The model does not recover the same way it does in the Lo
task. This may be due to the nature of classifying a specific interaction (Cl)
compared to discriminating between different interactions (Lo). Discrimina-

tive power seems to increase when an auxiliary part is used. This isn’t the

case when only one interaction and random poses are classified. It seems that

response differences between interactions are relatively larger than response

differences between interactions and noise detections. The relatively low

score differences, caused by the auxiliary part, result in more false positives.

In the Lo task there are relatively higher score differences, which results in

fewer false positives.

Table 6.2 AuC scores for a cross-data handshake detection on UTI.

Set 1 Set 2

Cl Lo Cl Lo
HOGHOF 0.70 0.55 0.62 0.44

HOGHOF-AUX 0.74 0.52 0.50 0.39

In Table 6.2 the performance is shown for the detection of handshakes

on UT-Interaction. In this experiment we train on all handshake videos in

ShakeFive2. Figure 6.5 shows the IoU graphs for both data sets. The drop

in performance in ShakeFive2 when using auxiliary data (HOGHOF-AUX)

instead of the original HOFHOF does not occur for UT-Interaction. Therefore,

we believe the drop is due to overfitting on ShakeFive2.

For the Lo task, we investigate confusions between interactions. In Table

6.3 we show d-mAP scores for ShakeFive2, without (left) and with (right)

auxiliary data. Most confusions in HOGHOF occur for pass object, while

handshake is hardly confused with the other interactions. In general, slightly

fewer confusions occur for HOGHOF-AUX than for HOGHOF.
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(a) ShakeFive2 (b) UT-Interaction

Figure 6.5 AuC scores in both classification (Cl) and localization (Lo) tasks, on SF2
(left) and UTI (right).

Table 6.3 d-mAP scores for HOGHOF (left) and HOGHOF-AUX (right) on SF2.

FB HS PO

FB 0.30 0.34

HS 0.02 0.17

PO 0.20 0.30

FB HS PO

FB 0.21 0.26

HS 0.20 0.24

PO 0.08 0.16

6.4.1 Varying auxiliary data

When selecting auxiliary data, there is a trade-off between the similarity of

the pose and the number of training images. In Figure 6.7 we vary the pro-

crustes threshold κ. The performance on ShakeFive2 is hardly influenced

by the degradation of the arm parts but more similar, but fewer, examples

seems more suitable. On UT-Interaction, the effect is somewhat more pro-

nounced. When κ increases from 0.1 to 0.5, the mean number of examples

increases from 288 to 6,886. In Figure 6.6 we show examples extracted for a

handshake based on the epitome poses found in ShakeFive2. The examples

are directly extracted from the MPII data set and ordered by κ. Each row
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shows ten examples for a particular κ, starting on the first row with 0.1 and

increasing with 0.1 in each subsequent row.

(a) Left person right arm examples (b) Right person right arm examples

Figure 6.6 MPII handshake-pose examples based on the poses found in SF2. The
examples are directly extracted from MPII and ordered by κ. At each row κ increases
by 0.1 point, starting on the first row with a score of 0.1. Superimposed in green on
the examples is its pose annotation.

6.4.2 Varying training data

We expect that using auxiliary data is more beneficial when fewer specific

training examples are available. Previously, we have trained on fifteen posi-

tive examples. In Figure 6.8 we show that with fewer examples we manage

to retain performance when auxiliary data is used. Training on only five

positive examples without the use of auxiliary data causes a significant per-

formance drop. When auxiliary data is used the drop in performance is much

less severe. This is a promising result as auxiliary data is easily available.
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(a) ShakeFive2 (SF2) (b) UT-Interaction (UTI)

Figure 6.7 AuC scores for the handshake on SF2 (left) and UTI (right) for increasing
κ.

(a) Classification (Cl) (b) Localization (Lo)

Figure 6.8 AuC scores for the handshake on SF2 with 5 vs. 15 training videos in both
Cl and Lo tasks.
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6.5 Discussion

We have introduced a novel method to train DPMs for interactions using aux-

iliary data. By using body part templates learned from non-specific training

data, we overcome overfitting due to the often limited number of available

specific training examples. Our approach is especially useful in a cross-data

set setting. Importantly, we also do not transfer pose information, which

might be somewhat different between sets (e.g. due to the viewpoint differ-

ences between ShakeFive2 and UT-Interaction).

Our DPMs are trained on handshake video examples from the ShakeFive2

data set, with auxiliary images coming from MPII. We apply these trained

models on the UT-Interaction data set. While performance is somewhat lower

when the full number of training examples is used, we demonstrate that

our novel approach performs better when the number of specific training

examples is limited. We demonstrate decent handshake interaction results

with few confusions despite training on only five example sequences.

One limitation of our approach is that we rely on images with annotated

poses. When we find relevant images based solely on the visual content, we

could use even larger resources of auxiliary data. Similarly, we would like to

explore whether auxiliary video examples could be used to better deal with

variations in the movement in an interaction. Focusing on motion instead of

pose, or a combination of both, may further improve auxiliary performance.

Because we have large numbers of auxiliary examples at our disposal, we

could perform screening of the data. For instance, the rightmost image at the

bottom row of Figure 6.1 shows an occluded arm. This leads to degradation

of the training data when represented as HOG features. We would want to

prevent this by filtering out such examples.

Another problem is the performance drop when using sigmoids. The power

of using a sigmoid function lies in the greater separation between positive

and negative examples on a continuous scoring range. However, when dif-

ferent parts using a sigmoid scoring function are recombined an unwanted

side-effect occurs. The response scores of different parts are all fit to sigmoids

with a range between 0.0 and 1.0. When summing the sigmoid scores, the
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contribution of each part to the final model score becomes the same. Having

equal weights for each part may be detrimental to the model’s discriminative

power because some parts may be more useful to classify an interaction than

others. A solution would be to train a separate bias for every part, as well as

the auxiliary parts. The bias would ensure that each part’s relative contribu-

tion to the final model score stays the same after mapping the scores to the

sigmoid functions.

Such improvements should lead to a general framework to train detectors

for large numbers of visually similar interactions. This will open avenues to

start addressing the understanding, rather than detection, of human interac-

tions.



CHAPTER 7

Hands-on: spatio-temporal
localization of fine-grained
dyadic interactions
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Abstract

A method is described that classifies interactions and addition-
ally provides the precise temporal and spatial extent of the in-
teraction in the video. To this end, our models contain part de-
tectors that support different scales as well as different types of
feature descriptors, which are combined in a single graph. This
allows us to model the fine-grained coordination between peo-
ple in terms of body pose and motion. We demonstrate that this
helps to avoid confusions between visually similar interactions.
We show that robust results can be obtained when training on
small numbers of training sequences (five to fifteen) per interac-
tion class. We achieve AuC scores of 0.82 with an IoU of 0.30 on
the publicly available ShakeFive2 data set. To further test the
generalization of our models, we perform cross-data set experi-
ments where we test on two other publicly available data sets:
UT-Interaction and SBU Kinect. These experiments show that
our models generalize well to different environments.

Published as:
van Gemeren, C., Poppe, R., and Veltkamp, R. C. (2018). Hands-on: de-

formable pose and motion models for spatiotemporal localization of fine-

grained dyadic interactions. EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Process-
ing (JIVP), 16.
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7.1 Introduction

Detection and localization of fine-grained dyadic interactions through a de-

formable parts model (DPM) can be done by classifying the spatial config-

uration and movements of the limbs of the subjects involved. In Chapter 5

we showed that we can use a combination of pose and motion features to

train interaction models. We extract these features from the moments in the

training data where the dyadic configurations of the poses and movements of

the subjects are most similar. We have named these spatio-temporal locations

the epitome of the interaction, because it resembles the moment that visually

sets the interaction apart from different interactions. However, an interac-

tion usually lasts longer than the short time frame directly surrounding the

epitome. We have seen that throughout the length of an interaction the pose

and motion features become more and more like the epitome features, until

the interaction is past its peak epitome resemblance, after which this likeness

diminishes again. While the method presented in Chapter 5 and the exten-

sions presented in Chapter 6 show promising results, the final detection step

of fitting Gaussian interaction tubes forms a post-processing step. We would

like to have a more fundamental solution to this problem, where we directly

retrieve a temporally continuous interaction as a single detection with pa-

rameters that can be trained simultaneously with the model’s features.

Whereas in the previous chapter we only modeled the spatial deformation

plasticity of the limbs involved in an interaction, here we add temporal and

scale deformation plasticity to the representations of the limbs in our mod-

els to make detection more robust. We will also look at how some of the

interaction models perform in different visual environments than the ones

they were trained in. By considering the same interactions in varying cir-

cumstances, we test the model’s robustness to changes to the background

in which the interactions were performed during training. This will pro-

vide insights into how well the model has generalized the actual interaction

features, or if we are overfitting to background elements. We investigate

how well the pose and motion features optimized for a particular interaction

and its surroundings, perform on the same interaction executed by different

subjects in different surroundings. Specifically, we train models for the inter-
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actions found in ShakeFive2 (SF2), that it shares with UT-Interaction (UTI)

(Ryoo and Aggarwal, 2010) and SBU Kinect (SBU) (Yun et al., 2012), which

were described in Chapter 3. We train the models on examples from the first

set only, and test them on the latter two, as a cross-data set evaluation.

We make the following contributions: First, we introduce an end-to-end

framework for fine-grained interaction localization by means of spatio-temporal

tubes. Second, we apply our method in a variety of settings, and we show

the efficacy of our work in spatio-temporal localization experiments both on

a single data set, and in a cross-data set scenario, while being trained on

small numbers of examples. Parts of this chapter have been published in

Van Gemeren et al. (2018).

We keep our focus on the interactions that we have worked with in the pre-

vious chapters: fist bump, handshake, high five, hugging and passing objects.

7.2 Method

In this section we extend our spatio-temporal localization model for fine-

grained interactions, that was introduced in Chapter 5. We extend the model

in several ways and we detail the procedures for training such a model on

a small set of video examples. Finally, we give details on localizing spatio-

temporal interaction tubes in the response space.

7.2.1 Spatio-temporal modeling

The DPM formulation introduced in Section 5.2 implements a discrete fea-

ture pyramid in which pairs of parts are anchored to a 2D position relative

to each other, on layer s. The score of part pi is calculated by adding the

score of its filter wi to the score of its parent part pj , displaced by the relative

position of pi with respect to pj , and a deformation cost di . The deformation

function on the anchor locations (li and lj) of the respective parts is defined

as: ψd(li − lj) = [dx dx2 dy dy2], by which the optimal position of a part

with respect to its parent then, is found by considering its location as a func-

tion of the parent part’s position: p∗i (pj), and using a generalized distance
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Figure 7.1 An example of how a part (red) at twice the resolution of a parent part
(purple) is anchored to the parent, at a higher layer in the feature pyramid.

transform (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004):

p∗i (pj) = argmax
p

wiψ(p)−diψd(pi −pj) (7.1)

Calculating the deformation of a given part pair is however constrained

to parts which reside at the same (or at an integral multiple) level from the

paired part in the feature pyramid. We show an example of how a part

is anchored to a parent part in Figure 7.1. In the original implementation

(Felzenszwalb et al., 2010b) the model is represented as a star graph, in

which all parts are placed in the feature pyramid on a layer that represents

twice the resolution of a single parent part, which is the root of the model.

In Figure 5.4 we have shown the layout of the models used in Chapter 5, in

which we represent two subjects connected through a virtual root part. In

this chapter we generalize the formulation of this graph to include scale and

time, in addition to 2D space.

Dubout and Fleuret (2013) show that modifying the original DPM formu-

lation by including scale with the 2D feature space improves accuracy. Their

deformation function is defined as:

φd(p) = [1 x y z x2 y2 z2] , (7.2)

in which z represents the scale, and (x,y) represent the part’s location in the

2D feature space of layer z in the feature pyramid.
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(a) (Near) perpendicular viewpoint (b) Diagonal viewpoint

Figure 7.2 Two different camera viewpoints of an interaction between two subjects.

Individual parts can now be scaled independently as opposed to the fixed

scales of the original DPM definition. Independent scaling benefits model-

ing different body shapes and heights. We follow the rationale of Dubout

and Fleuret and modify the model we introduced in Chapter 5. Here, the

cumulative response space of the part convolutions is represented as a four-

dimensional data structure because we also include time due to our appli-

cation of the localization models to video data. We rewrite the deformation

function ψd(li − lj), introduced in Equation 5.2, as:

ψd(li − lj) = [ds ds2 dt dt2 dy dy2 dx dx2] , (7.3)

which represents 2D feature space (dx,dy), the layer (ds) in the feature

pyramid as scale, and the frame number (dt), relative to the start of the

interaction, as time.

The benefits of adding scale deformation plasticity to the model parts are

twofold. First, we improve accuracy by allowing parts to be scaled indepen-

dently, in a similar fashion to Dubout and Fleuret. Second, the viewpoint

flexibility of the models is improved. Our data sets mostly show the epitome

of the interactions perpendicular to the camera viewpoint. When an inter-

action takes place seen from a diagonal viewpoint, the limbs of one person

appear closer than the limbs of the other person. We illustrate a perpendic-

ular and a diagonal viewpoint in Figure 7.2. One way to solve this problem
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 7.3 Two handshake sequences with different starting poses for the lower arms
at the onset of the handshake, as well as a different shaking frequency between the
two examples. This type of differences can be leveraged with temporal plasticity (see
text).

is to create multiple-mixtures that model different viewpoints of the interac-

tion, e.g. perpendicular and diagonal, see Felzenszwalb et al. (2010b); Yang

and Ramanan (2013). However, the number of different possible viewpoints

greatly outnumbers the number of mixtures that can be modeled by the DPM.

Adding scale deformation plasticity leverages this problem, because it can

compensate for the intermediate viewpoint variations close to a mixture that

would otherwise be missed because the individuals are not perpendicular

enough to the mixture’s camera viewpoint.

Adding temporal deformation plasticity to the model’s parts allows for

some variation in the synchronicity of the movements during the interac-

tion. For instance, during a handshake the inter-class variability of the up-

and-down movement of the shaking of the hands is less of a problem when

temporal deformation plasticity is possible. The temporal plasticity allows

the hands involved to be at different spatial locations while still encoding the

same movement direction. For an example, see Figure 7.3.

With these extensions to the model introduced in Chapter 5, we can model

the complete spatio-temporal extent of interactions that differ only slightly

from each other. We use this novel formulation to detect tubes that cover

fine-grained interactions between two individuals from video in scale, time

and space.
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7.2.2 Model formulation

The starting point for modeling the pose and motion at the epitome of each

positive training example is the graph explained in Section 5.2.2. We extend

Equation 5.1 to include time and space as explained in the previous section.

We still consider body parts consisting of multiple skeleton joints, where each

body part i (1 ≤ i ≤ K) is centered on location li = [s,t,y,x] within a spatio-

temporal feature pyramid instead of only a spatial pyramid.

The scoring for a part configuration in image I is given by:

S(I ,l) = ϑs(∑
i∈V
∑
k∈Di

bki w
k
i ⋅φi(I ,l

k
i ))+ ∑

ij∈E
wij ⋅ψd(li − lj) (7.4)

We add a constraint to Equation 7.3 on the plasticity in temporal dimen-

sion (dt). Compared to the scale dimension (ds) and the spatial dimensions

(dx,dy), we treat (dt) slightly differently. Like scale and space, we allow

deformation function ψd(li − lj) to contribute to the response score of part

pi in the temporal dimension. This means that the response score of a part

for a given frame, contributes to the part’s response scores prior to and past

this frame. However, contrary to the spatial anchor (x,y) of pi and its scale

(s), which can shift to the location where the response score is highest, we

do not allow the temporal location (t) of pi to shift backward or forward in

time. The reason is that the temporal consistency of the model is lost when

some of its parts occur in the past, while others occur in the future.

Deformations between responses from different pyramid layers are mod-

eled by the scaling deformation variable (ds). Allowing parts to move inde-

pendently in this dimension causes mismatches between the lattices of part

locations at different scales. This happens when the size difference between

two consecutive layers is non-integral. Dubout and Fleuret solve this by ap-

proximating the root position of a part by rounding it to its closest integral

position (Dubout and Fleuret, 2013). We take a slightly different approach.

Instead of rounding the part location at the root position, we scale the sum

response score: ∑i∈V wi ⋅φi(I ,li) by ϑs, which is the factor by which the

original input in layer s of the feature pyramid was scaled. As a result, each

feature response at a layer of the pyramid becomes a scale space response

with the same spatial dimensions. This has the advantage that at each scale

the spatio-temporal response space can be concatenated into a single four-
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dimensional spatio-temporal response matrix, in which we can efficiently find

the local maxima of the interactions.

7.2.3 Training

Like in Chapter 5, for each interaction class, we learn the model from a set of

training sequences. We describe a sequence of length n as X = {(I i ,yi ,ki)}ni=1
with I i an image frame, yi the interaction label of frame i and ki a vector con-

taining the 2D joint positions of the two people performing the interaction.

We assume the sequences are segmented in time to contain the interaction of

interest.

We optimize the interaction model over two rounds of training, consist-

ing of four steps, which are described in detail in Section 5.2.2. First, we

perform epitome detection for each training sequence. Second, we learn the
initial model for each body part and assemble the body parts into the initial

pose and motion model. Next to the spatial deformation parameters, here

we also train scale and temporal deformation parameters. Third, we simul-

taneously update the epitome and the body part detectors in a latent learning

scheme which performs epitome and model refinement. Fourth, after training

the model for one round we perform post-processing to determine the pa-

rameters of the sigmoid function that scales the classification output using

Platt’s algorithm.

We add two additional post-processing steps from the previous chapter.

First, we estimate the score decay parameters of the temporal segments that

make up the ground truth tube of an interaction. Second, to create spatio-

temporal interaction tubes from the detected candidate detections. The de-

tails of these steps are described in Section 6.2.4.

In the previous chapters where we had to compensate for the height of

the final detection bounding boxes because we only modeled the upper body.

Here we solve this problem in a more principled way. We enforce that the size

of the virtual root part (see Figure 5.4) of all models is equal to the size of the

entire dyad of bodies, regardless of the locations and sizes of the associated

part detectors. This compensates for the fact that during localization we are

interested in a bounding box that encompasses the entire dyad, as opposed

to just a hull surrounding the modeled parts, which makes compensating for

the height unnecessary. An example of a ground truth box that covers the
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full spatial size can be seen in Figure 7.4c. During detection the size of the

virtual root part scales with the pyramid layer it occurs on.

7.2.4 Spatio-temporal localization

A trained model can be used to detect an interaction as a spatio-temporal

tube within a video that contains one or more occurrences of the interaction

of interest. We generate a set of feature pyramids of the types in D (Equa-

tion 5.3) to detect interactions at various scales. The number of layers in the

pyramid depends on the frame size of the video. We apply the pyramid in

the same way as described in Section 5.2.3. Using the spatio-temporal fea-

ture pyramid, we first generate a response space that spans the entire video.

We split the video into batches of at most 192 consecutive frames (~6.5 sec-

onds at 30 fps), in order to be able to fit the responses of an entire video,

which may last minutes, into memory. To speed up, we process only every

fourth frame. This means that we generate a response function for at most

48 frames per batch. In Chapter 3 we gave the average interaction lengths in

the different data sets.

Our response function is a four-dimensional data structure: scale (pyramid

level), time (frame number), y-location, x-location. Because we apply the

deformation function on each dimension, we can find subspaces that rep-

resent the spatio-temporal extent of an interaction. We have visualized the

response space as a three-dimensional cuboid for the highest scoring scale-

layer of an example in Figure 7.4c. From this response space we generate a

set of candidate detections C, that have a location in scale, time and space:

c = [s,t,y,x]. We accumulate the candidates in all response space batches that

make up an entire video. We scale the score of each candidate by applying

the Platt scaling that was calibrated during model optimization. Finally, we

remove spatially overlapping candidates at the same temporal location, using

non-maximum suppression. Each of the remaining candidates represents a

potential epitome for the interaction of interest with a scaled response score

Ŝ(I ,l) (Equation 7.1).

To extract the tubes that contain the interactions of interest, we use the

same algorithm explained in Section 6.2.4. In Figure 7.4b an example of a

detection tube that was extracted from the four-dimensional response func-

tion depicted in Figure 7.4c is shown.
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(a) Video frame with ground truth box (light blue) (b) Final detection tube

(c) 3D representation of the response space at the scale of the highest scoring detec-
tion, with the ground truth bounding volume (dashed).

Figure 7.4 An example frame of a handshake interaction is shown in Figure 7.4a. The
response space for the given example video appears in Figure 7.4c. The localization
tube is shown in Figure 7.4b, projected on the epitome frame.
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Using the response space instead of directly relying on detection candi-

dates is beneficial for three reasons. First, there can be missing detections,

for example as a result of background motion or partial occlusions. This situ-

ation complicates linking detections over time. Using the response space af-

ter applying the spatio-temporal deformation parameters, missing detections

can be bridged by the interpolated tube segments in between tested frames,

as neighboring segments ensure that the sub-volume is sufficiently covered.

Second, the start and end of a tube does not have to match with the tested

frames that have temporal gaps between them. The tube segments cover a

continuous space in which we can more accurately find the start and end of

the interactions. Third, we can detect interactions with varying durations,

even those that differ significantly from those seen during training. This is a

desirable characteristic, especially for cyclic interactions such as handshakes.

7.3 Experiments

In the experiments we focus on finding the correct subspace in the video

containing interactions of interest as a spatio-temporal localization task, as

opposed to only classifying video frames that contain the interaction.

To experiment with interactions that are visually similar, we use the Shake-

Five2 data set detailed in Chapter 3. We test the generalization of our models

using cross-data set experiments. We train our models on ShakeFive2 and

apply them to videos of the interaction data sets UT-Interaction (Ryoo and

Aggarwal, 2010) and SBU Kinect (Yun et al., 2012). Details can be found in

Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.

7.3.1 Performance measurements

To measure the performance of our models, we use the metrics that were

introduced in Section 6.3.1. We present the performance as the AuC score

for the average IoU(T 0,T 1) ≥ σ , with T 0 as the ground truth G and T 1 the

detected tube P (see Equation 6.6).

To analyze confusions between pairs of classes, we use a difference mean

average precision (d-mAP) confusion matrix. Each score in this matrix indi-

cates how much of the AuC score for a given class is lost to another class.
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7.3.2 Experimental setup

To test the performance of a model on a given video, we process every fourth

frame. Our models have a temporal extent of τ = 7 frames (a total of fifteen

frames per candidate sequence), which means there is a temporal overlap be-

tween the detection candidates used for tube generation of four frames. In an

unsegmented video, we find all detection tubes as described in Section 7.2.4.

We consider again the two tasks introduced for testing in Chapter 5: clas-
sification and localization. For the classification task, we apply a detector of a

given interaction only to the frames that have ground truth annotations for

the five interaction classes that we consider. This task measures the spatio-

temporal classification accuracy on interactions of the target class and dis-

tractor classes. In the localization task, we use the detector on all available

frames of the test videos. False positives occur when tubes that overlap less

than σ with the annotated ground truth, receive a higher score than the tubes

that overlap with the ground truth more than σ . This common situation will

lead to a lower precision as we do not compare or filter these detections. We

show results for different values of σ .

Baseline comparison

We compare our method to a baseline using a codebook consisting of dense

trajectories (Wang et al., 2013) and Fisher vectors (FV). This approach has

achieved state-of-the-art performance in the localization of individual human

actions (Van Gemert et al., 2015). We largely follow (Sanchez et al., 2013).

During training we obtain a set of dense trajectories over all relevant parts

in all videos of a given interaction class. The vector length of each feature

type (HOG, HOF and MBH) in the dense trajectories is halved using Princi-

ple Component Analysis. We encode all trajectories into a Gaussian Mixture

Model (GMM) with K = 256 clusters and a codebook size of 256,000 trajec-

tory keywords. The length of each Fisher vector is determined by F = 2KD,

with D the number of dimensions of the concatenated feature descriptors

from the dense trajectories. With the resulting codebook we train a linear

Support Vector Machine (lSVM).

At test time we encode a video with dense trajectories. We then create sets

of trajectories that represent subsections of the video. We use a sliding win-

dow on every eighth frame to determine the subsections. A dense trajectory
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Figure 7.5 Mean AuC score over all interactions using four-fold cross-validation in
the classification (left) and localization (right) tasks of SF2.

is selected when it intersects with a subsection. We filter out sets that are

empty or that contain the same trajectories. We use the codebook to encode

subsections and classify them with the lSVM.

7.4 Results

We first evaluate the performance of our method on ShakeFive2 using differ-

ent combinations of feature descriptors. Then we look at confusions between

interactions and the influence of the number of training examples on model

performance. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our models in two

cross-data set experiments.

7.4.1 Feature descriptor combinations

We test the HOG, HOF, HOGMBH, HOGHOF and HOGHOFMBH models on

the ShakeFive2 data set. We compare against the baseline of dense trajec-

tories with Fisher vectors (FV). We refer to the five interactions as FB (fist

bump), HS (handshake), HF (high five), HU (hug) and PO (pass object).
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The results shown in Table 7.1 are generated using a minimal overlap be-

tween the detected tube P and the ground truth volume G of 30% (σ = 0.3).

This means that a detection is counted as true positive if the average inter-

section over union of the set of tube segments θ, of which every segment is in

either G or P , is equal or larger than 0.3 (see Section 7.3.1). All other detec-

tions are counted as false positives. The AuC score is the mean of a four-fold

cross-validation. In Figure 7.5 we show IoU(G,P )-diagrams for varying σ for

the models with five different feature descriptor combinations. In both Fig-

ure 7.5 and Table 7.1 we report results for the classification and localization
tasks.

In the baseline FV experiment we have purposely omitted using a feature

pyramid. We select the number of dense trajectories suitable for the scale

at which the interactions take place. This eliminates false detections at dif-

ferent scales. Even with this advantage, FV does not perform well in both

the classification and localization tasks. We believe this is mainly due to the

limited amount of data that the codebook and the SVM are trained on. The

fine-grained differences between the different interactions are not captured

well by the dense trajectories. Given the superior performance on human

action detection (Van Gemert et al., 2015), the lower scores for the detection

of fine-grained interactions suggest that not explicitly modeling the coordi-

nation between people is disadvantageous.
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Table 7.1 Model performance in a four-folds cross-validation on SF2 with IoU σ = 0.3. We test the classification (Cl) and localization
(Lo) tasks and report the mean AuC score over the folds as well as the standard deviation (σ).

Cl/Lo FB σ HS σ HF σ HU σ PO σ Avg.

FV Cl 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.03

HOG Cl 0.53 0.13 0.66 0.43 0.76 0.28 0.01 0.00 0.70 0.24 0.53

HOF Cl 0.18 0.34 0.64 0.32 0.30 0.35 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.24

HOGHOF Cl 0.74 0.24 0.92 0.04 0.83 0.15 0.10 0.14 0.47 0.18 0.61

HOGMBH Cl 0.70 0.23 0.65 0.40 0.83 0.24 0.05 0.02 0.63 0.25 0.57

HOGHOFMBH Cl 1.00 0.00 0.95 0.10 0.95 0.10 0.43 0.14 0.79 0.15 0.82

FV Lo 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02

HOG Lo 0.43 0.15 0.51 0.38 0.76 0.28 0.01 0.01 0.49 0.31 0.44

HOF Lo 0.15 0.29 0.62 0.34 0.21 0.29 0.05 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.21

HOGHOF Lo 0.64 0.20 0.80 0.04 0.60 0.15 0.10 0.14 0.36 0.22 0.50

HOGMBH Lo 0.58 0.16 0.54 0.35 0.83 0.24 0.04 0.02 0.49 0.22 0.50

HOGHOFMBH Lo 0.96 0.06 0.93 0.14 0.94 0.10 0.43 0.14 0.70 0.17 0.79
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When tested only on videos of the same class, the HOGHOFMBH model

outperforms all other model configurations. This demonstrates that inter-

actions are more accurately detected by a combination of pose and motion

information. When additional sequences of other interactions are tested (for

the localization task), we notice a drop for all models but only marginally

for HOGHOFMBH. Especially when relying on pose information alone in the

HOG model, the confusion between interactions increases. The HOGMBH

model does not really improve performance over the HOG model. And al-

though the HOGHOF model improves performance slightly more; the most

dramatic improvement is caused by the combination of all three feature

types.

There are differences in performance between interactions. Handshakes

are detected robustly by all our models. Hug is detected significantly worse

than other interactions. Especially when the model does not employ all fea-

ture descriptors, the performance is very bad. This can be attributed to the

inaccurate pose information in the training data as a result of frequent oc-

clusions. Despite modeling pose and motion, there are still significant visual

similarities between, for instance, a hug and a distractor class. Because the

subjects approach each other, their gross body movement is also similar. As

the limb placement is not very well captured by the hug model, we can un-

derstand why a false positive like the right image in Figure 7.6 occurs. Ad-

ditionally, training the parts as poselets for each individual will prove very

difficult even with enough properly annotated data. Because of the mini-

mal distance between the subjects during the hug there is little coordination

between them, which makes it hard to gather useful pose features during

training.

Table 7.2 d-mAP scores for the HOG (left) and HOGHOFMBH (right) models on SF2.
In columns the true class, in rows the estimated class.

FB HS HF HU PO

FB 0.26 0.17 0.11 0.17

HS 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.17

HF 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.13

HU 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.51

PO 0.17 0.24 0.02 0.01

FB HS HF HU PO

FB 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02

HS 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.04

HF 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00

HU 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.18

PO 0.09 0.14 0.05 0.05
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Figure 7.6 True positive hug localization (response score: 0.94) (left). False posi-
tive localization of hug with two subjects about to cross each other after a distractor
interaction (response score: 0.36) (right).

7.4.2 Confusions

In the localization task, we investigate how often interactions are confused.

Table 7.2 presents the d-mAP scores on ShakeFive2 for HOG and HOGHOFMBH.

For the HOG model, there are many confusions. Pose information alone is

not enough to distinguish between interactions that differ slightly in tempo-

ral coordination: handshake, fist bump and pass object. The number of con-

fusions for the HOGHOFMBH model is much lower. The additional motion

information can be used to avoid misclassification between visually similar

interactions.

7.4.3 Number of training examples

The HOGHOFMBH models achieve good localization performance despite

being trained on a small number of example sequences. Here we test the

performance of the model when trained on different numbers of sequences.

In different cross-validation configurations, we train on examples from a sin-

gle fold and test on all other folds. By switching training and test folds, we

can test our models on all examples in a single fold, after training them on all

other folds. We evaluate both assignment configurations for four folds, and

we evaluate two folds in the normal assignment configuration. Our scheme

results in 15, 10 and 5 training examples and 20, 45 and 70 test examples.

We split the nineteen interaction examples based on the number of folds. This

results in several positive test examples, to which we add the same number
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Figure 7.7 Mean AuC scores over all interactions using cross-validation with different
numbers of training sequences, for classification (left) and localization (right), tested
with the HOGHOFMBH model.

of negative test examples from each of the four different interactions. We

show the division of examples in Table 7.3.

Figure 7.7 shows the AuC score. Performance goes up with the number

of training examples. The difference between fifteen and ten sequences is

very small and suggests that saturation occurs at a low number of training

sequences. This is advantageous as obtaining training sequences with pose

data might be difficult, especially when many interactions are considered.

Table 7.3 Division of train and test examples for different folds, based on 19 training
examples.

Folds Train Test

4 15 4 × 5 = 20

2 10 9 × 5 = 45

4 (inv) 5 14 × 5 = 70

7.4.4 Cross-data set evaluation

In this section we investigate how well our models generalize by testing on

different data sets. We train models using all available examples from Shake-

Five2.
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UT-Interaction

We evaluate the HOGHOFMBH models on the UT-Interaction data set. Fig-

ure 7.9 shows a temporal subsection of the response space generated by a

video from the UT-Interaction data set. The subsection shows the probabilis-

tic density function over time and space of a layer of the response pyramid.

When we apply our model to an environment not seen before, the lSVM clas-

sification scores are significantly lower. This results in a negative shift on

the Platt scale, which causes both positive and negative detections to fall on

the lower end of the sigmoid function, resulting in bad performance. We

solve this by rescaling the response scores with the Platt algorithm using a

leave-one-out cross-validation on the UT-Interaction data set. We report the

mean AuC score with a minimal overlap between the detected tube P and

the ground truth volume G of 10% (σ = 0.1). In these experiments we lower

σ because of cross-data set differences, such as the length of the interaction

videos, which causes the AuC score to drop significantly faster for σ > 0.1

compared to the experiments on the ShakeFive2 data set.

Ours, and previously reported results are summarized in Table 7.4. A direct

comparison with other works is difficult for several reasons. First, we report

localization results only for handshake and hug, the two interactions shared

between ShakeFive2 and UT-Interaction. Second, we report spatio-temporal

localization results, whereas other works consider a recognition task. In the

latter setting, volumes segmented in space and time are classified. Third, we

train our models on a different data set.

Our cross-data set results show promising scores for both the classifica-
tion and localization tasks. Not only is our metric strict on the measurement

of spatio-temporal overlap with the ground truth, it also considers whether

the tube label is of the correct interaction class. From our results we can

conclude that we are capable of localizing interactions of interest with rea-

sonable accuracy, although we do obtain a moderate number of false positive

localizations for visually similar interactions.

We note higher scores for hug than for handshake. This is because most

interactions occur with similar inter-personal distance, except for hug. Ap-

proaching each other to perform a hug is visually similar to a handshake, as

can be seen in Figure 7.8. Therefore, it is easier to confuse a hug or a push

for a handshake, than the other way around.
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Figure 7.8 True positive handshake localization (score: 0.65, spatio-temporal overlap
with ground truth: 42%) (left). False positive localization of a handshake when two
subjects are just about to hug (score: 0.67) (right).

The d-mAP scores on the UT-Interaction data in Table 7.5 show that the

hug interaction is rarely confused with other interactions. The pose of the

bodies with respect to each other seems to be sufficiently different compared

to the other interactions. There are more confusions in the classes where the

two subjects have an extended arm, such as handshake and push.

Table 7.4 Classification (Cl) and localization (Lo) AuC scores for UTI (left). Classifi-
cation accuracies reported on UTI (right). Reported values are with IoU σ = 0.1

Set HS HU Avg.

Cl
#1 0.64 0.65

0.70
#2 0.59 0.93

Lo
#1 0.54 0.52

0.61
#2 0.46 0.93

Method Avg.

Raptis and Sigal (2013) 100%

Ryoo and Aggarwal (2011) 85%

Sener and İkizler-Cinbis (2015) 100%

Zhang et al. (2012) 100%

Table 7.5 d-mAP scores for the HOGHOFMBH models on UTI. In columns the true
class, in rows the tested class. Additional interactions from UTI include kick (KI),
point (PT), punch (PC) and push (PS).

HS HU KI PT PC PS

HS 0.21 0.22 0.17 0.13 0.16

HU 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.07 0.11
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Figure 7.9 A subsection of the Platt response space generated by the HOGHOFMBH model representing a handshake, on one of the videos
from the UTI data set. We note two moments of higher response, the first towards the end of a hug around frame 300, the second when an
actual handshake occurs around frame 470. The second response is significantly higher than the first.
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Our method has more difficulties with set two for the handshake interac-

tion, which contains more occlusions when people walk behind each other.

These cause occasional confusions between interaction classes. We note that

for hug we obtain higher scores with set two than with set one. We believe

this is caused by the camera angle. Set two is filmed with a vertical orien-

tation that is comparable to the perspective in ShakeFive2, while set one is

filmed from a higher perspective (see Figure 3.7a and Figure 3.7b).

SBU Kinect

Table 7.6 summarizes the performance on SBU Kinect (Yun et al., 2012). We

have tested the “noisy” variation of this data set using the HOGHOFMBH

model after recalibrating the Platt scaling using four-fold cross-validation.

We obtain near perfect scores for handshake in the classification and lo-
calization tasks even though we did not train on this data set. For higher

values of σ , our method remains close to perfect up to σ = 0.3. This is partly

because the videos of SBU Kinect are cropped right to the moment the inter-

action takes place. As there is no start or end to the interactions, there are

fewer false positives due to overestimations in the temporal domain.

We compare our results on spatio-temporal localization to reported classi-

fication scores. Yun et al. (2012) use pose features and obtain 75%, 61% and

85% recognition accuracy for handshake, hug and pass object, respectively. If

we interpret our localization results as a measure for classification accuracy,

our performance is slightly better for handshake but lower for hug and pass
object. Still, our method does not require prior segmentation in time and

space, and we performed our experiments cross-data set.

Table 7.6 Classification (Cl) and localization (Lo) AuC scores for SBU with IoU σ = 0.1

Cl/Lo HS HU PO

HOGHOFMBH Cl 0.99 0.63 0.21

HOGHOFMBH Lo 0.87 0.20 0.06

The d-mAP scores for SBU Kinect in Table 7.7 reveal that handshake (HS)

hardly has any confusions. Hug (HU) has a moderate number of confusions,

mainly with pass object (PO) and punch (PC). Pass object (PO) has a high num-

ber of confusions with all other classes. On closer inspection of the videos of
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both SBU Kinect and ShakeFive2, we notice that there is a significant differ-

ence in the type of object that is passed on. Whereas in ShakeFive2 a small

box is passed between subjects, in the SBU Kinect data set a sheet of paper is

passed from one person to the other. The movement and the pose of the arm

is influenced by the handling of the different objects. This introduces a bias

during training that eventually reduces generalization. It seems this can be

solved by using more varied training data.

Table 7.7 d-mAP scores for the HOGHOF models on SBU. In columns the ground truth
class, in rows the class that was tested for. Addition interactions from SBU include
kick (KI), leave (LV), punch (PC) and push (PS)

HS HU KI LV PC PS PO

HS 0.06 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.05

HU 0.38 0.47 0.22 0.53 0.38 0.58

PO 0.76 0.83 0.70 0.81 0.79 0.83

7.5 Discussion

We have introduced a novel spatio-temporal DPM for the localization of two-

person interactions. We combine pose and motion by means of HOG, HOF

and MBH to represent the fine-grained body part coordination of two sub-

jects. Our models localize the epitome of the interaction, which we expand

temporally to form a tube that covers the duration of the interaction. With

this approach, we are the first to address spatio-temporal localization of hu-

man interactions. We cannot only say whether an interaction has occurred

between two subjects, but also recover its spatial and temporal extent.

We train an interaction model from only a few videos with pose informa-

tion. We find that models that combine HOG, HOF and MBH features perform

best on the ShakeFive2 data set, which contains interactions that vary subtly.

We achieve AuC scores of 0.82 with an IoU threshold of 0.3. In the presence

of visually similar interactions a combination of pose and motion information

reduces the number of misclassifications. The generalization of our approach

to different settings is demonstrated in cross-data set experiments on the UT-

Interaction and SBU Kinect data sets.
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Our results show that it is possible to generalize the modeling and train-

ing in such a way that we can apply the model in a different environment

than the one that it was trained in. In Figure 7.9, we see clearly two mo-

ments where the score values are heightened. At the fist moment a hug is

performed in the video, which acts as a distractor class. At the moment of

greatest similarity between the hug (distractor class) and the handshake (true

class), the detection shows as a false positive. The second moment, where

the handshake takes place, shows a higher response than the first. The reason

is that at this moment the epitome of the true class occurs.

Our method is appealing for several reasons. First, we can perform spatio-

temporal localization on unsegmented videos. Second, we require only a

modest number of (ten to fifteen) training examples to learn robust mod-

els. Third, our model formulation is flexible enough to incorporate different

features and part configurations, so other interaction classes can be easily

trained.

Despite its good performance, the method has some limitations. Most im-

portantly, the temporal extent of the interaction is difficult to estimate with

our method because we train our models on the epitome of an interaction,

which covers only a small part of it. We rely on the degradation of the de-

tection score with respect to the epitome to estimate the duration of the

interaction. This is not the optimal way of modeling an interaction’s start

and end point. It may be helpful to explicitly model these poses in a mixture

model that has a component for the onset, the epitome and the ending of the

interaction.

Second, we rely on pose information during training. When this informa-

tion is inaccurate, the trained model is suboptimal and produces more false

positives. Eliminating the dependency of pose data could help to avoid this

issue, while at the same time making our approach applicable to a variety of

data sets. Another source of false positives is commonly occurring detections

from multiple overlapping interaction models. We could eliminate duplicate

detections by comparing the detections from interaction models of competing

classes.

Finally, our models only handle a single perspective. We would like to

include multiple perspectives into our models to improve viewpoint indepen-

dence.
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Abstract

In this final chapter, a summary is given of the work that was
done in this thesis. After this summary we discuss the vari-
ous contributions that we have made and we look at the way
in which we have evaluated the performance of our methods.
Finally, we discuss future research and we conclude this thesis
with a reflection on the opportunities that better fine-grained
face-to-face interaction detection frameworks can provide.
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8.1 Summary

In this thesis we focused on training models for the purpose of localizing and

classifying human interactions that involve physical contact between two in-

dividuals whose behaviors are coordinated in space and time. In Chapter 2

we reviewed several studies on action and interaction recognition, that had

been done up to this point. This review showed us that robust ways of de-

tecting, in both space and time, fine-grained face-to-face interactions were

missing. To train and evaluate the performance of any automatic recogni-

tion or detection method, high quality data sets are essential. In Chapter 3

we gave detailed descriptions of the available public data sets that feature

actions or interactions. This showed us that there is also a gap for training

data with a special focus on interaction examples that feature fine-grained

differences. We contributed two new data sets to fill that gap: ShakeFive1
and ShakeFive2. In Chapter 4, we introduced a method to find the epitome
of an interaction, which we trained and tested on our ShakeFive1 data set,

with a recognition model based on HOG, HOF and MBH features. Using this

method, we can train detection models that localize interactions in videos

that have not been segmented in time. We enhanced our spatio-temporal lo-

calization model in Chapter 5 by adding deformable parts that are connected

to specific body parts. We kept the pose and motion features introduced in

the previous chapter, as well as our method to find epitomes. Using these,

we created a new framework to model interactions, as an extension of the

DPM (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010b) for pose recovery by Yang and Ramanan

(2013). Inspired by the work of Wang et al. (2013), we added HOF and MBH

as motion features, that can be used with the HOG feature descriptors of ev-

ery part. The three descriptors can be chosen to be applied to specific body

parts. The novel method was trained and tested on ShakeFive2. In Chapter

6, we conceived a new method that uses auxiliary examples to enhance train-

ing interactions with only a few examples. We introduced a method to create

interaction tubes from sets of consecutive detections. Contrary to the pre-

vious chapter, where we could only localize occurrences of epitome frames,

the interaction tubes allow us to find the precise spatio-temporal region in

which an interaction takes place. Finally, in Chapter 7 we presented a novel
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end-to-end interaction detection framework that was thoroughly tested on

different data sets. Cross-data set evaluation was performed by training on

our own ShakeFive2 data set, while using the SBU Kinect (Yun et al., 2012)

and UT Interaction (Ryoo and Aggarwal, 2010) data sets for testing.

8.2 Discussion of contributions

Up to now, human interaction recognition models were mainly limited to

classifying cropped video segments. Evaluation was often based on a forced

choice on a limited number of classes, sometimes including an “other” label

for unseen interactions or for distractors. In this thesis, we have demon-

strated and evaluated our methods for the spatio-temporal localization of

interactions in unsegmented long-term videos. The contributions that we

presented in this thesis, should lead to more realistic detection scenarios,

such as video search and the analysis of social behavior. Different aspects of

our approach have several advantages and disadvantages in this regard, that

we will discuss in detail in the following subsections.

Training interaction models with epitome frames

In Chapter 4 we introduced a method to find the epitome of an interaction,

based on limb configurations that look most like a seed frame. We used

Kabsch’ algorithm (Kabsch, 1978) to measure pose similarity. The epitome

frames found in a set of interaction videos are used to train and test our

models. The advantage of this approach is that there is less intra-class vari-

ation at the epitome of the interaction than there is at the interaction’s start

and end points. So, using our method we can localize a moment during

an interaction that has a high visual similarity between different examples.

Therefore, the interaction moment that is learned by our models will pro-

duce responses with a high degree of certainty of being part of the queried

interaction. We have seen that this is especially true when we train our mod-

els in a discriminative manner (Section 5.3.2). Examples that have similar

poses and movements at the epitome, will have model features that accen-

tuate the fine-grained inter-class differences between them, such as specific
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limb orientations and subtle movement directions.

Basing the model on a single epitome also comes with some disadvantages.

Finding the exact starting and ending moments of an interaction is difficult,

because we do not explicitly model them from the training examples. Rather,

we base our start and end frames on a scoring threshold that was learned

during training. Another problem is that complex interactions may feature

phases that are visually very different. Yao et al. (2014) have proposed a

solution that uses different templates for different stages. One could also

argue that such complex interactions should be labeled as multiple separate

interactions. We believe a better solution is to implement a mixture model

the way it was used for viewpoints in the original DPM (Felzenszwalb et al.,

2010b). Next to viewpoints, mixtures should also handle visually different

phases of the same interaction. The choice of these phases should be based

on pose dissimilarities, opposite to the epitome’s similarities. To achieve this,

extra layers of complexity must be added, because viewpoint modeling is

also still relevant. In our framework this would require an extension of the

DPM graph that the model is based on. Instead of a single graph, multiple

graphs would have to be instantiated, possibly sharing parts (Ott and Ev-

eringham, 2011). A different solution is proposed by Ji et al. (2017), who

model complex interactions using a grammar for different stages and views.

Creating interaction tubes for spatio-temporal localization

We have presented a method in Chapters 6 and 7 to create tubes from a set of

detections that cover the spatio-temporal extent of an interaction, from start

to end. Our method works by learning score decay parameters during train-

ing. These parameters model the maximum allowable degradation towards

the start and the end of the interaction response, with respect to the model’s

response score at the epitome frame. When the response score drops below

this threshold, we determine that moment to be either the start or the end of

the interaction.

The way in which the spatio-temporal extent of an interaction is labeled in

the data sets that we used to test our method, is somewhat arbitrary. The fact

that most interactions are performed in a stricter manner close to its epitome,

is reflected by the precision/recall diagrams that we presented in Section 5.3.

We have shown that we can find epitome frames with reasonable accuracy,
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but that this accuracy is significantly lower near the start and the end of

an interaction. This makes finding the exact moments to start and end the

interaction tubes difficult. However, precisely marking the temporal extent

of an interaction is generally found to be a difficult problem (Stergiou and

Poppe, 2018).

Not explicitly modeling the start and end of the interaction also has its

advantages. That is, by modeling the score degradation based on the model

response at the epitome we do not explicitly have to learn what that start and

end look like. This allows us to detect these parts of an interaction, despite

the relative freedom of ways in which they may occur. The visual properties

of interactions are by definition much more rigid at the epitome, and this

is where the focus of our recognition algorithm lies. Another advantage is

that large variations in the durations of interactions aren’t a problem for our

approach. Some interactions have an arbitrary number of repetitions, like

the oscillations of the hands during a handshake. We do not explicitly have

to model this because we look for consecutive occurrences of the epitome.

For our method it doesn’t matter whether an interaction takes a long time or

is performed swiftly.

Using auxiliary data for training with few examples

With the increase in the number of interaction classes comes an increased

focus on fine-grained differences between classes and a relative decrease of

the available training examples per class. As witnessed from the currently

available data sets for interaction localization, harvesting relevant examples

of interactions in video is challenging. This problem calls for methods that

allow training interaction detection models from very few examples. In Chap-

ter 6 we introduced a method to train our models using auxiliary data. We

adapted the DPM formulation to allow for the inclusion of auxiliary data

from a different source than the training data. We achieved generalization to

different environment settings by using non-specific examples from the MPII
Human Pose data set (Andriluka et al., 2014). The advantage of our method

is that we can train specific interactions with very limited numbers of exam-

ples, which is especially useful in cross-data set settings. Using non-specific

auxiliary examples comes at the cost of a slight reduction in performance.

However, in our work we show that we can successfully train a model from

as few as five examples.
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One of the problems with the approach is in the way that we use a sigmoid

function to further separate positive and negative examples during training.

Summing the responses of the parts of the DPM using our scoring function

proves difficult, because the relative contribution of each part becomes the

same. This turns out to be detrimental to the discriminative power of the

model because of an increase in false positive detections. Including a bias

for each part may solve this problem by ensuring each relative contribution

stays the same after rescaling. While we estimate the parameters of a part’s

sigmoid function during training, we would have to estimate a bias for each

part beforehand. The result of using a bias in this way would be a reduced

number of false positive detections, making it easier for the tube fitting pro-

cess to correctly find the spatio-temporal extent of the interaction among the

set of generated detections.

An end-to-end interaction detection framework

In the previous chapter we presented an end-to-end interaction detection

framework that models spatio-temporal deformations for every body part,

using an arbitrary combination of pose and motions descriptors. Adding de-

formation capabilities to the scale and temporal aspects of each part has

distinct advantages. Interactions are rarely performed before a camera in the

exact same viewing angle as during training. In Figure 7.2 we show that vari-

ations in diagonal viewpoints are likely to occur, which cause scale changes

in different body parts as they move away and towards the camera. Allow-

ing scale deformations helps to solve this. Similarly, the timing of how a

sequence of movements occur around the epitome of an interaction, is rarely

synchronous between examples of the same class, as can be seen in Figure

7.3. Allowing limited temporal deformation of the model parts improves

recognition in these cases. Temporal deformations also help in the case of

repeated interaction movements. They cause the mutual temporal offsets to

interfere less with the model response.

Though our models allow for some viewpoint variation, completely dif-

ferent viewpoints are problematic for several reasons. When an interaction

takes place between two people that stand in line with the viewing angle

of the camera, one of the individuals will be seen from the back and the

other will be occluded. This makes classifying the interaction very challeng-

ing because fine-grained limb movements cannot be seen properly. Modeling
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different viewpoints with different mixtures as was discussed earlier may be

a partial solution to this problem.

While our solution works end-to-end during testing, currently our method

still requires detailed information of limb locations for both interacting indi-

viduals to train a new model. This limits its applicability when learning new

interactions, because they would have to be recorded with the requirement

of a separate pose estimation method for finding those limb locations. We

would like our method not to be dependent on such measurements during

training. We discuss a possible solution to this problem in Section 8.3.

We have tested our models using data sets with varying precision in label-

ing. Data sets such as UT Interaction (Ryoo and Aggarwal, 2010) only provide

labeling that marks the general area in which the interaction takes place with

a static bounding box. We have used the work by Sener and İkizler-Cinbis

(2015) to refine the labeling of this data set to bounding boxes that follow

the interacting individuals dynamically over time, which gives more preci-

sion. For research into fine-grained face-to-face interactions, more precisely

labeled data is needed. The data sets that we have contributed, ShakeFive1

and ShakeFive2, feature detailed limb locations for the individuals involved,

for every interaction frame.

The use of Kinect to acquire the detailed locations of the limbs puts some

limits on gathering the data. While the overal accuracy of the Kinect 2.0 has

improved a lot with respect to Kinect 1.0, limbs that move quickly can be

localized a lot more precise with a Vicon Motion Capture system. Another

issue with Kinect is that the distance at which interactions can be performed

from the camera is limited by the device and interactions need to be recorded

without direct sunlight, because it would interfere with the measurements.

Mettes et al. (2016) provide a possible solution to efficiently create labeling

for new interaction data sets. However, the focus of their work is on generic

actions and not on fine-grained face-to-face interactions. A thorough evalu-

ation is needed to find out how well the proposed method works with data

that features fine-grained face-to-face interactions.

Measuring performance

The performance metric that we used in Chapters 4 and 5 measures the mean

average precision of the precision/recall diagrams for the epitome detections.
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This metric does not capture the spatio-temporal extent of an interaction. It

only measures how well we are able to find short video sequences that con-

tain the epitome of the queried interaction. The performance metric that we

used in Chapters 6 and 7 measures the AuC for the average IoU ≥ σ , between

the ground truth and the detection tube (Van Gemert et al., 2015). This is a

better measure because it reflects the spatio-temporal nature of actions and

interactions. However, due to the nature of human behavior, the exact mo-

ment an interaction begins and ends is unclear. This is not reflected by this

performance metric, which treats every moment of the interaction as equally

important. Depending on the type of application, it may be more important

to find with high accuracy the spatio-temporal location of the interaction,

close to its epitome rather than at its beginning or ending. Apart from the

spatio-temporal aspects, estimations of pose and motion precision regarding

fine-grained face-to-face interactions could also provide more insights into a

model’s performance. As automated measurements become more accurate,

they will become more relevant in the study of social behavior and body lan-

guage. But getting there will require methods with more precise pose and

motion comparisons.

8.3 Future research

Our work has contributed to a better understanding of automatically detect-

ing human interactions. However, there are several ways in which it can be

extended or improved. Jhuang et al. (2013) show that it is essential for hu-

man action and interaction classification to have precise information on limb

locations and movements. Our work reflects these findings. We have shown

that it is possible to localize fine-grained face-to-face interactions without the

need for extra hardware to detect precise limb locations, such as Kinect. To

train our models however, precise localization of the limbs is required. By

now, a host of work exists that provides possible solutions to acquiring this

type of data for existing interaction videos (Cao et al., 2017; Wang et al.,

2019; Xiu et al., 2018). The proposed methods can recover human poses

from a wide variety of camera viewpoints and distances. The recovery of

the pose information can help to find fine-grained differences in the per-

formance of interactions, which could lead to training interaction detection
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models that, up to now, were difficult to create. These methods could, for

instance, be used on video footage involving interactions where the usage

of extra hardware to recover limb information is cumbersome, like in search

and rescue operations.

Interaction recognition with deep architectures

The work in this thesis relies on handcrafted features such as HOG, HOF and

MBH. Deep learning through Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNets) has

in recent years had a large impact on object recognition and is starting to

make an impact on action and interaction recognition (Asadi-Aghbolaghi

et al., 2017). However, different methods of score fusion to combine im-

age features over multiple frames were shown to be unsuccessful at mod-

eling the temporal aspects of actions in video (Karpathy et al., 2014). It

turns out that during training, ConvNet features are not susceptible to small

spatio-temporal variations due to relatively large intra-class scene disparities

in combination with potentially small inter-class pose similarities in the train-

ing data. This is especially problematic for the fine-grained face-to-face in-

teractions discussed in this thesis. A solution to this problem may come from

fusing the output of the aforementioned human pose-recovery networks with

a pose aware optical flow network. The network should then be re-trained

using transfer learning with fine-grained face-to-face interaction examples.

Though work exists proposing to solve the problem by using two-stream net-

works that combine ConvNet features with generic optical flow (Simonyan

and Zisserman, 2014), we believe that precise pose and motion awareness is

essential to achieving good results. Giving the flow network pose awareness

by bridging the two streams, as proposed in the method by Tran and Cheong

(2017), seems to be a good approach with regard to fine-grained face-to-face

interactions. But it needs to be tested with these types of examples.

A different avenue to explore with convolutional filters, would be to com-

bine our proposal for interaction epitomes with the Dynamic Image Network

(DIN) proposed by Bilen et al. (2017). A DIN captures the short moments of

an action as a 2D image representation of convolutional features. DINs have

been explored for coarse actions, but not with a specific focus on interactions.

Priming a DIN on the epitome of an interaction during training is likely to be

beneficial to the performance of a fine-grained face-to-face interaction mod-

els.
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Latent spaces of interactional events

The subjective nature of the spatio-temporal extent of interactions and the vi-

sual overlap between different interactions at these moments are challenges

that deserve a closer look. Most computer vision solutions involve discretely

labeled data, while human behavior can typically not be discretely classified

(Crowley and Mitchell, 1994). Instead of measuring classification perfor-

mance of fine-grained face-to-face interactions, measuring resemblance to

prototypical behaviors may be more insightful. Creating a semantic space

(Gärdenfors, 2014) for interactions, can provide more insights into differ-

ences in human behavior during specific interactions. This approach should

be combined with precise measurements of pose and motion.

An important future challenge is the ability to train detection models for

interactions not seen during training. Many social behaviors are difficult to

annotate explicitly. This requires more sophisticated ways of acquiring train-

ing examples for these types of behaviors. It is also possible that methods

need to be created that can implicitly infer new interactions in the latent se-

mantic space in-between the prototypical interactions that were learned from

the training examples. It is clear that end-to-end interaction frameworks that

are able to model posture alongside specific limb movements, will be essen-

tial to creating interaction models that can detect implicitly defined social

behavior.

8.4 Conclusion

Automating spatio-temporal dyadic interaction localization is a complicated

challenge that has only recently come under the attention of researchers in

computer vision and artificial intelligence. In this thesis, we have introduced

ways to solve the different subtasks that are involved in a coherent way,

by creating an end-to-end solution for localizing, in both time and space,

fine-grained face-to-face interactions. The methods that we have introduced

allow us to start delving deeper into understanding the intricate details of

how people’s poses and motion define how they interact with one another.
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Indeed, we believe that our methods are directly beneficial to understanding

human behavior in social contexts, because we have made it much easier to

find and process the subtle visual properties that they posses.

The rapid developments in the fields of computer vision and artificial in-

telligence open up a wide range of new possibilities for the kind of research

upon which we have shed some light with this thesis. We believe that auto-

matically localizing and classifying specific behaviors with subtle differences

will greatly impact in a wide range of fields that involve human interactions

in daily life, from the entertainment industry to security, medical and other

care applications.
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A dyadic interaction is a behavioral exchange between two people. In this

thesis a computer framework is presented that can localize and classify fine-

grained dyadic interactions, such as a handshake, a hug or passing an ob-

ject from one person to another. In artificial intelligence tasks like these are

commonly referred to as human interaction recognition. Our method can be

trained on videos with accompanying metadata of the poses of the individ-

uals involved in the interactions, to automatically recognize dyadic interac-

tions. Instead of focusing on interactions that are visually very different,

such as kicking and punching, we look at visually similar interactions, such

as shaking hands and passing an object. We give special attention to the fine-

grained differences between these types of interactions. The interactions we

consider for this thesis usually involve physical contact, but our method is

not limited to these types of interactions.

Focusing on the localization and classification of fine-grained dyadic inter-

actions is a challenging task. Solving this problem is important because of

the many types of different applications which lie in its prospects. Human

interaction recognition plays an important role in surveillance, video search

and automated video captioning. Aside from the different type of applica-

tions that successful interaction recognition models may produce, they can

also play an important role in human behavior understanding and the study

of social development.

For many years automatically finding and labeling interactions has been

beyond the capabilities of computer systems and artificial intelligence. Re-

cent advances in hardware and computer vision algorithms have brought it

into the scope of research (Chapter 2). In this thesis we introduce two data

sets specifically designed for the task of dyadic human interaction detection

(Chapter 3) and we describe a spatio-temporal model that contains pose and

motion features in a graph of deformable body parts. We set our model up

by first finding the moment during an interaction that is most representa-

tive of its particular class. We call this frame its epitome (Chapter 4). Our

model is created from the epitome to describe the temporal build-up towards
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it and the run out of the interaction afterwards. Over this course of time, we

describe the dyadic interaction poses for different limbs using Histograms of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) and the accompanying motions using Histograms
of Optical Flow (HOF) and Motion Boundary Histograms (MBH). We show

that we can train our model from relatively few examples (Chapter 5). We

test its robustness when the amount of available training data is extremely

limited and we look at the use of auxiliary images to leverage training in

these cases (Chapter 6).

On testing on unsegmented videos, our framework returns labeled spatio-

temporal tubes that cover an interaction precisely. We perform cross-data

set experiments to evaluate the generalization performance of our method.

These experiments show that our models generalize well to different envi-

ronments. Next to its performance our formulation is flexible enough to

incorporate different features and part configurations, so other interaction

classes can be easily trained (Chapter 7).

Our research shows that there is still room for improvement. Most impor-

tantly, the temporal extent of the interaction is difficult to estimate precisely

with our method because we train models on the epitome of the interaction,

which covers only a small part of it.





Samenvatting
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Een dyadische interactie is een wisselwerking van gedragingen die plaatsvin-

den tussen twee mensen. In dit proefschrift wordt een computermodel be-

schreven dat fijnmazige dyadische interacties kan lokaliseren en herkennen.

Daarbij moet men onder andere denken aan handen schudden en omhelzen.

Binnen de artificiële intelligentie worden dergelijke taken veelal aangeduid

als menselijke interactieherkenning. Onze methode kan uit een video met

bijbehorende metadata van de houdingen van de mensen betrokken bij de

interacties op het beeld, leren hoe dyadische interacties automatisch her-

kend moeten worden. In plaats van de nadruk te leggen op interacties die

visueel veel van elkaar verschillen, zoals schoppen en slaan, kijken wij naar

interacties met een hoge visuele gelijkenis, zoals het schudden van handen,

omhelzen of het doorgeven van een voorwerp. We hebben in het bijzonder

aandacht voor de fijnmazige verschillen tussen dit soort interacties. Bij de in-

teracties die we in dit proefschrift bekijken is er veelal sprake van lichamelijk

contact, maar onze methode beperkt zich hier in principe niet toe.

Het lokaliseren en herkennen van fijnmazige dyadische interacties biedt

grote uitdagingen. Het oplossen van deze problemen is van belang omdat

het veel verschillende soorten applicaties mogelijk maakt. Het herkennen

van menselijke interacties speelt een belangrijke rol in surveillance, het auto-

matisch zoeken in video’s en het automatisch voorzien van tekstuele beschrij-

vingen van de inhoud van een video. Naast de verschillende applicaties, kan

een beter begrip van deze technologie ook een belangrijke rol spelen bij het

verkrijgen van inzicht in menselijk gedrag en bij het bestuderen van de men-

selijke sociale ontwikkeling.

Lange tijd was het automatisch vinden en markeren van interacties in video

praktisch gezien onmogelijk. Recente ontwikkelingen op het gebied van com-

puter hardware en artificiële intelligentie hebben het onderwerp binnen het

bereik van onderzoekers gebracht (Hoofdstuk 2). In dit proefschrift worden

twee nieuwe verzamelingen met voorbeelden geïntroduceerd die specifiek

gemaakt zijn om de beschreven interacties uit de voorbeelden te kunnen le-

ren (Hoofdstuk 3). Daarbij beschrijven we een spatiotemporeel model dat is
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opgebouwd in een structuur met vervormbare lichaamsdelen. De onderdelen

van het model beschrijven zowel de houdings- als de bewegingseigenschap-

pen die een rol spelen bij interacties. We bouwen ons model op door als

eerste te zoeken naar het moment met de meest representatieve houding,

gedurende een specifieke interactie. We noemen dit moment het epitome
(Hoofdstuk 4). Ons model is opgebouwd uit beschrijvingen van het epitome

en typeert de aanloop naar dat moment toe, en de uitloop erna. Over de

loop van de tijd typeren we het dyadische interactieproces van verschillende

ledematen, waarbij we voor het beschrijven van de houdingseigenschappen

gebruik maken van Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG). De bijbehorende

bewegingseigenschappen worden beschreven met behulp van Histograms of
Optical Flow (HOF) en Motion Boundary Histograms (MBH). We tonen aan

dat we een model kunnen leren op basis van slechts enkele voorbeelden

(Hoofdstuk 5). We testen de robuustheid van onze modellen wanneer ze

worden getraind met extreem weinig voorbeelden en we kijken naar de in-

vloed van hulpvoorbeelden die in deze gevallen het leerproces kunnen sti-

muleren (Hoofdstuk 6).

Bij het testen op niet gesegmenteerde video’s, produceert onze methode

geclassificeerde spatiotemporele buizen die de interactie precies volgen. We

voeren experimenten uit op andere voorbeelden dan de voorbeelden waarop

ons model is getraind. De andere voorbeeldverzamelingen bestaan uit leer-

voorbeelden met vergelijkbare interacties. Hiermee meten we de genera-

lisatiekracht van onze methode. De experimenten die we hiermee hebben

uitgevoerd tonen aan dat de modellen die we trainen goed in staat zijn de

geleerde interacties te herkennen in een andere omgeving. Naast de goede

prestaties van onze modellen, zijn ze flexibel genoeg om verschillende mo-

deleigenschappen en configuraties te vervangen. Dit zorgt ervoor dat andere

interacties gemakkelijk geleerd kunnen worden (Hoofdstuk 7).

Ons onderzoek toont aan dat er nog voldoende ruimte is voor verbetering.

De belangrijkste tekortkoming van onze methode is dat de precieze start- en

eindpunten van een interactie lastig te bepalen zijn. Dit komt doordat we

trainen op basis van het epitome, die slechts een klein deel van de complete

interactie beschrijft.
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